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INTRODUCTION
North American evangelicalism is a complex and diverse phenornenon. The diversir).
has k e n dealt with most ofien on the denominational level where the specific theological

distinctions provide content for the discussion. I Although some believe that the number of
denominations muddies the attempt to concisely define "evangelicalism." it is exacrly this

"something-for-everyone" quality that characterizes irs Nonh American manifestation.' This
thesis recognizes denominational diversity as indicative of Nonh American evangelicalism. but
raises yet another division characteristic : popularism.
Alrhough dismissed by many as a degrneration of "true"evan_oelicalism (or a mort:
mainline and ofien Reformed intellecrual formulation). popularism is endernic ro North
American s ~ a n ~ e l i c a l i s r nIn. ~its attempt to rnake the central Christian message of the cros'

' In Mark A . Noll's A Histox-y of Christianity in the United States and Canada (Grand Rapids:
William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company. 1992) evangelical diversity is most ofrrn discussed
in regards to denornination and its development. Populist democracy is mrntioned. but is relared
to the emergence of less ecclesiasticaIly authoritative churches in Nonh America i,I 52 1. This i3
the sarne for Mark Ellingson. who in his book The Evangelical Movement: Groxth. Impact.
Coritroversy. Dialog (Minneapolis: Augsberg Publishing Housr. 1988). ourlinrs the shapr: of
evangelicalism in terms of its denorninations. traditions of expression. and institutions. These
wnters take their lead from earlier snidies such as the ones by Sidney E. Mead (The Livel?
Experiment: The Shaping of Christianity in America [New York: Harper & Row. Publishrrs.
19631) and Andrew M. Greely (The Denominational Society: A Sociological Approach to
Religion in America [Glenview: Scott, Foresman and Company. 19721) which characterizcd
American religion by its denorninarionalism.
See Donald Dayton's essay at the conclusion of The Variety of American Evangriicalisni
(Downers Grove: InterVarsiry Press, 1991) where he raises the question whether these
denorninations cm even be accurately identified by the one label "evangelicalism" (245-25 1 ).
3

The individualism so inherent to Nortb American evangelicalism is explored by Nathan O.
Hatch in The Democratization of American Christianity (New Haven: Yale University Press.
1989). He traces the democratic emphasis aiid the concornirant popularisrn duough American
religious history from its inceprion to the contemporary situation. Mark A. NoIl acknowled~rs

and the resurrection real to everyone including "the anxious New York cabby." as a well
known evangelical wrote in reply to a critic of Billy Graham. evangelicalism relies on popular
methods created through its revivalist and democratically oriented history.' This populist
character became entrenched in North American evangelicalism through the religious and
political events in the two Great Awakenings and the subsequent revivals. the Revolurion and
the Civil War. and the intellecnial. social and religious crisis at the end of the nineteenth

century. The various expressions of evangelicalism today show that this populism took firm
mot. The existence of the snake handling churches in the Appalachians. the Toronto Airpori
laughing revivals. the Vineyard movement are not evidence of fringe movernents. but rathrr
are testimony to the grass-roots character of e~an~elicalism
.' Including evanzelicalism' s
Evangelical Mind (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdrnans Publishing Company. 1995,. but NoIl
beiieves that early twentieth cenniry fundarnentalism and its anti-intellectual reaction to crisis is to
blarne for the plight evangelicalism finds itself in. David Wells recognizes samr trvangelical
dernocratic and popular tendency in No Place for Tmth OR Whatever Happened 10 Evanpelical
Theology (Grand Rapids: William B. krdmans Publishing Company. 1993) but hc attributes
evangelical popularism to an invasion of popular culture as opposed to Nol1 and Hatch who s r r
popularism as an uiherent evangelical trait ( 193).
Alistair McGrath (Evanpelicalism and the Future of Christianity [Downers Grove:
InterVarsity Press. 19951. 76-7) quotes E.J. Carnell. a well known neo-evangelical. in his rep
to Reinhold Niebuhr. Niebuhr had written a review of Billy Graham's 1951 speaking
engagement at Union Theological Seminary which not only compared Billy Graham to rhr car
revivalist firebrand. Billy Sunday, but he called Graham's message "dema~ogic."and
"obscurantist." E.J. Carnell defended Graham's popular presentation of Christianity bu stating
that Niebuhr's message was "beyond the tether of a dime store clerk or hod carrier" and thar a
symbolic cross and resurrection meant nothing "to an anxious New York cabby . " E. J . Carnrll
reflects the North American evangelical focus on making the Christian message undersrandable to
everyone. In doing so, evangelicalism opened itself up to the democratic forces of the American
populace.
5

This is not to Say that al1 evangelical expressions are popular. nor that evangelicalism is itsrlf
an entirely popular movement. Rather, a discussion of evangelical diversity rnust INCLUDE the
characteristic of popularism alongside the other uniquely evangelical characteristics.

popular nature as a legitimate characteristic requires that revivais. seeker services. snake
handlers, the signs and wonders rnovement as well as contemporary apocalyptic spirituality be

taken seriously not only as movements in and of themselves but as pan of the evangelical
family. Although divergent from more mainline expressions of evangelicalism. the existence
of what Randall Balmer calls "an evangelical subculture" needs to be explored in its connecrion
to evangelical theology. history and institutions."his

thesis will look at the popular nature of

evangelicalism using an example. An analysis of conrernporary apocalyptic spirituality will
funcrion as a case study for evangelical popularism.
This project's dual interests - evangelicalism and popular apocalyptic spirituality - are
clarified by being brought into conjunction with one another. The conversion apprai to
"everyperson" in North American evangelicalism. cornmunicated in an uncomplicated fashim.
has propellrd evangelicalism into a dominant force wirhin the nation. Apocalyptic spirituality
is a full inheritor of this evangelical emphasis: using the Bible. it speaks to the contemporary
concerns of the American individual providing a "Christian" answer to the anxierj. of a fastpaced world. In keeping with its evangelicaliy inherited mandate. apocalyptic spirirualir is an
earnest attempt to make Christianity applicable and understandable in contemporary society .
Using Grant Jeffrey. a popular end times author. as representativi: for the rnovemenr. this
thesis will study the apocalyptic spirituality rnovement seriously. rrrating it as a lqitimatr
6

Randal1 Balmer's book. Mine Eyes Have Seen the GIory: A Journey into the Evangelical
Subculnire in America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993) was an impetus for this
Foject. Although he does not provide critical discussion of the evangelical p u p s he visits. h r
descnbes an evangelicalism that rarely appears in discussions of the nature or definition of
evangelicalism. Balmer does not address what exactly he means by "subculnire. " but the groups
he presents in his discussion are less "sub" to evangelicalism itself and more normative than hr
presents in his book.
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contemporary movement and elucidating its tenets in order to illustrate how and why it holds
influence.
This project consists of three chapters. each building on the previous chapter's
discussion. This order not only follows historical progression. but it also mirrors the argument
set up in the first chapter regarding evangelicalism's movement towards popular expression.

The mode1 is represented in the three ~iiapterswhere dispensationalism is a more popular
refomulation of classic evangelicalism and apocalyptic spirituality is a popular interpretation
of dispensationalism. As well. the specific hermeneutical and theological concerns highl ightrd

in the first two chapters culminate in the third. which demonstrates how these are acniall~used
and reinterpreted by one type of American religious construction.

The first chapter is a survey of Nonh American evangelicalism's theological concerns.
hisrory. and institutional structure clarifying the generai outlines of what is often thought of as
an undefinable and varied movement. Nonh American evangelicalisrn is an interesting
phenornenon because of its creative efforts ro uphold onhodony: it ussd nonrradirional and
uniquely New World methods to comrnunicate the traditional Reformation concerns of solri

scriptura and solafidei. From its begimings in the revivals of the Great Awakenings. its
concem was on individual faith cornmitment and the centrality of the Bible. Thesr two

concerns - Bible and individual - have given evangelicalism a unique shape especially as
experienced and reimagined through evangelicalism's historical high-points and crises. The
two concems ofien countered each other in evangelical history as out of one developed a
democratic popularism and out of the other a concem for serious theological study. These dual
concerns held in tandem within North American evangelicalism result in a vibrant as well as a

5
contentious character. This dynamic but combative quality generated many differenr groups
al1 shanng sirnilar ideas on how Bible and individual worked within Christian theology. yet al1
divided by their own distinct interpretations of the exact nature of the Bible and the individual.
Apocalyptic spiriniality is only one of many groups which inherited and continues to sharr in
the evangelical diversity originating out of popularism. Dicrated by this evangelical heritagr.
apocalyptic spirituality provides its own unique rendition of biblical applicabili ty for the
individual living in contemporary North American society .
The second chapter examines dispensationalism which evolved out of a panicular
moment within evange;icalism's history focussed on upholding and provins bihlical intrgrit),
and legitirnacy.

Dispensationalism came to Nonh America in the late nineteenth centur' when

evangelicalism felt increasing pressure to provide a rational argument for bibliçal legitirnac!
Dispensationalism offered a simple formula for biblical interpretation constructrd out of a
literal reading of the biblical text. This resulted in an emphasis on prophetic lirerarurct and a
dichotomy between lsrarl and the Church. Notewonhy within dispensationalist history is the
similar pattern of historical movement from a homogenous and classic formulation to
multiform popular expressions also evidenr in evangelicalism. As with evangelicalism.
populist expression became entrenched in dispensational ism whrre more simplisr ic
interpretations disregarded classic dispensationalist emphases. Nor only does the emergençr

and history of dispensarionaiism affirm evangelicalism's adaptabil ity in lip ht of democrat iç
concems and dissatisfactions, but it also provides explanarion for apocalyptic spirituality ' s
stnicnire, concerns. and direct content matter. An examination of dispensationalism. the
immediate link between evangelicalism and apocalyptic spiriruality. provides content and

6

context for apocalyptic spirituality and its Iarger religious environment. Popular apocalyptic

inherired the belligerent attitude of fundamentalists in crisis. and the dispensationalist
methodological focus on prophecy .
The third and final chapter will focus on Grant Jeffrey's works of apocalypric
spirituality. The two previous chapters fonn the interpretative contrxt for Jeffrey's view on
the Bible. its function, the modem world and its direction. The modification of these inherited
tenets moves Jeffrey and others like him into comecting with a third tradition of hisioric
apocalyptic spirituality which adds a pessimistic and tragic style to his evanpciical and
dispensational content. The addition of a discussion of historic apocalyptic spirituality will
compleir the background study begun with the first two chapters. As a result of this nrn
framework. Jeffrey is able to narrate a drama wherein the Bible and the contemporary a d d

are closely c o ~ e c t e d .The tragic mode places al1 of the charactrrs near to an impctnding
catastrophe brought on by world evil. Jeffrey 's narration. although tragic. speaks ro people's
need for meaning. True to its evangelical mandate. it provides in a popular format a srnicturr

by which people can evaluate their surroundines and their existence. Yrt. in spire of Jsffrq ' 3

attention to detail and careful biblical study. his rragic paradigm undermines the classic
evangelical pursuit of biblical onhodoxy .
Popular apocalyptic spirituality. although dismissed by many as a shallow blrnd of
American nationalism and fundamentalism. is an important religious movemenr. It nrsds ro
be exarnined closely and understood because it has such widespread influence in N u n h

America. Although looking ro the end times to explain the world is certainly no1 a nen.
endeavor in the Christian comrnunity, the emphasis on the proximity of the end times has

7

increased in the last twenty years. And these contemporary doomsayers have far more wide-

ranging effects than their predecessors primariiy because many more people are exposed to the
message of apocalyptic spirituality. Modem media and printine technology make it possible

to spread their version of eschatology far and wide. For instance. Hal Lindsey's book The
Late Great Planet Eanh sold millions. Television evan_eeIistJack Van lmpr reaches millions of
households. The end-times message is as easy to access as the nearest television and local BDalton bookstore. The existence of large numbers of people who are influenced b- the
apocalyptic framework of interpretation require a closrr look at the movement ilself. Sot on[>
does popular apocalyptic create a panicular social and political atmosphere within Nonh
America by shapins the interpretarion of evenis. but more significantly. i t offers answrrs to
the questions of life for those who appropriate its message.
Throughout North American evangelicalismeshistory. one can see rhat it supplied the
Christian gospel directly suited to the panicular events of the historical milieu. One can s r r
this in the preaching during the battles of the American Revolution and the Civil War wherr

the biblical message was directly linked to the events in order to define the crisis and motivate
people to action. This ability of evangelicalism to tailor itself 10 the situation a[ hanil in order
to cater to the individual's understandin2 of self, God and the world lends it its popular
character. This same character is evinced in contemporary apocalyptic spirituality. As the
miilennium approaches many people wonder what the world will look like in the future.
considering the already rapid changes taking place in society. In a worid where cornputers

.

outwit chess grandmasrers, cloning threatens individuality new diseasçs challenge establishrd
medicine, and cultural taboos are breached daily by those in the arts and media. the farniliar

stxucture seems to be crumbling. The lack of hope generated from the perceived disintegration

of traditional western culture is an indication to some that humanity is corning to a crossroads
and that change in some form is inevitable. American militia groups are preparing for a final

political battle against an allegedly inept and oppressive govemment. and rnovies and television
depict future aliens destroying a defenseless world.' As a result. religious leaders and their
followers are doing their best to provide a religious framework to answer to the question "whar
happens n e ~ t ' ? " As
. ~ E.J. Carnell expressed in regards to evangelicalism. contemporary

apocalyptic spirituality has made itwlf available in a format "that the anxious New York
Cabby" can value and understand. True to its evangelical rnoorings. contemporar? apocalyptic
spiriniality has used every available means to communicate its interpretation of self. God and
the world. Its prevalence in American society especially with the second millemium so clow
7

Some might question whether rnilitia groups and their ldeas are tmly secular. Manu rnilitia
groups daim a Christian foundation to their apocalyptic views. but it is secular political works
such as The Turner Diaries and Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion which fuel the paranoia.
Their extreme political views and racist theories are given substance by evangelical end-timz
symbolism which is what gives hem their Christian veneer. See John L. Moore ( "Militia
Myths," Books & Culture, November-December 1996, 18-19) who opposes the view that militia
groups are based on conservative Christian views. Joe Maxwell and Andres Tapia. "Guns and
Bibles: Militia Extremists BIend God and Country into a Potent Mixture. " Christianity Today.
June 19, 1995, 34-7, 45.
8

Apocalyptically-minded Christian groups are not the only representations of this rxplanation
of the modem world. There are secular manifestations as well as quasi-biblical groups who hold
extreme views on what the future holds, like the Califomia Heaven's Gate community memhers
who "retired" their bodies in order to meet with the space ship they believed was behind the
Hale-Bopp cornet. The Heaven's Gate group was widiin the distant range of Christianity as they
used the Bible as one of their religious texts within a New Age frarnework. Others wirhin the
fringe rnight include David Koresh and his followers who died believing that in their fight againsi
the FBI that they were defending themselves against the Beast of Revelation and his ag,*ressors.
The Branch Davidians were in closer range to traditional Protestant Christianiry. but by claimine
messianic stanis Koresh was outside the boundaries of orthodoxy. See Richard J . Mouu1. "Waco
Logic, " Books & Culture. Septernber-October 1995, 7-8.
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at hand. makes it a valuable case snidy in the examinarion of popular evangelicalism.

CHAPTER ONE: EVANGELICALISM

The apocalyptic movement in conservative North American Protestantism arises out of
the general structure of evangelicalism. Evangelical theology . history . hermeneutics.
institutional boundaries. and views of the world inform and shape apocalyptic spirituality.
Understanding the complexities of evangelicalism is therefore essential in order to make the
link between the two as well as to provide an explanation of the nature of popular apocalyptiç

and why it meets people's needs.
The problem in describing the comection between the two is that evan~elicalismcannot
be simply defined by one descriptive statement. In fact. the complications that arise in

constructing an adequate definition lead some to think that there is no such thin, as a one
definable entity known as "evangelicalisrn" .' Keeping the critiques in view 1 beliew ic is
possible to establish cenain characteristics which are endemic to those who cal1 themselves
evangelicals . George Marsden states that the rnovement known as North American
evangelicalism. although comprised of "a coalition of submovements which are strikingl?

Donald Dayton. " Some Doubts about the Usefulness of die Category ' Evangelical ' ." in The
Variety of American Evan,~elicalism(Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press. 1991 1. 215-251 . He
states that the range of movements covered undrr the term "evangelical" is so diverse. thal an
attempt to define their cornmonality is meaningless. The tem. he believrs. cannot be used as a
standard as its designation becomes too broad in order to encompass the diversity. Robert K.
Johnston and George Marsden among others would not agree although they recognize the point
king made. They make an argument that evangelical coherence can be identified by several
uniQing factors (Johnston. "Amencan Evangelicalism: An Extended Family. " The Variety of
American Evangelicalisrn. pp 252-272; Marsden. "Introduction, " EvangeIicalism and Modern
Arnerica, viii-x).
1

diverse and do not always get along." still has a definable style as well as a set of beliefs.

'

The set of beliefs is the broadest category by which to classify the m ~ v e m e n t .The
~ ethos that

defines evangelicalisrn provides a more narrow classification. Here one can trace a panicular
historical path from rhe Reformation through to the development of the Puritan colonies in the

new world and onwards. Distilled from the historical and theological distinctives is an
institutional shape which de fines evangelicalisrn most narrow i y. Thus. throlog- interacting
with history has produced a distinctive and panicularly evangrlical institution. Al1 rhrer
categorirs. from broad to narrow. help delineate evangelicalism as a distinct subset within
larger Protestant Christianity .

A. Theology

Evangelicals hold to a historic position on Christian o n h o d o q .Although thzre is
substanrial diversity and latitude in the theological emphases. the theological markers of
evangelicalism can be distilled into five basic points: 1) the final aurhority of Scripturr for
knowledge of God and his saving acts in history as well as a guide for Christian living: 2 )
etemal salvation for sinfui humanity only through persona1 trust in Christ: 3) the authorit~of
the Holy Spirit in the life of the believer: 4) the priority of evaneelism and missions: and 5 )
the need for conversion and a spiritually transformed life.' These cornrnon characrrristics.

' George Marsden, Understandine. Fundarnentalisrn and Evan~elicalism(Grand Rapids: Wm.
B. Eerdrnans Publishing Company. 1991). 2.
3

George Marsden. "Introduction: The Evangelical Denornination. " in Evangelicalism and
Modern America. ed. by George Marsden (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans. 1984). ix.
4

George Marsden, " Inuoduction: The Evangelical Denornination. " Evangelicalism and

1,7

although not distinguishing markers of the diverse groups within evangelicalism. represeni the
demarcation of conservative Protestant belief in general. Evangelicalism. however. can be
distinguished funher from this larger conservative Christianity. What adds this distinguishing
mark. McGrath wrires. is that although evan_eelicalsare generically onhodox in their
appropriation of hisroric Reformed doctrine. they make it distinctive with the addition of the
pietist concern for "rieht living. 5 Therefore evangelical doctrine is expressed existentially in
91

terms of personal relationship with God and his son Jesus Christ. Of these five basic tenets nf
evangelical faith. there is linle doubt that the authority of Scripnire is the linchpin. It is this
which holds the other tenets together. bringing clarit and unity to the larger throloeical

vision.
Clark Pimock writes rhat though "our [the evangelical] concern is with the eospel. nor
b

with the Bible per se. we are convinced that the one will not remain pure ver? long a i t h o u t the

Modem Arnerica. ix-x: Alister McGrath. Evangelicalism & the Future of Christianit~.( D o ~ n r r s
Grove: lntervarsity Press, 1995). 55-6. McGrath also adds a sixth point to the list of emphase5
that act as evangelical distinctives: "the importance of the Christian cornrnunity for spirirual
nourishrnent. fellowship and growth. " Roben K. Johnston frames the theolo_oicaldefinition in a
more historical manner, although the outcome is sirnilar to Marsden and McGrath's definitions:
"evangelicals are those who identiQ with the onhodox faith of the Reformers in thrir answcrs to
Christianity's two fundamental questions: 1) How is it possible for a simer to be saved and
reconciled [O his or her Creator and God? (The answer: solus Chrisrus; sola grariïi; rulafidr): 2
By what authority do I believe what I believe and teach what 1 teach (The answer: solo
scriprura). Evangelicals. that is, have a personal faith in Jesus Christ as Lord and a cornmitment
to the Bible as our sole and binding authority" (The Use of the Bible in Theolopy: Evanpelical
Options [Atlanta: John Knox Press. 19851, 3).
5

Alister McGrath, Evangelicalism & the Future of Christianity. 57. Although this pietism is a
theological fomulation. it is also expressed in practical ternis. One cm see exarnplrs of hon this
pietism works itself out during the Civil War for example.

.

other. w 6 Therefore, in al1 practicality the central point for evangelicals. out which the other

four theological points emerge. is the acquiescence to the complete and final authority of the
Bible unaffected by creeds and church hierarchy. One can see these four points in the
statement found in Article 2 of the Lausanne Covenant ( 1974):
The opportunity to secure one's etemal destiny is open to any individual that reads the
book and appropriates its message personally according to evangelicals. There is no
need for a mediator to aid in this persona1 interaction between the individual and God's
word. Therefore the declaration of the salvific work of God in history through his son
Jesus Christ is al1 based on the authenticity and authority of the book in which the
message is contained. How the Bible is understood and read creates the foundation for
the discussion of al1 the other theological points that differentiate evangelicals from the
others. The Bible is thus a focal point and a flash point in evangelicalism.

This focus on the Bible. the most distinguishing theological characteristic of evangeliçalism. is
also the area out of which the most dissension arises. The central position

-

the Bible

unrnediated by creeds - gives way to difficulty: there is nothing but the text to guide
interpretation. Questions regarding the narure of its primacy. for instance. are openrd up to
the evaneelical community to answer as opposed to having the set theological boundarirs
offered by the creeds and orher traditional formulations. The dissension that dcvelops from the
discussion of the Bible ofien revolves around the issues of authority and interpretation. sincr
authority undergirds the trustworthiness of the Bible and interpretation broaches the issue of
the modem appropriation of the authoritative Word of God.
Evangelicals agree that authority and the supporting tèner of inspiration are cenlnl
issues when it cornes to the Bible. In holding that the Bible contains the revealrd and inspirctd

word of God. Scripture becomes the primary and most tangible aurhority for the Christian
6

xi.

.

Clark Pimock, The Scripture Principle, (San Francisco: Harper & Row Publishers. 1984).

cornmunity.' Benjamin Warfield. a nineteenth-cenmry evangelical whose statements on the
Christian faith continue to wield influence. restated the Westminster Confession when he
wrote:
Before al1 else. Protestantisrn is, in its very essence.an
appeal from al1 other
authority to the divine authority of Holy Scripture.. .the Scripnires are declared to be
the word of God in such a sense that God is their author. and they. because
irnmediately inspired by God. are of infallible truth and divine authority. and are to bt:
believed to be true by the Christian man. in whatsoever is rwealed in them. for the
authority of God himself is speaking therein.'
Evangelicals Iink this correlation between Scripture and the Word of God to the Bible's
inspired and authoritative nature. The logical outcome of this emphasis on authority and
inspiration. as Clark Pimock writes. is the solidification of the Bible as the final arbiter in
matters of tmth:

...if the Bible assens as a fact or tmth some fact or tnith controvened by some
scientific theory. the believer would have no other choice than to side wirh the
Scripnires apainst the scientist. Such is the mode of iheological rhinking in rhr house of
auhorit); .9
This is not an abstract concept. Not only does it create a tangible authority for the spiritual
7

The Bible is the primary extemal authority. but nor the only authority within the e\rangeliçal
frarnework. Experience and church tradition are secondary and complementary authorities ro that
of Scripture. See Donald G. Bloesch. A Theology of Word & Spirit: Authority and Method in
Theology (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press. 1992). 191-5.
8

B.B. Wartield. The Inspiration and Authority of the Bible (Phillipsburg: The Pres-vrian

and Refonned Publishing Company, 1948). 1 1 1.
9

Clark PUinock, The Scripnire PNiciple. 69. However he does emphasize that the Bible is
not a scientific textbook: "its [the Bible's] purpose [is] to lead us to know and love God in Christ
and to grow to maturity in him. not to be a textbook giving scientific paniculars that can be found
by empirical research. It is a religious classic. operating in a specialized area, and nor ninning
cornpetition to the sciences" (69). Pimock recognkes biblical authority. but he mediates
authority with biblical intention. Others anend only to authority and therefore the Bible bzcomes
authority in issues of science and the like. See the creationist movement for an rxample.

direction of the individual and the community . it is. according to evangelicals. also the first

and final authority regarding its own interpretation. Evolving out of the statement of biblical
authority is a methodology where credibility and truthfuiness are assumed. As Timothy
George writes: "its history is historical and its miracles are miraculous. and its theolos!)

is

God's own truth. " l u The theoiogical statement of biblical authority . for evangelicals.
establishes the Bible as the arbitor for interpretation of itself. As final authority the Bible
becomes a reliable and entirely tmstwonhy guide in ail the matters to which it pertains.
The issues that evangelicals struggle with arisr out of these affirmations of authority.
inspiration and complete reiiability . Accordingly one British evangelical. 3. D.G. DUM. wriub
that "there is evangelical unity regarding the Bible's inspiration and authority. Where
Evangelicals begin to disagree.. .is owr the implications and corollaries of these basic
affirmations. " " One large difficulty in the discussion of authority . inspiration and reliahilit! i'
whether and how the text is without error. This debate centers on the conviction that God is
infallible and that His Word should also be without error even if the text was writtcrn by
humans. Although al1 evangelicals would agree with the starement that the Scriptures are truc
in everything they intend to affirm. diere is widespread disagreement over the boundaries of
what the Bible actually intends to affirm. The concept of inerrancy is a diftïcult one to nuance.
For example. when Roben Gundry came out with his comrnentary on Marthéw. arguing that

the Gospel writer was using creative midrash to ernbellish the recording of historical evrnts. he
1O

Timothy George. " What We Mean When We Say It's True." Christianity Today. October

23, 1995, 19.
iI

James DUM, "The Authority of Scripture According to Scripture. Pan One. " Churchman 96
(1982). 1 12, as quoted in Roben K. Johnston. The Use of the Bible in Theolo~y. 9.

offended the inerrantist sensibilities of many evangelical scholars." They felt he violated

textual imerancy by suggesting that the Bible could deceive the reader with Matthean creativitk

king passed off as historical fact. While Gundry believed that the text itself was affinnine a
non-historical reading. others felt it was a direct attack on the historical accuracy and.
ultimately . the authority of the text." The problem. for evangelicals. is in the Iack of an exact
designation of what constitutes an error in the text and therefore a dent in the truthfulness of
God's word. The debate surrounding the exact nature of inerrancy - the errorlessness in evrr!
aspect of the original text - has abated somewhat. but has still not been resolved satisfactoril)
for all evangelicals. 14 It has become difficult to uphold the evangelical concern for the
authonty and inspiration of the text without first fomulating a complete guideline for the
Robert H. Gundry . Manhew: A Commentas. of His Literary and Theological .Ant Grand
Rapids. Eerdmans. 1982). This dissension over his cornmentary eventually Ied to his ha\ inp to
withdraw from the Evangeelical Theological Society in 1983 (for an accounr and analysis of ;hc.
event see David L. Turner's article, "Evangelicals. Redacrion Criticism. and Inrrranc!: The
Debate Continues, " Grace Theological Journal 5.1 ( 1984), 37-45; and Mark Nol1 . Brrween Faith
and Criticism. 167-170.).
"

i3

Gundry's statement was that "al1 Scripture is God's Word and God's Word is entirel!. tmr.
but not al1 of it is equally applicable al1 the time and every place" which allowed hirn the use of
literary critical tools in order to challenge the traditional viewpoint on the text ( " A Theological
Postscript, " Manhew, 640). His use of the tools. he felt, only brought out whar the author of the
text had intended.
14

A twenty-year banle raged between the 1960's and the 1980's over the issue of inerrancy .
Academics such as Harold Lindsell in his Battle for the Bible and Norman Geisler argusd for a

strict and traditional view of inerrancy wherein the Bible was "divinely inspired in its v r c
words, including manen of history and science" (Norman L. Geisler, Decide for Yourself
[Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 19821). Others such as Clark Pinnock advanced a
much less narrow definition wherein inemancy meant that "the Bible cm be tmsted to teach the
üuth in al1 it afirms.. ." (The Scnpture ~ r i n c i ~ l225).
e.
This represents a shifi from the earlier
view, brought about by the new emphasis on hermeneutics, where the reader is asked to discem
between "what is really king affinned in the text, as opposed to what is there in a supponing
role" (The Scripture Principle, 225).

understandine of biblical intent .
This banle over definition is being fought mostly in the arena of interpretation.!' The

editor of a recent hermeneutical guidebook writes:
the problem is that this [the evangelical theological position on the authority of the
Bible] while essential for a tme understandine of Scripture. does not by itself paranter
that we will interpret Scripnire aright. We have become increasingly aware that the
interpretation of any document is fraught with many and serious difficulties. What.
then, are those principles that concern generai hermeneutics. A satisfactory response ro
those questions requires the concened e f h n of scholars who are willing to move
beyond the narrow confines of exegesis as such. Indeed. one is hard-pressed to think of
an academic discipline that does not have something substantial to contribute to our
concerns .16
The Bible's central and authoritative position within evangelicalism reinforces the importance
i5

A self-consciously evangelical hermeneutical approach to dealing with biblical difficulties is
a recent phenornenon. Although the previous generation of evangelical theologians and biblical
scholars had a defined method for reading the Bible and therefore were familiar with an
evanplical hermeneutic. it has not been until the last twenty years that evangelicals have
investigated various interprerative methods in hopes of cornine to some agreement and conclusion
on how and what the Bible is trying to cornmunicate to its readers. One can sse this new concem
reflected in the number of articles published in recent years. A sampling includes the following:
Douglas Jacobsen. "The Rise of Evangelical Pluralism. " Christian Scholars Review 16 no.4
(1987), 325-335; Robert K. Johnston, "Biblical Authority and Herrneneutics: The Growing
Evangelical Debate. " Covenant Quarterly 50 (January 1994). 6-14; Roben K. Johnston. " Facing
Scriptures Squarely." Christianity Today, A p d 19. 1980, 34-27: Robert K. Johnston.
"Interpreting Scnpnire: Literary Cnticism and Evangelical Hemeneutics." Christianity and
Literature 32 no. 1 (Fall 1982): 33-47; Gordon J . Wenham. "The Place of Biblical Criticism in
Theological Snidy," Themelios 14 (April 1989). 84-89; Gordon D. Fee. "Issues in Evanylical
Hermeneutics: Hermeneutics and the Nature of Scripture." Crux 26 no-2 (June 1990). 2 1 -16:
Gordon D. Fee. "Issues in Evan_eelical Herrneneutics Pan II: The Crucial Issue - Authorial
ùitentionality: A Proposal Regarding New Testament Imperatives." Cmx 26 no.3 (September
1990),3542; Gordon D. Fee, "Issues in Evangelical Herrnerieutics. Pan III: The Great
Watershed - Intentionality and PanicularitylEtemaIity: 1 Timothy 223-15 as a Test Case." Crus
26 110.4 (December 1990). 3 1-37; Murray W. Dempster, "Paradigm Shifis and Hermeneutics:
Confronting Issues Old and New," Pneuma 15 no.2 (Fall 1993), 129-135; J. Julius Scott. Jr..
"Some Problems in Hermeneutics for Contemporary Evangelicals," Journal of the Evangelisal
Theological Society 22 no. 1 (March 1979), 67-77.
16

Moises Silva, "Preface. " Foundations of Conternporary Incrpretation. ed.. Moises Silva

of agreement. and thus hermeneutics is k i n g looked to in order to help bring about diat

unanimity .
As stated above, the principles of biblical authority and inspiration infom evangelicai
C

hermeneutical methodology. An inierpretative framework for the Bible that upholds its

.

authority integrity and elucidates God's Word for the present age. is the evargelicai goal in
hermeneutics. This focus on authority is an important distinction. for unlike a liberal agenda
wherein the hermeneutical task is directed by external literary critical tools and the modem
experiential context. the evangelical labor is guided by the text itself. using interpretive tools
only as the text allows. The evangelical framework subjects everything to the theological
boundaries that the text provides (authority, inspiration. inerrancy and unity).

This use of the as a hermeneurical guide appears simple. but in actuality the evangelical
hermeneutical system is complicated. The problrms arise in several areas. First. the uni\.ersal
problem for evangelical and nonevangelical alike. is that the meaning of the biblicai texr is
embedded in historio-cultural forms which are not easiIy accessed by the modem reader
separated from the text by language. culture. time and already preceding layrrs of
interpretation. The added difficulty to this universal problem. for the evangelical. is the
apparent diversity of the text: the Bible was writren over a period of centuries. in several
languages. and by various authors. This diversity dernands some sort of resolution for the
evangelical interested in a unified conception of divine revelation. In order ro access original
meaning, literary and historical tools need to be utilized. This creates a second problem in that
die use of critical interpretive tools clashes with the evangelical theological tenets of
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing Company. 1996). 15.

perspicuity and inerrancy .
The problem with texnial complexity is compounded by the evangelical democratic
emphasis. The ability of each individual to enter into a relationship with Jesus Christ throuzh
the reading of God's Word without human mediator - academic or cleric - is a Reformaiion
legacy and evangelical ideal. Mark Noll writes: "Scripture. for evangelicals. belongs preeminently to the communion of the saints. While some may have special gifts in understanding

the Bible. these gifts do not warrant a self-authenticatinp magisterium of exegetical science. " '
If the problem of biblical complexity is solved only by the use of academic tools in order to
extract meaning then the message of the Bible is limited to those who have access to academia.

The Bible. therefore becomes an entirely academic enterprise contradicting the evaneelical
emphasis of individual interpretive ability. The perspicuity of the biblical message is lost if
meaning is found only in the use of critical rools. Inerrancy is also at risk in that critiçal took

have historically challenged the tmth value of the texi. The risk of usine critical tools is onl!
made more concrete to evangelicals by the examples of their use. For examplr. older studies
highlighted the various snippets of JEDP without paying an attention ro the way the rlements
had been united together by an editor. AIthough necessary to correct erroneous views and

therefore enhance the understanding of Scripture, critical tools can also play a part in
destroying the integrity of the text. The lack of a unified understanding on hou. interpretive
tools c m function safely within evangelical theological boundaries creates difficult? for rheir
consistent application in evangelical henneneurics.

" Mark Noll. Between Faith and Cnticism: Evangelicals. Scholanhip and the Bible in
America (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House. 1986). 153.

A third dilemma within the evangelical hermeneutical discussion is the artificial

direction given to the interpretative process if one begins with the necessary evangelical
theological boundaries. For example. J .D. G . Dunn examined the bibl ical evidence for an
approach to Scripture interpretation and found the traditional theological principle of inerrancy
18

wanting. Evangelicals. relying upon traditional formulations of Scripture. h a v ~established
theological boundaries of biblical authority. inspiration. inerrancy and unity before the
hermeneutical inquiry is even initiated. This problem has resulted in the formation of

IWO

types of evangelical hermeneutics: the use of critical tools only to bolster traditional orthodos)
and the use of critical tools to test the strength and validity of traditional formulations of
scripnire. The hermeneutical problem for evangelicals is formed out of the use of theological

formulations for interpretation. Although necessary to uphold evangelical orthodoxy . the
theological assumptions also dictate interpretation. The somewhat circular and entangled natu rr
of the problem becomes evident.

The theological marker of biblical authority defines evan~elicalismnor only as a
biblically-centered faith, but also as a community struggling to mainrain its theological
principles against the difficulties encountered when reading its religious text. As a result. the
Bible is read quite differently by the diverse groups wirhin evangelicalism. each reading b e i y
guided by their respective concems. Evangelical academics have attrmpted to locatr somè

form of unity in the reading of the text through theolo$ical and hermeneutical formulations.
They use literary-critical tools within the boundaries of these formulations to help uncover the

18

James D.G. Dunn. "The Authority of Scripture According to Scripnire. Pan One. "
Churchman 96 (1982). 1 12. as cited in Mark Noll. Between Faith and Criticism. 174.

universal truths of the authoritative text . While evangel ical academics grapple with the

meaning and implications of authority, inspiration and reliability of the biblical text, the rest of
the evangelical population is influenced heavily by more popular readings and concerns.
While evangelical academics stmggle with the application and use of critical tools. the popular
generic evangelical hermeneutic remains somewhat static. The strong emphasis on rhe Bible as
authoritative. inspired. reliable and unified. combined with the lack of emphasis on the
problems generated in the reading of the text. result in a lack of sensitivity to textual variance

and difficulty. The Bible is often subjecred to base lireralism and crass over-simplification.
The Bible and its concomitant theological and hermeneutical issues are important
distinctives of evangelicalisrn. One can see these issues reflected in the biblically oriented

prophecy movement which is cornpletely reliant upon the principles of biblical inerranq and
inspiration. and is confident in the belief that divine truth is simple to access and sas)

ri)

appl!

B. History
A panicular historical path defines North American evangelicals. They are desisnated

not only by the more generic theological definition. but by an American historical contexr thar
nuanced the onhodox theological stance. Even though they shared their european Reformarion
heritage with many other Protestants, the North i\merican evangelical's unique religious
exPenence was molded by American religious and secular history.
-
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t g A number of books are devoted not only to comparing American evangelicalism to rhe
evangelicalism that manifests itself elsewhere. but also to delving into the panicular character of
Amencan evangelicalism as a unique entity shaped by a specific context. See m o n g others.
Nathan Harch, The Democrarization of American Christianity (New Haven: Yale Universitj,
Press, 1989); Mark Ellingsen, The Evangelical Movement: Growth,Impact. Controvers)

.

1. Arnerican Protestant Beginnings

In 1607 English Protestants began settling on the eastern Coast of what was later to
become the United States. These first groups were soon joined by the consentarive Puritans

who left England in order to establish "a city upon a hill." as governor James Winthrop of the
Massachusetts colony put it." They rneant to establish a political structure based on rrligious
principles. George Marsden, a prominent evangelical historian. wri tes about the Puri tans :
The Puritans in the Massachusetts Bay Colony were convinced that thry had been
commissioned by God to play a major role in world history. Their rule for life was the
fundamental Protestant principle that the Bible alone should be their supreme guide.
For a mode1 society. they looked to the Old Testament. which described God's
governance of Israel. Surely, they reasoned. these God-given principles should appl!,
to nations today ."

This sense of destiny lingered on as an American ideal. Radical groups such as the Baptists. as
Dialoq (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House. 1988): George Marsden. Relipion and
Amencan Culture (Orlando: Harcourt Brace College Publishers. 1990); Nathan O. Hatch and
Mark A. NoIl, eds.. The Bible in America: Essays in Cultural History (New York: Oxford
University Press. 1982); D.G Han, ed.. Reckoninp with the Past: Historical Essavs on American
y American Evangelicals (Grand Rapids: Baker
Evangelicalism from the Institue for the S ~ d of
Books, 1995); Mark Noll, ed., Religion and American Politics: From the Colonial Psriod to the
1980's (New York: Oxford University Press. 1990); Mark Noll. David W . Bebbington. and
George Rawlyk, eds.. Evangelicalisrn: Comparative Smdies of Popular Protestantism in North
America. The British Isles and Beyond 1700-1990(New York:Oxford University Press. 1991,:
and George Rawlyk and Mark Noll, eds., Amazinp Grace: Evangelicals in Australia. Brirain.
Canada and the United States (Montreal & Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 19911:
Charles H. Lippy. Being Reli~iousAmerican Style: A History of Popular Relieiosity in the
United States (Westpon: Praeger Publishers, 1994). For an entirely Canadian perspective see
John G. Stackhouse Jr.'s book, Canadian Evangelicalism in the Twentieth Centun: An
hoduction to its Character (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1993).

.

John Winthrop. "A Modell of Christian Chanty " in God's New Israel: Relipious
Interpretations of American Destiny , ed. Conrad Cherry (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall. Inc..
1971), 43.
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Religion and American Culture, 16.

well as those who followed Anne Hutchinson and Roger Williams, altered the Puritan
homogeneity of state-sponsored religion with their emphasis on the separation between relieion
C

and secular institutions for th<: protection of the true spirituality of the individual. In the
following years. the colonies became increasingly diverse as the populations grew. Quakers.
Pietists. Presbyterians. and slave religion were added to the mixture. As the number of people
in the colonies grew. opporninities to create reiigious status by proselytizing also expanded.

Out of this widespread rnovement initiated by various religious group:; a set of revivals known
as the Great Awakening was generared.

2. The First Great Awakening (c. 1720-1742)'

73

-- Several scholars have expressed their dissatisfaction with the term "Great Awakening." iriot
only did eighteenth century Arnericans not use the term. but historians believe it erroneously
depict the happenings of the lare 1730's to early 1740's as a unified and general rnovemrnt. Jon
Butler rejects the term not only because ir was not a label used by the people at the time. but a h
because he believes. due to the local and sporadic nature of the revivals. the term makes more of
die events than was uue at the tirne (Awash in a Sea of Faith: Christianizinp the American People
[Cambridge: Harvard University Press. 19901. 165). Others have objected to the
characrerization of the revivals conjured by the use of the tenn "Great Awakening." Roger Firùtr
and Rodney Stark state that the wave of revivals was not spontaneous. but rather a series of
highly planned events (The Churching of America 1776-1990: Wimers and Losers in Our
Religious Economy [New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press. 1992j. 87). Thrse and other
scholars question the neat compmentalization of a loosely unified set of events under one r e m
because it both oversimplifies the movement and the genesis of North American evangelicalisrn
as it arose out of Puritanism. Mark A. Nol1 recognizes this validity of the critique. but défends
the usage of the term in that. although the revivals were widely scanered and local. the r e m must
stand as it indicates a point in time when attitudes towards authonty and the definition of
Chnstianity changed ("The Amencan Revoluiion and Protestant Evangelicalism." Journal of
hterdisciplinary ~ i s t o r y23 :3 [Winter 19951). "Awakening" according to Noll, reflects the
understanding of the movement as "a tradition of pietistic popular Calvinism sparked especially
by Whitefield and continuing on in widely scattered local revivals.. .[and was] the resul~of a
general shift from old-world established Protestantism to new-world evangelical Protestantism"
(626).

The Great Awakening was a movement that spanned two continents. If was a

manifestation of a spiritual renewal movement spanning Scotland, England. Wales and Nonh
~rnerica." In North America the localized New England event expanded from small revival',

in the 1720's and 1730's into a larger intense two-year movement (1739-40) that swept the

cas(

Coast of Nonh America from Georgia to Nova Scotia. It was propelled forward by preachers
such as Jonathan Edwards (1703-1758) whose sermons began awakenings wiihin their own
congregations. Edwards is an especially prominent figure during the revivals as he not only
had a powerful rninistry in New England. but he was a theologian who producrd important

works on conversion and religious experience. He was joined by others such as the itinerant
preachers George Whitefield ( 17 15-1770). Gilbert Tennent ( 1 703- 1764) and Isaac Backus
(1724-1806). al1 of whom broughr their sermons to a broad-based audience of rich and poor.
rural and urban. Unlike Edwards, these men made religion popular and entertaining in order
to revive a Christianity rhey felt had reached a low ebb within the establisbed churches. Some.
like Whitefield, planned extensively to cause rhis revival not leaving anyrhing as important as
the tmth of Christianity to chance.'' These revivalists preachrd a popular message f o u n d d in
Refomation theology that added the emphases of individual spiriniality and radical pirty. hoih
of which have had lasting effects in popular evangelicalism.

23 For differences between evangelicals in vanous countries see: Mark Noll. David W.
Bebbington, and George Rawlyk. eds., Evangelicalism: Comparative Smdies of Popular
Protest&ism in ~ o r &America. The British lsles and Beyond 1700-1990 : and George Rau-l!k
and Mark A. Noll, eds., Amazing Grace: Evanpelicals in Australia. Britain. Canada and the
United States.
--

" Roger Finke and Rodney Starke, The Churchinp of American 1776-1990: Winners and
Losers in Our ReIigious Economy , 88.

The revivalists stressed that mere church attendance or the appearance of religiosity

.

was insufficient to guarantee salvation . Jonathan Edwards for instance. was convinced of the
need for a persona1 individual spiritual experience:
b i s [eternal suffering] is the dismal case of every sou1 in his congregation that has not
been born again, however moral and strict. sober and religious. they may otherwise
be.. .And i t would be a wonder. if some that are now present should not be in hell in a
very short time, before this year is out. And it would be no wonder if some persons.
that sit here in some seats of this meeting-house in health. and quiet and secure. should
be there before to-morrow moming .ls
Edwards was certainly not prornoting a withdrawing from regular church attendance. but his
emphasis was on the conversion of the inner individual not on the outside structure. And
although the Puritans had valued conversion. as Jerald Brauer affirms, the revivalist emphasis
was new as spiritual regeneration was not
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in the congregation or in

Jonathan Edwards. "Simers in the Hands of an Angry God," Selected Writinps of Jonathan
Edwards. ed. Harold P. Simonson (New York: Frederick Ungar Publishing Co., 1985). l i 2 - 3 .
Many have used this sermon of Edward's to characterize him as a preacher fixated on hellfire and
damnation. This caricature of Edwards does not take seriously the concem of the sermon itsctlf.
and neither does it read the sermon in context with the rest of Edward's works. Simonson States
that in order for one to see what Edward's intends, this sermon has to be seen in conjunction with
"A Divine and Supematural Light" which balances the messase of human deeradation (17).
Viewing Edwards as severe on the basis cf one sermon alonr is funher offset in the examination
of his other works. John E. Smith writes of another one of Edward's works, A Treatise
Concerning Religious Affectims. that: " One of the clear declararions of the Affections is thar
religion has to do with the inner nature of a man. with the treasure on which his hean is set and
with the love which supplies his life with purpose. There can be no identiSing religion with
morality or anything else; it is the deepest and most fundamental level of life and it goes ro the
hean of the matter.. .In recovenng the religious dimension of life and in expressing through the
vivid idea of affections. Edwards is a guide. He has @en us a rneans of enposing the pseudoreligions of moralism, sentimentality and social conformity . For if religion concems the
essential nature of a man and the bent of his will. it cannot be made to coincide with moral rulrs.
with fine sentiment, or with social respectability" (45). This funher clarifies Edward's
presentation in "Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God" as his intention is to propel people,
regardless of their station and religious affiliation or deeds, into a persona1 experience with
Christ.

.

the community.'~ccordingto Edwards. each individual had to respond to God personally

without thought of anything but response of the sou1 to God's cornmand. John E. Smith writes

about Edwards:
Edwards places primary emphasis upon first-person experience: in religion it took the
fonn of the new sense or taste without which faith remains at merely the norional level.
A spiritual understanding is not confined to the apprehension of universal concepts but
includes within itself a sense which man must experience directly. If such experience is
Iacking. there is no way in which he can be made to understand the things of religion
through general concepts alone.. .a man must sense or taste for himself the divine love
in order to understand what it means?'
This " first-person experience " necessary for conversion made every individual imponant.
Edwards writes that even: "persons with but an ordinary degree of knowledge are capable
without a long train of reasoning, to see die divine excellency of the things of religion. "'"his
corresponded to the dominant theme of the larger revivalism that spiritual experience was
available to everyone. This new emphasis caused an unintentional shift of focus frorn the
Puritan organized church and social structure to the individual which had enormous impact on
American evangelicalism.
American evangelicalism. however. did nor irnrnediately become individualistic. instead
the change was more gradual. Most significant in this regard during the Great Awakeninp

\+.as

' 6 Jerald C. Brauer. "Pux-itanism,Revivalism. and the Revolution." in Relipion and the
Amencan Revolution, edited by Jerald C. Brauer (Philadelphia: Fortress Press. 1976). 20.

" John E. Smith, "Editor'sIntroduction." A Treatise Concemine Relipious Affecrions. 16-7.
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JonathanEdwards. "A Divine and Supernaniral Light." Selected Wrirings of Jonathan
Edwards, ed. Harold P. Simonson. 86. Despite assening. however, that each individual ufas
responsible and capable. Edwards feared the lack of emphasis revivalism gave to tradition and the
teaching of theology. Edwards especially maintained the necessity of traditional and theological
moorings. Nathan Hatch quotes Jonathan Edwards as having written: "die less knowin,e and
considerate son of people could easily be deceived in the very process of studying the Bible"

lessening authority of the hierarchy in colonial churches. The revivals of the Great Awakening
lost connection to the established church in three ways. First, and mentioned above. althou@
the revivals increased church mernbership with the new convens. the accent was not on

suengthening the established church. The goal was to purify the church with spirintally
regenerated individuals and therefore the emphasis was on the individ~al.'~And although the
anempt was to purify the church. what the revivals of the Great Awakening really did. as
Brauer writes, was to: "excise the concept of conversion out of Puritanism and cast it Ioose in

a highly individualistic and subjectivisitic fashion. "30 The revivals were about reforming
Puritanism. but the idealism resulted in replacing secular and ecclesiastical authority with that
of the layperson. This regenerated individual. spiritually reborn and infusrd with the

Hal!

Spirit. had the authority by which to judse al1 others and thus the structure was subju,~ a t e dto
the individual." This emerging intrrest on individual pierism had enormous implications for
the eventual rise of popular evangelicalism.
Second. the emphasis on the individual radically changed church strucrure in the
colonies. The religious democracy that developed out of pietism led to an explosive shift in
church strucmre from an established church to a gathering of the purified saints of God.
Puritans had revolted against the Church of England because of the contamination they fslr
arose from the secular involvement of the state churches. But their own exprrirnent in

(The Democratization of American Christianity , 180).

" Edwin Scon Gaustad, The Great Awakeninp in New Enpland. 106.
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ecclessiastical and social regeneration had also led to significant compromises. In New
England, for example, Jonathan Edward's grandfather Solomon Stoddard had inst iruted church
membership policies based on the faith of the parents. The revivals seized upon this
"unfaithfulness." Edwards limited the giving of communion only to those who had
experienced a spiritual awakening. thereby damaging not only a church membership tradition.
but also social suucture. Edwards did not tolerate church membership attained on the basis of
political and social standing in the larger community and rather restricted it to only those who
were spirinially regenerated. Not only was class and social influence limited. but ecclesiastical
authority was diminished in light of the validity of individual experience. This new
democracy, developing out of a theocracy . as Edwin S. Gaustad writes. placed:
..the parishioners under less restraint. The emphasis upon a personal religious
experience had then. as always, the effect of making converts less dependant upon
extemal authority - scriptural or ecclesiastical. Those to whom religion in the 1 7 4 0 ' s
had suddenly become meaningful knew that the kingdom of God was within thern: their
private divine vocation. be it called new light. imer light. or sense of the hean. was
their ultimate and occasionally their only appeal. To them only one covenant was of
pressing significance: the covenant of grace. The church covenant was important. but
secondary . Mediation was unnecessary . priesthood was universal. The civil covenanr
was obsolete. and society was shattered. . ."
As a result of these new revival emphases. there was a massive levelling effect not only in the

churches, but between church and state. Churches were formed. reformed or split as a result

of the emphasis on the regenerated individuai. The Great Awakening underscorcd b'
individual pietism gravely weakened the authority of the state in religious entrrprisrs thrrrhy
changing church structure irrevocably.
Third, the revivals and their swelling democratic forces obliterated distinguishing
-

'' Edwin Scott Gaustad.

-

The Great Awakening in New England, 1 13.
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characteristics existing previously . George Whitefield, an Anglican from England, and Gilbert
Tennent, a colonial Presbyterian. and others preached to anyone who would listen regardless
of their denominational background. This was an innovation. Winthrop Hudson assens. as
previously revival sermons were preached "in churches and at stated hours of public worship.
And when sermons were delivered to congregations other than one's own it was at the

invitation of the pastor. ""

George Whitefield preached nor only in any pulpir offered him. bur

at outdoor meetings as well. This lack of restriction applird to theology also. Tement. during
his pastorate in New Jersey. made die acquaintance of the Dutch Reformed rninisrer Theodoni
Frelinghuysen who placed great emphasis on persona1 piety. This new emphasis pervaded his
ministry as well and a new style of emotional intensity was introduced inro Calvinism. The
converts who had been made in these non-traditional settings through a blend of Calvinism and
pietism also reflected this blurring of boundaries by heading to the more non-traditional
religious settings of the Baptists and Methodists. New priorities and methods created a
pluraliry and growing diversity . Although these revivalists intended to mainrain a certain
amount of church strucrure and tradition. their words were the beginning of religion run along
democratic lines, resulring in the splintering of the esrablished church structure into man!
denominations with individualism becoming a reigning principle.
Fourth. despite men such as Jonathan Edwards who were moderate, the Great
Awakening spawned a new way of presenting Christianity. Itinerant revivalisrs took thsir
message to al1 the villages and towns at which they stopped. They preached a popular message
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of the New Binh experience available to all. but often included a barb aimed at the clergy who
they assumed practiced an empty and rigid Christianity. For example. George Whitefield
points his finger at the clergy in his statement:

Boston is a large. populous place. and very wealthy. It has the fom of religion kept
up. but has lost much of its power. I have not heard of any remarkable stir for many
yean. Ministers and people are obliged to confess. that the love of many is waxed
cold.. .Still 1 fear, many rest in headknowledge. are close to Pharisees. and have only a
name to live?
This antipathy towards ecclesiastical structure was reflected in their own popular
communication methods. The emphasis on conversion. the public displays of emotion. la?
preaching and expressed sentiments against intellrctualism clashed with the traditional and
more reserved emphases of the institutional churches. The importance of doctrine and dogrna
were deemphasized and experience and emotion were highlighted. And in order to rnake the
gospel more appealing. the revival preachers entertained their audiences: they employd

C

humor. coarse language. used the vemacular to express religious ideas in their &en
extemporaneous sermons on sin. salvation and the individual. These new methods. although
ultimately undermining the Great Awakening itself. set up a new mode1 for the communication
of religious ideas within North American evangelicalism.
Wirh al1 the voices involved touting their various and sometimrs extreme positions.

coupled with the criticism by the established religious structure. the revival finally crashed
under its own extremes and even relatively consemative preachers such as Jonathan Edulards

U

George Whitefield. Journal, p. 48. as quoted in Roger Finke and Rodney Starke. The
Churching of America 1776-1990: Wimen and Losers in Our Relipious Economy .

were discredited." The revival fire died down after the locally established clergy began
lashing back at the revivalists in order to defend themselves. but the Great Awakening had
lasting resulrs that shaped American religion ever after. The Great Awakening embedded
evangelical c o n c e m into the American cultural understanding. The pietistic message of New
Birth melded with existing ideas of the colonies as God's chosen nation. a new Jenisalem for
the new i n h a b i t a r d 6 Through the War of Rrvolution. the Second Great Awakening and the
Civil War. evangelical
Christianity only further irnplanted itself as the unofficial religion of the
nation as it inspired and interpreted these events. The Great Awakening also introduced nen
methods. with an emphasis on conversion, lay preaching. popular appealing messages and an
experientially-based spirituality. and al1 this clashed with the traditional intellectual emphases
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His ideas on individual spirinial experience cost him his pastorate. Jonathan Eduvards\vas
dismissed from his Nonhhampton Church in 1750 brcause of his convictions that only those u hi)
had tmly experienced spiritual regeneration could participate in communion. Even though
Edwards was by no means excessive and did not condone the "shrieking and deliriums
accompanying conversions among some worshippers." liberals such as Charles Chauncq scizrcl
on Edward's punst stance and denigrated him along with other revivalists (Harold P. Simonson.
"Introduction. " Selected Writings of Jonathan Edwards. 19). Despire offering exrremely
thoughtful insighrs into the theology of conversion even to the point of being critical of the
revival's misleading effects (see his sennon "The Distinguishing Marks of a Work of the Spirit o f
God). Edwards was dismissed alongside the more unintellectual and drarnatic revivalists such as
George Whitefield, Gilbert and William Tennent. This condernnation. tozether with his
unyielding position regarding the administration of communion as well as other incidents crrared
a rift between Edwards and his congregation and he was asked to leave. See also Sidney Mead.
The Lively Experiment (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers. 1963). 33; Winthrop S.
Hudson, Religion in America, 73; and C C .Goen. "Introducrion." The Great Awakening. 76:
Edwin Scon Gaustad, The Great Awakenine in New England (New York: Harper & ROW.
1957), 80-101-

Will Herberg, "Amerka's Civil Religion: What It 1s and Whence it Cornes." in .4mrrican
Civil Religion. ed. Russell E. Richey and Donald G.Jones (New York: Harper & Row.
Publishen, 1974). 76-88; Robert N. Bellah. The Broken Covenant: American Religion in Timr
of Trial (New York: The Seabury Press. 1975).
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of the hierarchical institutional churches. These new patterns of fervency have remained with
North American evangelicalism ever since. The revivals were the genesis of something

uniquely American from their impulse to reorganize the church along a more democratic
structure, to the introduction of a transdenominational character. to an emphasis on
personalized faith and Bible reading.

3. The American Revoiution (1775-1783)

The individualism and idealism accentuated in the religious Great Awakening were
significant for the political arena. The crisis with the British Empire ended in the replacement
of colonial goverment with a newly created fully American republican eovermnent. The
American Revolution. where the people united for the sole purpose of throwing off the
constraints of British nile in the American colonies. was a turbulent staning point for a nation.
Althoueh a segment of the population either resisted or remained indifferenr. a good majority

of Protestants supponed the War for ~ndependence." George Marsden links the political
revolutionary war with the religious awakening that preceded it:
[There was] a direct link between the Revolution and an older tradition of Protestanr
dissent which the Awakening helped reinforce. This tradition went back to Oliver
CromwelI ' s Puritan Commonwealth in the 1650's. The American colonies were
populated largely with people - especially New England Congregationalists and Scotch37

Calvinists of various denominations were the supporters of the war (Congregarionalists.
Presbyterians, Baptists). Others such as Quakers, Anabaprists, Moravians. Dunkers , Anglicans
and other non-Calvinists were either neutral or Loyalists. Those Loyalists who did not move to
Canada were penecuted. See George Marsden, Understandina Fundamentalism and
Evangelicalisrn (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdrnans Publishing Company. 1991). 127: Ruth H .
Bloch, "Religion and Ideological Change in the Revolution, " Religion and American Polit ics:
From the Colonial Period to the 19801s,46; and George Marsden. Religion and American
Culture. 29-30.

Irish Presbyterians - who thought of themselves as hein to that heritage. They were
dissenters rather than pan of the powerful Anglican establishment. The Awakening.
without itself involving any direct political program. intensified the dissenting traditions
in America and increased their numbers. When the Revolution came.
Congregationalists, Presbyterians and Baptists were almost invariably on its side. 3 3
The revivalism of the early eighteenth-century and the Revolution were both impulses for
communal rene wal .
The interchange between the political world and the religious realm was founded on the
P u r i m theocratic idea of God's covenant with the people. They carried with them the notion
that religion should impact tangibly and passionately the world that they lived in. The Great
Awakening only accentuated this adding a democratic twist as well: morality and the goal of
righteousness were no longer the concem only of cornmunity authoritirs but everFone sharrd

in the responsibility. Jerald Brauer credits these reviva! emphases of "new man. new age. and
the centrality of the Holy Spirit" with the growth of revolutionary spirit." The Puritan
religious-social concerns for covenant and liberty were only heighrenrd by the revivalist

("the new age"). The yeaming for purity and God's grace had been made even stronger in the
Puritan comrnunities through the revivais. The threat to this "new man and neu agr " and
therefore also the covenant was the spark that lit the revolutionary fire.w In 1763. aftrr srveral
petitions to the Church of England by the legally-establishrd Anglicans for a bishop in ordrr to
strengthen their position. the dissenters took offense at the perceived tyranny . Togethrr w ith
-
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the dissatisfaction with taxes and the attempt to increase English political authority in the

colonies. the establishing of a British religious authority created a furor. The Quebec Act of
1774 made in British Canada only solidified this perception. For the Protestant colonists. the

acceptance of Catholicism in Quebec by die Crown indicated that British authority was tainted
with cormption and willing to align itself with the powers of darkness. As Anglicanism and
the Crown were allied. both were vilified from the pulpits of colonial ~ m e r i c a . " This

intrusion of English authority into the Puritan communities was perceived as a threai to the
covenant and to the people living under its divine stanis. Revivalism's effect within the
colonies fostered revolt: the authority given to each individual. empowered not by class or
station but by the Holy Spirit. to maintain God's esteem upon the community revolted apainst
what was perceived to be illegitimate authority and a corrupted religious structure.

The covenant. combining the revivalist "new age" to the larger political quesr for
liberty and "the new man" was obligated to act by God's standards. placed political vigilance
into the religious goals. One can see that man) ministers. supponing the revolution from their
pulpit, directly connected political action with religious purity: only when the people reprnrd
..
of their sins in order to achieve the God given state of holiness could the rnernj. h r defeaied.-Nicholas Street, a pastor of East Haven Church during the Revolution. connected the
oppression of being a colonial state under Britain with the state of the sinful people of Israt.1
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during their w ilderness wandenngs :
We see that God kept the children of Israel in the wildemess for many years after he
had delivered them from the hand of Pharaoh, on account of their wickedness. He led
them so long in the wilderness to humble and prove them that they might know what
there was in their heans: and one trial after another brought it out. And so our trials in
this wilderness state are bringing out our corruptions one afier another. that we and
others may know what there is in our heans: what pride. what selfishness. whai
covetousness, what ingratitude. rebellion. impatience and distnist of God and his
providence. al1 these corne flowing forth from the midst of us under our trials. in as
conspicuous a manner as they did from the children of Israel in the wilderness. Which
if it had not been for our trials, that have discovered them. we should not have
imaeined to have been in such a privileged. gospelized land as this."

The Puritan "city on a hill" was broadened to include the notion of a nation directed by God.
Evangelicalism found it easy to align irself with republicanism not only because of the

..
parallels thar existed. but also because there was also a direct sharins of ideas and hinctions.Most importantly. evangelicalism and republicanism shared ideology. One can see this
cornmonality expressed in the interchange of shared symbols and language. The Revolurion
was given a religious vitality when it was frarned as a stniggle between good and elil. .As
well. the rgalitarian ideals of liberty and equality espoused in the revivals and afterwards wrrr
also championed by civil leaders of the revolution and of the fledgiing nation that arose out of
the war. Whereas evangelicalism provided a social strucnire for the fragmentcd and chaotic
43
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Noll compares the similar characteristics between the two (A History of Christianity in the
United States and Canada. 1 16-7). The Puritan mindset linked closety to the values of
republicanism. Nol1 States that "with similar views on virtue. freedom and social well-king. it is
not surprising that republican and Christian points of view began to merge during the
Revolution." (1 18) The sharing between politics and religion resulted in fonns of both that
closely resembled each other. Noll continues the cornparison "the political rally was more han a
secular counterpan to camp meetings.. ..evangelical values also deeply influenced the formal
political parties. ..Al] of them were direct products of evangelical worldviews. apprehensions. and

aftemath of the war. republicanism in tum gave evangelicalism a new common sense
stmctural mode that bolstered Christianity while diminishing reliancs on tradition.

The architects of republicanism adopted Scottish Moral and Comrnon Sense philosophl
to assert public authority and create an ethical and moral stmcture without the appeal to
tradition. They appealed ro the common sense principles of self-evident and universal laws

known to everyone in order to create a necessary foundation for the building up of a nation.
This allowed them to abrogate authoritarian and traditional societal and political stmcmres
without society degenerating into anarchy. This had a great effect on evangelicalism.
Common Sense philosophy opened up the idea that all humanity was able to discern realirc and
therefore universal tniths which complimented the revivalist idea that the Bible irsr If would no1
express any tmth that was not readily comprehendible

CO

al1 who read it. Men such as Barton

Stone (1772- 1844) and AIexander Campbell (1 788- 1866) began preaching an austére
Christianity based solely on the Bible. doing away with an. aurhoriry that rnisht corrupt and
tyrannize its singular authoritative status. Traditional creeds and doctrines couid be dismisseci
in favor of more applicable individual readings and interpretations of the biblical text.
Common Sense philosophy strengthened the belief that each person was fully capable of
understanding realiry and tmth. This freedom given to the individual to authoritativelg act and

think resulted in the proliferation of new religious groups.'S
-

--

aspirations. "(242)
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The principle of individual liberty. both political and religious, was contrary to the idea of
churches with regional boundaries. Voluntaryisrn allowed people church memkrship in
churches where they felt most inclined to attend. Churches were forced to gather mernbers not
on the b a i s of region, but on the basis what the churches had to offer. This radical notion was
the beginning of American denorninationalism. The cornpetition for members created not only

The political, societal. and religious independence offered by the Revolution's reliance

on the individual's common sense permeated popular culture. During the time of the
Revolution evangelicals used a secular philosophy to buttress their own democraric interests
generated during the revivals. But in mm. revolution-steeped evangelicals preac hed a poli tical
message from their non-Loyalist pulpi ts. Both aspects. die lasting legacy of the Revolution.
can be seen within contemporary evangelicalism. The same confidence in the individual's
ability to discern tmth and the uncritical fusion of politics and religion are evident within
certain segments of evangelicalism today. 10

4. The Second Great Awakening (c. 1795-1835)
As with the First Great Awakening of the previous century. the Second Great

Awakening of the early nineteenth-century consisted of waves of revivais and preaching

efforts." Heightened by the democratic urge of the revolution. groups set out to defins the

new churches. but a variety of new religious groups.
46

The Christian Coalition is one of the more prominenr examples of this. Former leader
Ralph Reed's goal in establishing this agency (together with the help of Par Robertson) was ro
infiuence ihe political process in order to bring back a Christian moral focus to the nation. Sec.
bis book, Politically Incorrect: The Emerping Faith Factor in American PoIitics (Dallas: Word
Publishing, 1994).
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Historians place the awakening around the beginning of the nineteenth-century . Manin E.
Marty. narrowing the definition of the Great Awakening to only the a c ~ a revival
l
prriod. darrs i r
between 1800-1802 (Righteous Empire: The Protestant Experience in America [New York: Dia1
Press. 19701, 121). Others such as Nathan Hatch place the inception durinz the time of Timothy
Dwight and his protege Lyman Beecher in 1814 and following (The Democratization of
Amencan Christianity, 17). while still others such as Jon Butler emphasize the importance of
viewing the religious impulse as extending frorn the Revolution and onwards (Awash in a Sea of
Faith: Christianizing the Amencan People, 221). Although a specific date is not agreed upon. it
can be stated that a religious movement grew stronger as the nineteenth-cenniry approachsd. The

new nation as a Christian one. Gordon Harland, in his remarks about this era in American
religious history . writes :

the vision, assurance, and dedication of the old Puritans had been rnaintained but
profoundly transforrned...The old Puritan sense of divine calling and mission was nom
thoroughly fused with a dynamic nationalism.. .Thar which would provide the mode1 for
the world was no longer a covenanted Company sent on an errand into the wilderness.
but a new nation rising rapidly to her own place in the sun."
The idea of a new "Nation under God" was the optimistic motto forgrd out of the religious
ideals of Puritanism and the revivals and the political actions of revolurion and nation building.
This herirage has continued to gnther strength down to the present day. One can see the union

of spirinial and political vision in many of the speeches given during that time. For example.
Lyman Beecher (1 775- 1863). the first president of Lane Theological Seminary . stated in an
1835 speech that if:
this nation is. in the providence of God. destined to lead the way in the moral and
political emancipation of the world. it is time she understood her high calling. and were
harnessed for the work. For miehty causes. like floods from distant mountains. are
rushing with accumulatin_epower. to their consummation of good or rvil. and soon our
character and destin): will be stereotyped f o r e ~ e r . ~ ~
The intensity of this nation building-Christianizing goal was only heightened by the challenge

of anti-Christian sentiments expressed by popular deism. A cornet and an eanhquakr a c r e
additional reminders functioning as alarrning signs to those at the time that the end of the uorld
nineteenth century saw the movement intensify and diversifj until the mid-centun. mark.
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Gordon Harland. "American Religious Heritage and the Tragic Dimension. " Sciences
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Lyman Beecher, "A Plea for the West, Cod's New Israel. 120. His particular concrm was
to Save the West from k i n g affected by Cadiolic European irnmipnts whom he perceived to bc
a threat to the Chnstianizing of the nation. This anti-Catholic rheioric is pan of the american
religious landscape and it crops up in various writings from early on up until the present. Grant

was close at hand.
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Although referred to as a single entity. the Second Great Awakening was a disunified
movement of various groups and methods striving towards the common goal developing
Christianity within the nation. The disparity is quite evident from an overvieh of the principal
characters in the revival effort. Timothy Dwight (1752- 1817). a Congregationalist who
worked out of an urban setting together with his snidents. valued education as important for
true religious knowledge. He wished to combat the:
occupancy of Ignorance.. .[an occupancy in which people assume that] the systern of
Providence. together with the numerous. and frequently abstruse. doctrines and
precepts. contained in the Scripnires. may a11 be comprehended w i thour learning lahor .
or tirne?
The complrte oppositr was seen in Francis Asbury ( 1745- 1816). a Methodist who guided
ministers into the American frontier as circuit riders. His concern was not for building a
leamed defense against anti-Christian philosophy as was Dwight's. but for advancing the
gospel in the quickest marner possible to the greatest number of people. His rural based
ministry was complemented. but also overshadowed, by Charles G. Finnq ( 1 797- 1875i . Both
Asbury and Finney catered to the common person and used the camp meeting formai as a
means to targer this audience. The massive venture created by these men and others changcd
the religious landscapc of America: the number of church attenders enploded. dkision rocked
the congregations. new religious groups emerged, and societies catering to various social nerds
Jeffrey. the subjrct of the third chapter, also indulges in this disposition.
50
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Timothy Dwight. "A Sermon Preached at the Opening of the Theological Institution in
Andover." 7-8, as quoted in Nathan O. Hatch, The Democratization of American Christianity.

arme out of the moral teachings of the revival sermons.
The effects of the Second Great Awakening were fourfold. First. the revivals created a
plethora of religious organizations. These included both the numerous social organizations and

the organizations of the churches themselves into denorninations. As tradiiional churches and
the new denominations stabilized themselves. their concems for the moral reform of society
became stronger and social organizations were established on the various moral issues of the
day . Organizations built around anti-Catholicism. suffrage. abolition. temperance. opposition

to capital punishment and a host of other issues grew out of the continuinp revivalist emphases
on the "new man and the new age". Denominations arose out of the same pieristic concçrns
for the regenerated individual. Where previously there were only establ ished "churches " and
"sects." churches now united with like-minded churches in establishinp thrir version of
s-'

Christianity necessary for the new nation's well-being-- The estahlished churches los1 thsir
authoriry to dynamic new movements such as the "Christians" (circa 1804) and the "Disciplrs"
(circa 181 1 ) both of which arose out of the desire to reestablish the plain tmth of the pospel
believed to be hidden under centuries of church doctrine and traditiod3 Othèr groups such as

'' See Sidney E. Mead. The Lively Experiment: The Shaping. of Christianity in Amrrica (?(:et+,
York: Harper & Row. Publishers. 1963). 134-155. This denominational structure has become
completely ingrained into the American way of doing religion. As James G. Moseley in
Cultural History of Religion in America comments "thateven 'strangrs' could brcome. in a
sense. Protestants. About a cenniry after rhe Second Great Awakening. and after considerable
intemal debate. Roman Catholics accepted their ' Amencanization, ' as one. rather than rite.
church in America. Roman Catholics in America have a revival tradition. and some Jews have
Sunday schools. Zionism might be interprered as a Jewish mission enterprise. These three faiths
are now referred to as the major denominations" (64).
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The "Disciples" founded by Alexander Campbell. and the "Christians" founded by Banon

the Methodists broke away from their original role as reforming bodies of the established
churches and became formal organizations in their own right. The Awakenine fonned the
denominational structure which was to become so indicative of evangelical Christiani ty .
A second outcome of the Great Awakening extending out of denominationalism was the

disinregration of solid theological structure among the denominations. Alrhou=h dernocrac!
was a political vision. it was realized also within evangelicalism with the close linking of

nation and God. Democracy was also working in tandem wirh the revivalist heritage wherr the
competing Christian visions were tailored to meeting the needs of the individual. Although
churches and denominations were united by their common goal of Christianizins the nation.
competition amse out of the inability to separate the political emphasis on democracy from
revival triumphalism. Democracy and i ts resultant competing inrerpretations of how
Christianity was to manifest itself in the nation led to. as Sidney Mead beliwes. an rrosion of
theological emphases." The rivaling reiigious visions did nor allow a focus on a unifisd
spiritual position. rather. as Mead writes. the revivalistic denominations becamè preoccupied:

. ..with sahation and perfection of the individual.. . .tending to focus their attention on
the persona1 vices and morals of individuals. until such persona1 habits as smoking.
drhking. dancing and Sunday observance became the outstanding criteria of Christian
c haracter ."
The competition and its focus on the individual and the corresponding loss of important
theological houndaries caused American evangelicalism ro !ose much of its former Pu rit an

Stone, rnerged in 1832 to form "The Christian Church (Disciples of Christ). " Both groups found
wmmonality in their desire to emulate exactly the church practice described in the New
Testament book of Acts.
Sidney

Mead, The Lively Experiment, 136.

religious understanding. Not only was Christianity personalized but it was simplified and
diluted. In the same vein as Mead. G. Harland assens that:
in the very period when Amencan Christianity acquired its greatest energy to build.
spread its message. to educate and be a civilizing agent. it lost its sense of mystery and
judgement: covenantal promise gave way to contracrual convenience. the church as a
'people of God' becarne an institution which one joined in order to promote w o n h ~
goals. the moral became moralistic, the evangelical was reduced to the evangelistic. In
short. there was a real. if at the time imperceptible. loss of the sensr of transcendence
in the corporate life."
This lack of spiritual dimension developed much of what was to plape evangelicalism ovrr the
next cenniry. The personalization allowed evangelicalism to be overcome with a continuing
identification with the nation and its structures. The evangelical adoption of democracy and
cornpetition within a national free-enterprise vision eroded essential emphases and set
evangelicalism up for the disaster at the end of the century.
A third outcome. and hinging on the first two. was the democratic urge opensd up by

the revival preaching. which destroyed the monopoly of trained clrrgy and weakened ~ h s

traditional positions on orthodoxy. Charles Finney. a moderate revivalist compared to soms
others of his time. rejected the Westminster Confession as an illegitimate religious authorit! on
the basis of the daim that one needed only the ~ib1e.l'New groups were able to demolish rhr

authority of the church in favor of the individual and their own popular undersrandings of
Scripture. The prohision of new groups that sprang up is an indication of this religious
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freedom .
A fourth result of the Great Awakening was the funher fusion of evangelical

Christianity with extrinsic strucniral elernents. Having united the cause of Christianity with
nation building and democracy, certain other philosophies extended thrir way into the
expression and interpretation of American evangelicalism. The Enlightenment idral of
humanity's ability to discern truth through reason had become popularized within American
society in the revolution. Revivalists now integrated this Enlightenment ideal within their
expression of Christianity in order to champion the individual's cornpetence in understandinz
biblical tnith unencumbered by traditional interpretations. Charles G. Finney stated ahout his
Bible study: "1 had nowhere to go but directly to the Bible and to the philosoph! or working'
of my own mind. "" Biblical truth was in al1 its aspects credited with perspicuit! and
irnmutability as it was reasoned that universal t m h from God was given tu humanity. and
dierefore a11 people should have the capabilities to readiiy understand it. The Enlightenmrnt
confidence in reason and in the scientific nature of truth was readiiy incorporated into
nineteenth-centwy evangelicalism. From its popular expression to the more academiç forms.
people viewed the Bible as a receptacle of objective truths discemable through study and

human unde rstanding .
A final consequence of the Second Great Awakening was the proliferation of the pattern

of division and unity still inherent within present evangelicalism. Evangelicalisrn b!. its ver!
nature of catering to the individual is divisive. Although this divisive nature is often levellrd
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Charles G . Fimey, Memoirs. 42-46. as quoted in Nathan O. Hatch. "Sola Scripnira and
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as an accusation. division was a sign of health. The dissension indicated that people were still
deeply interested in Christianity: their vision was taken seriously enough to separate from al1

those who did not agree. Indeed. this division was the key element in the mass success of the
Second Great Awakening. The revivais were an academic and reserved eastern urban
phenornenon as well as being a boisterous experientially -based western rural camp meeting

event. They were northem. outward, and socially-oriented crusades as well as being southrrn.
inward, and spiritually -focussed ones. Each group. divided by race. reg ion. and education.
held up the Bible as a guideline for their respective position on the gospel truth. Yet. within
al1 the division. there was also an overall unity. Baptists and blethodists preached at the sanie

camp meetings. Presbyterians and Congregationalists were involved in the same volunrary
societies. This emphasis on coming together outside denominational and ideological
boundaries remains within evangrlicalism despite the w o n s divrrsity .

5 . The Civil War (1861-65)

The four year war between the States. although a conflict berween the indusrrial concrrn
of the Nonh and the more agricultural focus of the South. can also be described as a religious
event. The Civil War was viewed as a holy war by those involved. Despitr having rrsultrd
from deep econornic. political and ideological tensions. the conflict was given a religious
framework in order to aid in the understanding of a severe tragedy that split a nation apan.
The Second Great Awakening had invigorated a moral sense. especially among nonhrrn
evangelicals. Fueled by a millemialist optimism. evangelicals pursued moral and social

improvement in their nation." Unprecedented numbers of people were devoted to rooting out

sin, whether social or spirinial. One of their concerns. wtiich became prominent in the
rhetoric of the Revolutionary War. was the issue of enslaving Africans while purponine to
C

uphold the freedom of al1 hurnans. Evangelicals of the Nonh argued for abolition. Although
preaching against slave holding was successful in the North. it only proved to harden ihe
position for maintainine slavery in the South. The conservative churches in the South
perceived the Nonhern reprimands as unbibiical and tyrannical. A literal reading of the rext
could not detect any biblical condemnation for the institution of slavery. The persistence of the
literal reading in the South was augmented by the revivalist emphasis on sofa scriprtu-ri. which
valued the American emphasis on the individual interpretation of the Bible. And the Northern
social emphasis. also an outgrowth of evangelical theological concerns, had no leverage over
the South when ir came to the slavery issue. After tensions increased during the 1830's.

church leaders in the South condemning the Northem censure as infideliry ro Christianity.
prepared a biblical defense of slavery . The evangelical impulse that had fonnerly providéd a
measure of unity to the nation now forced division." The religious breach creaied betuern

North and South by church division and competing moral positions did not directly cause the
59

To use the organizational pattern of the third chapter as explanation. evangelicals afier the
Great Awakeninz were working on a comic mode1 of rnillennialisrn. This is the converse of
apocalypticisrn's tragic version. which manifested itself in the late nineteenth cenniry and
onwards. Northrop Frye explains that "the moral effect of literature is normally bound up u i t h
its assumption that we prefer to identifj ourselves with the happy world and derach oursclves
from the wretched one" (The Great Code: The Bible and Literarure [New York: Harcourt Bracr
Javonovich, Publishers. 19821, 73).

'Three of the major denominations - Methodists, Presbyterians and Baptists- split either
directly or indirectly over the issue of slavery. These denominational breaches paralleled the
national disunity .

Civil War, but they were instrumental in the tensions which led to it.
The Bible played a large part in aiding people's undersranding of these hostilities. Its
language was used to infuse the war with meaning greater than simple political ideolog!.
Although this could be understood as mere propaganda. it is significant that the explanation of
the meaning of the event was cornrnunicated in biblical terms. This religious rhetoric indicaies

the fusion that had taken place. afier the Revolution and during the Second Great Awakening

especially. between American evangelicalisrn and nationalism. The nature of the
communication also demonstrates the strong Christian consensus that existed in America in the
early nineteenth-century . This golden a_eeof American evangelicalism. funhermore. is
fundamental to understanding the difficulties experienced in the years to follou when
evangelicals lost their dominance in society. Their assumptions of unified national vision and
prominence within society left them unable io explain the changes that were about to r a k
place.

6. The Difficulties to Follow: Princetonians and Fundamentalists
Having weathered what seemed the worst of times with the Civil War. evan~elicalsdid
not perceive anything out of the ordinary in the introduction of upheavals ar the outset in rhr
mid and late nineteenth-cenniry . But there was cause for concem, however. as the social

landscape was altering at a drastic rate. Fragmentation. both racial and regional. had resulrsd

.

fiorn rhe Civil Wu. As well immigration, urbanization. emancipation and industrial izat ion
led to a whole host of new problems inconsistent with the older vision of a Christian nation.

EvangeIicaIs anempted to keep the problems at bay through their efforts. D.L. Moodf s

revivals and the social gospel movement were several attempts made to rectifj the social i11s.~'
But alongside these societal changes, new theories in science. history and sociology from
Europe made their way into American universities. These had a profound and devastating
effect on the shaping of evangelicalism.
The notion that Christianity was essential for the health of the nation had been
developed through the Great Awakenings. the Revolution. and the resulting eariy nineteenthcentury evangelical consensus. Many in the nineteenth-cenniry thoughr the ideal would br
reached within their lifetirne. The new challenges to traditional Christianity from Darwinism

and historical criticism were not imrnediate 1y recognized as serious breaches in the grow ing
idealisrn. Sidney Mead States that in the uncritical linking of national and revivalist vision
- ro
many: "American Protestants had losr their sense of estrangement from society. [and] brgan

argue that it was profoundly Christian. "" Those in this pany were sustained. as Harland
suggests. "bu the great American myth which saw life as just begiming. i t O 3 These people. of
which the Unitarian movement is an example. were confident that the intrllrctual challenges

would dissipate and that traditional Christianity would triumph. Others realized the h t i l i t ) of
this hope and attempted to integrate the prevailing concepts wirh Christianity. Yrt another
segment, neither confident in their cenainty of an existinz Christian commonwealth nor
conciliatory to the new philosophies. withdrew from society to form new eroups.
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See George Marsden. Understanding Fundamentalism and Evanpelicalism : and William
McGuire King. "The Biblical Base of the Social Gospel." The Bible and Social Reform. r d .
Ernest Sandeen (Philadelphia" Fortress Press; and Chico: Scholars Press. 1982). 59-81.
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Dispensational Premille~ialism,the Holiness movement, and Pentecostalism were three
movements generated in the late nineteenth-cenniry, which offered negative expianations of

the perceived disarray of the social and intellecrual realms." This was the period termed as
"the Great Reversal " where many evangelicals retreated from their dominant position usithin

American society. And although they did not give up their vision of America as a nation under
God. nor did they abandon their secular methods of explaining Christiani ty . they felt forced
out of their positions of optimism and social concem.
Within this context of societal and intellecrual chaos. the scholars at Princeton
Theological Seminary hoped to construct a superior defense of Christianity which would not
only answer to the new challenges of Darwinism and higher criticism. but would funher

suengthen the evangelical theological position .65 The Princetonians were the first to develop a
concrete and definable evangelical approach ro the Bible. While others were bowing to the
intellecnial pressure or removing themselves from the conflict. these men held finn to thsir
convictions and fomulated a defense of traditional biblical views.* It has been written that
Religieuses II4 (1 973). 282.
65

George Marsden, Understanding Fundamentalism and Evangelicalism, 3 9 4 .
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Marsden contrasts this defensive banle mentality with the situation of evangelicals in Britain
Liberal theology, higher criticism and Darwinism were never perceived as direats diere as they
were in America. He writes: "the relatively easy acceptance of Danvinism. higher criticism. and
liberal theology in England seems to stem from the pre-existence in nineteenth-century England
of a concept of history as graduai natural development. Darwinism itself was. of course. a
product of this climate. In British church life and especially in English constitutional history
there was a deeply rooted awareness of the gradual developrneni of traditions. By conuast. the
newness of America seemed to demand written and rational definitions, new departures. and a
break with the past" (Fundamentalism and American Culture [New York: Oxford University
Press, 19801,225-6).
66

Some feel that the Princetonians did exactly the opposite: instead of defending traditional

American Presbyterians were "the self-proclaimed missionaries to the intellect. "" The
Princetonians. al1 Presbyterians, were certainly leaders in this "rnissionary" movement. In
their opinion. piety had to be accornpanied by the rigorous and academic study of the Bible
guided by the outlines in the Westminster Confession and other Reformed sources. These men
were committed to the rigorous academic study of the Bible and to its defense against attack.

The pattern they set forth was played out in the twentieth-cenmry.
While the Princetonians. especially Charles Hodge. his son Archibald Alexander H o d g
and Benjamin Breckinridge Warfield, differed over the correct position to be heid regarding
Danvinism and historical criticism. they were unified in their conviction that an! teachine
C

negating the authonty of the Bible was inherently flawed. They wedded the theologicai
principle of biblical inspiration to the belief in biblical inerrancy thereby creatinz. in their
min&. a completely reliable text. Against "Higher Critical" method. they refuted the view
that the Bible was a natural product. If the allegedly contradicrory material in the Bible was
seen as a product of its historical transmission and context. then revelation was compromised
orthodoxy they broke it down by creating a rationalistic substitute for the traditional hrsbyterian
formulation found in the Westminster Confession (Ernest Sandeen, Roots of Fundamentalism:
British and American Millenarianism. l8OO- 1930 [Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1970:
reprint ed., Grand Rapids: Baker Book House. 19781, 123- 130: "The Princeton Theology : One
Source of Biblical Literalism in Amencan Protestantism. " Church History 3 1 [ I 9621. 3 10. 3 1417); Jack B. Rogers and Donald K. McKim, The Authority and lnterpretation of the Bible (full
citation needed]. For a reply to Sandeen see LeRoy Moore. Jr.. "Another Look at
Fundarnentalism: A Response to Emest R. Sandeen," Church History 37 (June 1968): 195-202
and Randall H. Balmer, "The Princetonians and Scripture: A Reconsideration." Westminster
Theological Journal 44 (1982). 352-65. Both write that the Princetonians were not at al1 novrl in
their promotion of biblical inerrancy and inspiration, in fact it seems that theirs was a generic and
wideÏy held viewpoint. regardess of denomination (Balmer. 355).
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as it was imprinted by the historical pro ces^.^^ Charles Hodge. denying that history and
humanity shaped biblical tniths, wrote:

Happily the belief of the inspiration of the Scripnires is so connected with faidi in
Christ thar the latter in a measure necessitates the former. A man can hardly believe
that Jesus is the Son of God. and worship him as such. without regarding as the word
of God the volume which reveals his glory; which treats of his person and work from
its first page to its last sentence; which predicted his advent four thousand years before
his manifestation in the flesh; which. centuries before his binh. described his glory as
thouph it was an object of sight. and his Iife and death as though they had already
occurred. To such a believer the assumption that the Scripnires are the work of man is
as preposterous as the assumption that man made the s u d 9
Any daim that history compromised the clear communication of God's revelation to the reader
was rejected by the Princetonians. Their foremost concem was in maintainine cornmitment to

biblical revelation and authority. Under the threar of historical criticism and Darwinjsm. the
Princetonians hoped to create a hermeneutic that would structure. clarify and resolve the
debate. Although they attempted to provide an organized view of biblical foundations. thev
put in writing a method where the Bible could not weather a demonstration of error. They
buruessed their formulations with the belief in the reliability of the individual's ability to senss
tnith. For example. B. B. Warfield wrote: "Christians believe that the perspective of biblical

faith enables us to see very clearly and without distortion the biblical facts as they really
are.. .n ?O This willingness to use Comrnon Sense reasoning and an outdated Baconian virw of

'This is not to Say that the Princetonians were against using historical and literap criticai
tools in helping to elucidate the Bible's meaning, but they were against any attack on the inregrit?
and authority of the Bible. See B.B. Wafieldfs paper given at the San Francisco 1915 World's
Bible Congress, The Bible the Book of Mankind (American Bible Society. 1916) where hc:
mentions the usefulness of critical rnethods of biblical study.
Charles Hodge. "Inspiration," The Princeton Theolo)ry, 1812-192 1, ed., Mark A . Nol1
(Grand Rapids: Baker Book House. 1983), 220- 1 .
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tmth brought them the ridicule of mainstream scholarship and placed hem in the midst of
numerous battles." Although these men have been characterized as extremists who led funire
conservative Christians into the Dark Ages. they are better described as intellecnials defendin2

an old way of reading the ~ible." The foundations they established formed the basis for

what

was to follow.

This academic evangelicalism merged with the more popular strand of Amrrican
evangelicalism in the beginning of the twentieth-cenniry. An entire evangelical conglomerate
was formed out of the crisis the Princetonians had hoped to deflect with their efforts. George

Marscien States that this resulting fundamentalkt movement was acnially a "coalition of rarhrr
diverse CO-belligerents"representing pietism. evangelicalism. confessionalisrn. millenarianisni.

Publishing Company. 1948). 10-11 .
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See Mark S. Massa, Charles Aupsnis Bripgs and the Crisis of Historical Criricism.
Harvard Dissertations in Religion. 25 (Minneapolis: Fortress Press. 1990). He discusses in full
the banle between the Princetonians and the new school of Presbyterian scholars. likr C.A.
Briggs, who were willing to acknowledge the historical development of the biblical text. Briggs
did not endear himself to the consematives any funher by denying the concept of verbal
inerrancy which bolstered the Princetonian defense of die authority of the texr.
tt

Ernest Sandeen. for exarnple. singles out the Princetonians as the formulators of a neu
theology that created havoc for the evangelicals who came afier (The Roots of Fundamentalism:
British and Arnerican Millenarianism, 1 8OO-1930, [Grand Rapids: Baker Book Housr. 1970).
130). He neglects. however, to place them into an Amencan context where most people be1icvc.d
as they did (cf. Mark A. Noll. Between Faith and Criticism. 12). Jack B. Rogers and Donald K .
McKim follow a similar thesis to Sandeen's in their book The Authonty and Interpretation of the
Bible: An Historical Approach (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1979). Timothy Weber provides
a more precise explanation of the Princetonians using Thomas Kuhn's mode1 of "paradigm shifi. "
~nsteadofking innovators or fanatics, they were the Iast of a breed of scholars dedicarrd to a
particular world view: they were Baconians in an age of Daminians ("The Two Edged Sword:
The Fundamentalist Use of the Bible," The Bible in America: Essays in Cultural History. 101120)

and the Holiness and Pentecostal movernents. " 1 3 And like the Princetonians before them.

fundarnentalists. from their most militant manifestations to their more moderate expressions.

were intent on conserving traditional Protestant Christianity and protecting it from the ravaging
effects of the European intellectual movernents.
The first stirrings of fundamentalism arose in the late nineteenth-cenrury in organized
Bible conferences. prophetic symposiums and revival meetings. The demise of the nineteenthcentury evangelical hegemony was a large focus of these various gatheriags. Not only did the)
larnent the diminished evangelical perspective in society. but they lashed out at those that took
a more liberal and optimistic perspective on the change. The break of evanpelicalism
liberaIism and fundamentalism. accelerated by the many verbal attacks between the two
eroups. was based on serious differences. The more conservative fundamentalists castisated

C

the confidence of liberals. Gordon HarIand asserts, because:
they believed that many of the grand themes of the Christian heritage receded into the
background and the 'Drama of Redemption' lost much of its meaning and immediac!.
Many Christians thought that the liberal attempt to address the new age had been a
virtual capinilarion to the age, resulting in a profound erosion of the message of
salvation For such people liberal theology was thus a program for the shipwreck of the
faith. To them, the so-called 'higher criticism' bordered on the blasphemous. the
progressive view of history meant a denial of Biblical escharology. and the loss of
traditional absolutes meant that culture was awash in relativism. '
T.

The spiritual. societal and academic disjunction experienced by the conservativrs was
discussed in terms of a spirinial battle waged for the preservation of traditional forms of
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Christianity. The continuing revivalism disseminated this defensive posture on a popular level
while the conferences gave the fundamentalist movement structure against the modernist
direction that secular culture was taking."
These gatherings of conservative evangelicals were important. Thcy assembled the
various leaders of the fundamentalist movement. forming a haven for conservative viewpoints
which later rnatured into neo-evangelicalism. it was also an environment wherein diverse

perspectives were shared. Dispensational premillennialism introduced at these conferences. for
exarnple. gained popularity with a wider audience as a result. The gathering together of al1
those opposed to the modemist movement protected evangelicalism as well as changed its

shape through the circulation of various minority positions.
A series of articles. published between the years of 1910 and 19 15. reflects this

aggregate nature of early twentieth-cennin, evangelicalisrn. Wri tten by a loosr 1). -aligneci p u p
of conservative scholars. The Fundamentals were sent out to al1 those invoh+edin Christian
ministry. They were designed to proffer a popular. but academically respectable. defensr of
uaditional Christian positions on doctrine and practice. Regarding the Bible. they promoted an
inspired, authoritative. infallible and inerrant text. throughout attacking any kind of biblical
criticism which was not aligned with these assumptions. Although it was well received in the
consemative community, this series went largely umoticed in the scholarly arena. .4Iongsidr

''

The decades long revivais of the Great Awakening continued into the twentieth cenniry. but
with a different tone and a different audience. The dashed hopes for the kingdom of God in
Amena led to harsh and bitter critiques of society in the continuing revivals. Men such as Billy
Sunday took their revivals around the country denouncing social mores. intellrctuals and
everything else associated with the fundamental ist-modenüsr split. See Douglas W. Frank. Less
than Conquerors: How Evangelicals Entered the Twentieth Century (Grand Rapids: William B.
Eerdmans Publishing Company. 1986).
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the fact that this effort was one of the last attempts at conservative Christian scholarship and

dialogue with those in opposition. The Fundamentals are important as diey set out a definition
for the more important characteristics of the movement (from biblical inspiration to
infallibility . including the more unpleasant position of anti-Romanism). The lack of reception
for the fundamentalist conservative ideas, combined with their own ambivalent and often
antithetical relationship with modem culture, resulted in large scale wirhdrawal from secular
culture. Whereas evangelicals in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries had seen themselves

as prominent figures in directing the direction of secular society. fundamentalisr evangelicals of
the early twentieth cenniry viewed thernselves as defeated and unwe!come in rhe popular arena.

The flashpoint was the 1935 Scopes trial in which William J e ~ i n g sBryan attempted to rout
the teaching of evolution from a public school curriculum. Although he won the trial. the

fundarnentalist-modernistbattle was losr: fundamentalist evangelicals were ridiculed by the
media and rejected by society as backward and ignorant. This division of society was also
reflected in the denominations. The rending of American religious society into rwo camps.
liberal and conservative. had widespread results. The most important being that the
conservatives. feeling persecuted, withdrew and set about creating their own enclaves. The
fundamentalists had their own churches. they created an entire network of Christian education
in the establishment of Bible schools, and they supponed their own missionary societies. The)

were able to move toward some sernblance of independence and unity.
Despite unity in cause. fundamentalism was never a unified monolith.
Fundamentalism. a popular rnovement butuessed by nineteenth-century Princetonian
dieological formulations. incorporated everything from the Holiness traditions to the revivalist

legacy. from Calvinism to Aminianism. from doctrinalists to moralists and so on. Any unity
in the rnovement dissipated when the threat of modernist intrusion diminished.

Moderate fundamentalists lefi the fundamentalist name behind and went back to the
t e m "evangelical" in order to break with the more negative and extreme aspects of
fundamentalism. After the rnoderates made their exit. fundamentalists remained rigid and
separatist. They mainrained their dogrnatic and literal view of scripture. whereas evangelicals
developed strategies to deal with the ambiguities of translation and interpretation. Moreover.
those Ieft within the ranks of fundamentalism were more likely to be dispensational
premillemialists. establishing a pattern of belief that was different from evangelicals overall.

Nancy Ammeman. in writing about the fundamentalis ts. States that :
Fundamentalists are more likely to insist on dispensational premillennialism as the o n l ~
correct belief about Christ's Second Coming . In fact. fundamentalists are more litel!,
to see that belief [dispensationalism] as a key test of whether a person k a I l > believes
the Bible.
Protecting the Bible from modemisrn continues to be a fundamentalist goal. and separarion

from the world and irs inhabitants persisrs as a dominant theme. What is interestins is rhar.
despite their separation from the world. they maintain a high profile in American politics and
society. Their established infrastructure of schools and institutions have allowed them ro
generate a strong political and social presence from the 1960's and onwards . From the ultra-

fundamentalist Bob Jones University to the more moderate Dallas Theological Seminary . from
the 1980's political impulse of the Moral Majority to the Christian Coalition affecting polirics

in the present, fundamentalists are a loud voice in society who continue to have great
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influence.
The Princetonians and the fundarnentalist-modernist controversy have left a lasiing
impression on evangelicalism. Not only is evangelicaiism now divided into the conservative.
dogmatic fundamentalists and the more moderate neo-evangelicals as a result. but several
important evangelical characteristics were developed through the difficulties. The effon b the
Princetonians to provide a reasoned defense of the Bible remains important for evangelicalz

and fundamentalists alike. Despite having set the Bible up for a fa11 by using outdated
categories. they created a paradigm for biblical snidirs that continues up into the present. The
fundamenralist-modemist controversy. alrhough inculcating a defensive posture in the fall
from the evangelical position of nineteenth-century prominence. was also the stimulus that
generated an entire evangelical/fundamentalist subculture. Universities. schools. churches.
politics. and entenainment al1 have an evangelical counterpart as a result. Lastly . the misturc

of ideas circulating within the overarching framework of evangelicalism only increased. From
the Princetonian reverence for academics to the anti-intsllectuat bent of the fundamentalist
revival preachers. the diversity of opinions and positions was only intensifird through the
events transpiring on the eve of the twentieth-century .
Popular apocalyptic spirituality . rooted in dispensational premillemial thought. has
been directly affected by the divisions within evangelicalisrn arising out of events of the late
nineteenth-century. It was shaped by the controversy and its attitudes reflrct the concrm
hindamentalists had for the coming age. Its aliegiance to the Bible can be viewed as part of'a
larger movement focussed on the same.

The history of evangelicalism in Nonh America is directly related to the evangelical

ethos in the present. The revivals, revolution. civil war and conflict with changing societal
and intellectual patterns have given North American evangelicalism a distinct shape.
Orthodoxy was reconfigured by the revival focus on individual experience: correct belief was
integrated with spirinial experience. Church structure changed as attendance was no longer the
standard. Rather the church ideal was the gathering of like-minded individuals. Individuala.
empowered with the cornmon sense notion of their own abilitirs. moved away from a
hierarchical way of doing church and used their own rational sensibilities to dictate reli_oious
practice. The political parallel found in the Revolution only emphasized this democratic norion
within American sociery. A profusion of new groups arose out of rhis strong political and
religious democratic impulse, each generated by the concems of the individual regarding the
world around them. Evangelicalism was and continues to be. a vibrant and multi-facerrd
religious phenornenon. Dominated by onhodox theological concerns. it has managed ro
diversify tradition in as many ways as there are individuals. Consequently. evangslicalism
abounds with organizations. denominations and groups and is. as a result. an unusually diverse
movement.

C. Institutions
The institutional shape of evangelicalism is an outgrouth of historical rvents and
evangelical theological particulars. Revivais. fueled by evangelistic concerns. took the Bible
away from church control and gave it to the people. Historical drama enrrenchrd contexrual
interpretation where the Bible was made to answer directly to the various events in American

history , whether it was the civil war or the fundamentalist-modemist crisis. The

.
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evangelicalism diat developed out of this interplay beiween Bible and history was dynamic and
varied. The style of administering evangelical belief can be best describeci as a mosaic which
incorporates al1 stances rather than as singularly unifieci. American evangelical institutions
organize themselves around the historically shaped dichotomous characterisrics of

formal/informal expression. individual/hierarchical authority. denominational/parachurch
system, and popularielite emphases.
Evangelicalism is defined by a vast array of institutions. some so different from each
orher that they cannot coexist peaceably. For example. neo-evangelicals separated from
fundamentalism and had to create entirely new associations because their concerns were nor
welcome. The National Association of Evangelicals (NAE). founded in 1942. attempted to
unify various evangelicals within a more inclusivist policy. creating a larger voice for
themselves without giving in to liberalism and modernism. A whole nerwork of ncw
evangelical institutions and leaders followed the or_oanizationof the N A E to crrate an cntirr
new structure outside of the fundamentalist world that had formed in the '30's and '30's.
Schools such as Fuller and Wheaton, leaders like Billy Graham. and new organizations such as
Youth for Christ. were all outgrowths of incompatibility of the NAE with the older
fundamentalist institutions.
Certain institutional characteristics tend to align together. For the mosr part a
denorninational system also incorporates an emphasis on hierarchy. with a cenain amount of
formality and elitism. Likewise, parachurch organizations, individual isrn. popular and
informa1 expression are often linked togerher by their similarities. One must be caurious.
however, in defining or grouping any characteristic within evangelicalism because of

evangelicalism's fiuidity. Always uppemost is the individual's relationship to Christ which
colours even the more elite academic expression of evangelicalism. So. for example. even a
college educated pastor working within a denominational system is really concemed with
individual ism.
Denominations are an important pan of the evangelical landscape. A denominarion 1s
defined as "an association or fellowship of congregations within a religion that [has] the same
beliefs or creed. engage in sirnilar practices and cooperate with each other to drvelop and
maintain shared enterprises.

n

Evangel ical denomi nat ions such as the Presby terian Church of

America and the Southern Baptists order themselves alongside Reformed doctrine.'?hr
holiness tradition within evangelicalism provides shape for Free Methodists and the Church of
the ~ a z a r e n e ? The Vineyard church and the older Pentecostal Church cenrer themselves
around charismatic c o n c e r n ~ .These
~ ~ are but a few examples of the various evangelical
denominations . In keeping with the character of evangelical ism. denominat ions. although
n

"Denominationalism." Dictionary of Christianity in America. 1990 ed.. As well . note Mark
Ellingsen's section on evangelical churches in The Evangelical Movement: Growth. Impacr.
Controveny , Dialog. 136-178. He lists evangelical churches under their panicular tradition and
provides several distinctives of each denomination.
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For a look at the more genenc Baptist distinctives. one of which includes the suprerne
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79 See Paul Merritt Bassen's essay. "The Theoiogical Identity of the North Amencan Holinrss
Movement: Its Understanding of the Nature and Role of the Bible." in The Variety of American
Evangelicalism, 72- 108.

m

Although Donald Dayton questions incorporating Pentecostalisrn under the heading of
evangelicalism. his is an informative essay on the distinctives of the Pentecostal denomination.
See his essay. "The Limits of Evangelicalism: The Pentecostal Tradition." in The Varier) of
Arnerican Evangelicalism, 36-56.

suuctured institutions. are scattered along the vast continuum between elitelpopular.
formaI/infonnal and individuallhierzrchy. Each offers its distinct vision of beinp Christian to
the individual.

The marketplace of evangelical ideas is only expanded by parachurch organizations.
Unlike denominations. they are not assembled around beliefs and creeds. but are dedicated
towards particular ministries." And although they exist outside denominational authoriry. the!
still take on denominational characteristics. For example. Youth With A Mission. a
nondenominational evangelism enterprise. has charismatic inclinations ." Other evangel ical
parachurch organizations include Billy Graham Ministries (interested in evangelism). Focus on
the Family (Christian aid for the family). and Promise Keepers (gender-focussed evangelism 1.
Although parachurch organizations do not compete for members as do denominations. their
emphasis on issues also lends them a distinctly popular nature. Through th& focus on
contemporary questions they are able to informally cornrnunicate evangelical doctrines. This
informal transmission. intent on minisrering to individuals and their concrrns. takrs place
outside the more hierarchical authority of the denornination and therefore is often trrinslatrd
into a very popular format. Although very successful in evangelistic enterprises such as the
Billy Graham Ministries where relating to the secular individual in an "unchurch-like " mannrr

has produced many conversions. parachurch methods can also be problematic for significanr
-

-
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"Parachurch Groups (Voluntary Societies), " Dictionary of Christianity in America. 1990 rd
Also see Mark Ellingsen's section on parachurch institutions in his book The Evangelical
Movement. 179-196. He States that parachurch institutions are integral to Nonh American
evangelicals as they as they function like a "second home" outside of the denorninational
structure.

" "Youth With A Mission." Dictionary of Christianity in America.

1990 ed

evangelical impact on society. The parachurch popular focus results in solutions that are at

times simplistic approaches to serious problems. James Dobson's Focus on the Family . for
instance. provides an easily accessible but nevertheless one-dimensional answer to the question
of homosexual ~ e ~ i t i r n a Although
c ~ . ~ ~ the democratic impulse. which gives rise to popularisrn.
is a large pan of understanding evangelicalism. there is also a dialectic at work which provides
a coumerpan. For instance. on the issue of homosexuality. one can see evangelicals who
provide more indepth and theoIogically challenging arguments than those found in the popular
realrn? The opposite characteristics within institutional evangelicalism. even ahen weak.
provide an "always reforming" action.
"Denomination" and " Parachurch" provide the institutional shape of evanpelicalism. but
the overarching category dominating both institutions are the divisions between popular and
elite. Evangelicalism both stniggles with and glories in this division. American
evangelicalism's success. as mentioned before. is that it takes sofa scripriira to hean. The
great revivals in evangelicalism's American history have al1 been about developing rhr
personal relationship of the individual ro Christ. And al1 have emphasized puttins the Bible
into the individual's hand for him/her to interpret in order to access that persona1 relarionship.
So at the core of the democratic emphasis of evangelicalism is the emphasis on individual
83

Vera Breedlove. "Once Gay, Always Gay?" Focus on the Farnily (March 1994). 2-5. Likr
Dobson, the author of the anicle takes the slant that an individual's sexual orientation is solely a
behavioral problem caused by environment and psychological makeup. Therefore.
homosexuality can easily be dismissed as sin. or the result of a sinful state far easier than if it
were exarnined seriously as a genetically programmed state. The solution. as a result. is an ras?
one as well.
84

See Thomas E. Schmidt, Straight and Narrow?: Compassion and Clarity in the

Homosexuality Debate (Downers Grove: InterVarsiry Press. 1995.

authority. The theological problem that has resulted many times over is the variance of
interpretation that results from democracy and individualism. The institution reflects this
dificulty within evangelicalism. Not only is institutional shape characterized by its mandenominations and groups. but by its infighting as well as the extreme and bizarre nature some
of these groups take. In fact. evangelicalism is often typecast by these institutional extremes.
Outsiders to evangelicalism see only the televangeiists. rnilitia groups. popular apocalypticists.
and snake handlers. Yet for al1 the critique evangelicalism has to endure because of its
popularism. it also has an established academic elite."
Earl y Americans established religious schools. Al though these schools latrr left thrir
denominational afiliations. this impulse indicates that although popularism defined one aspect
of evangelicalisrn. inteHectual pursuits and academic instinitions defined another. The seriou
academic study of the Bible was jeopardized for evangr licals du ring the fundamenralistmodernist crisis. The Christian framework within which to srudy was replacrd by a mure
secular pluralistic European r n ~ d e l . ' Afier
~
the crisis. evangelicals and fundamentalists
attempted to rebuild their network. At present there are schools which represent almost ever!.
type of biblical scholarship. from conservative ones like Dallas Theological Seminary to the
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The popular success of evangelicalism has not k e n wirhout its insider crirics. See Mark
Noll's critique of evangelicalism in The Scanda1 of the Evangelical Mind and David F. Wells' No
Place for Tnith: Or Whatever Happened to Evangelical Theology (Grand Rapids: William B.
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1993). Both address the " rniddling standard" (Wells' r e m )
within evangelicalism (and Amencan society). which tears away at its intellectual coherence
Both wam that evangelicalisrn is in danger of becoming as shallow as the culture in which it
participates.

" George Marsden. The Sou1 of the American University (New York: Oxford University
Press. 1994,

W.

more progressive like Fuller Theological ~eminary.87 These schools are joined by entirely
academic enterprises like biblical societies and publishing houses. " Evangelicalism. to
complement its popular bent has a mainline academic enterprise. Ho wever, a problem arises.

Mark Noll States that "the separation between the pew and the acaderny is a broad one for
evangelicals. "" The ideal of individual appropriation of the Bible is put in jeopardy by
academic authority. Popular traditions of reading Scripnire dominatr without a conscious need
for challenge by a biblical authoriry.* Individual authority bolstered by cornmon sense
hermeneutics is so entrenched within the evangelical populace. that it sidelines evan_gelical
higher learning which ofien remains truly eiite.
The divisions within evangelicalism seen in history define the shapr of its institutions.
Evangelicalism in its search for truth. has oot found a way to reconcile irs vision of rhè Bible
87

George MM.Marsden. Reforming Fundarnenralism (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans
Publishing Company. 1987).
88

Mark Nol1 lists evangelical academic achievements in his article. "Evangelicals and the
Snidy of the Bible, " in Evanpelicalism and Modem America (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Errdrnari'.
Publishing Company. 1984). 105-9.
89

Mark Noll. "Evangelicals and the Study of the Bible. " in Evanpelicalism and Modern
America. 116.
90

David Wells writes in No Place for Tmth that "today evangelicalism is seeking to adapt
itself to modernized low culture" (1 15). His comparison of articles from Christianity Today
characterizes this popularized shift within evanplicalism. Whereas in 1959 most of the articles
explored "the nature of biblical revelation. the nature of God. the person and work of Christ. die
nature of the gospel and Christian salvation, human nature and sin.. . ", in 1989 "this column had
been replaced by a variety of feanires that. if they had been published under a single heading
might have k e n called 'Laypeople Look at Themselves.' Here were the success stories of
Christian rninistry as well as al1 the staple themes of the self movement - the pains of grou-inp up.
the pains of growing up as a Fundamentalist kid, the pains of a mid-life crisis. the problems of
mamiage, die problems when marriages break up. struggling wi th homosexuality stru~glingwith
less money than we would like, stmggling with a diet" (209).

.
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for "everyperson" to biblical interpretation from higher authority. The institutional shape of
evangelicalism shows that biblical interpretation is most popular when done in conjunction with
popular issues. Parachurch organizations thrive in relating the Bible to the American cultural
context because they both deal in popular rhetoric and concerns. As with the revivals of the
Great Awakenings. the evangelistic enterprises of the present cater to the individual and
therefore are about meeting them at the most basic level instead of inculcating them with the
theological complexities of reading the Bible and the world around them. The divisions
between the individual and the tiierarchy continue to exist within evangelicalism. but as certain
scholars would have us believe. popularism widiin evangelism is gaining the upperhand.

D. Conclusion
The mixture of theological concerns. historical events and institutional shape are the
definitional boundaries through which evan_eelicalismcan be viewed. Although institution and
history provide examples which show that evangelicalism is not soiely dedicatrd to the
individual, the democratic emphasis within evangelicalism cannor be denied. The populisr
hermeneutics honed by revivals and revolutions have created a heavy accent on majority
thinking. "Elitist" concerns such as theology. logicai thinking. critical snid>-have often been
lost in the popular concerns that evangelicalism has increasingly taken on. The fundamentalisr
crisis, for instance. took on a crisis mentality against any sort of elitist mentalit!.

One

evangelical theologian. David Wells. although not recognizing evan_oelicalismitself as the
cause, writes that:
the disappearance of theology from the life of the Church. and the orchestration of thar
disappearance by some of its leaders. is hard to miss today but, oddly enough. not easy

to prove. It is hard to miss in the evangelical world - in the vacuous worship that is so
prevalent. for example, in the shifi from God to the self as the central focus of faith. in
the psychologized preaching that follows this shift. in iü strident pragmatism. in its
inability to think incisively about the culture. in its reveling in the irrational. And it
would have made few of these capitulations to modernity had not its capacity for tmth
diminished. It is not hard to see these things; avoiding them is what is difficult."
Although Wells laments the bleak situation of the present. he neglects to mention that
popularism has also given rise to some of evangelicalisrn's biggest moments. The popular
svand wirhin evangelicalism has been responsible for everything from the prophecy

conferences of the Iate nineteenth century to the present - and continuing - two year revival in
Brownsdale, Florida. Detriment and benefit result from the American evangelical emphasis on

the conunon person's ability to read the Bible. The resulting individual interpretations have
obscured both the academy's and the church's influence.
Popular religion is characterized by religious acrivity outside of traditional ecclesiastical
s t r ~ c t u r e . ~North
'
American evangelicals are unique in that they do not ser rhemselw~as
living within the framework of an ecclesiastical structure. Evangelicals created an entirs
democratic religious structure based not on the hierarchy of the church. but on the authorit~of
the individual. Evangelicalism is responsible for creating very persona1 individualizrd foms
of religious belief which draw on emphases from the çurrounding culture. Charles Lippy.
writes that:
in American culnire there has long been a ranee of sources outside of forma1 relipious
institutions to which individuals might look for helpful signs in erecting a persona1
worldview. Consequently. popular religiosity is not rnerely a phenomenon of the
9'
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David Wells, No Place for Truth, 95.

Peter Williams, Popular ReIipion in America: Symbolic Change and the Modernization
Process in Historical Perspectives (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall Inc.. 1980). 3.

modem or postmodem period, but a constant in American culture."
Although Lippy is writing about the popular religious constant in Arnerican culture. he could
also be writing about North American evangelicalism.

Evangelicalisrn is permeared with a

popular bent which is detached from an academic and hierarchical counterpan. This populism
was generated ripht from the revivais onwards. Freedom from formal tradition continues to be

offered by revivalists, televangelists. and para-church organizations. Even outside the

extremes. evangelicalism thrives on its democratic voice to comunicate personalized
interpretations of Protestant Christianity . Evangelicalism. and next chapter' s fundamental ism.
and dispensationalism al1 participate in this popularism. The American ideal. shared by North

Arnerican evangelicalism. giving power to the people ro uphold their own world-view and
explain their own destiny. gives rise to movements such as the popular apocalyptic. Popular
apocalyptic not only shares with evangelicalism its ultirnate respect for the Bible. but ir
appropriates its popular hermeneutic and its close connections with American culture.
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Charles H. Lippy, Being Religious Arnerican Style: A History of Popular Religiosity in the
United States (Westport: Praeger, 1994), 17.

CHAPTER TWO: DISPENSATIONALISM

The panicularly Amencan concerns that were developed within evangelicalism have
caused it to be a dominant movement within the nation's religious and political history.
Evangelicalism. due to iü success. has also generated and shaped many smaller
submovements. Prernillemial dispensationalism is one of these subrnovements. which.
although staning small . has had considerable influence among the conservative evangeiicaI
population. It merged with fundamentalism. another ourgrowth of evan~elicalism.during the
fundamentalist-modemist crisis to create an enduring affiliation of theological conservarives.
Evangelicalism's theological concem to maintain the cornpiete authority , inspiration. and
perspicuity of the Bible was an issue protected by both militant and conservative
hindarnentalism and the supematurally-focussed dispensationalist structure. This union nor
only preserved conservative evangelicalism. but was directly responsible for the genrration of
popular apocalyptic spiritualiry in Nonh America.
Dispensationalism. sirnilar to evangelicalism, manifests itself on several differrnt
levels. One only has to make a shon list of those who represent rhemsclves as
dispensationalists or who use a dispensationalist method of biblical interpretation ro ser the
various presentations. For example, Pat Robenson is an irnmensely popular relig ious
broadcaster with a conservative political bent. while Craig Blaising is a scholar who works in

an academic setting. I Jack van Impe hosts a weekly television "news" show that focuscs on

' On Robertson's life and views, see David Edwin Harrell, Ir. 'S. Pat Robertson (San
Francisco: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1987). Robertson is different from Blaisinz in his
popular appropriation of dispensationalism, as well as in the way he structures the events of the

demonstrating how biblical prophecy is fulfilled by modem events. while Bob Jones III.
president of the l a q e Bob Jones University. is a less flamboyant individual whose identity is

shaped by a ngid fundamentalist separatism.' Al1 adhere to dispensationalism. but not one
resembles the other in the particulars of the belief or in iü application. From these four one:

can see that dispensationalism exists both as an oven theology /methodology as well as a more
subtle dispositional predilection for biblical prophecy embodied in a popular format. And
considering that there are approximately fifty million dispensationalists in North America.' the
similariries and differences these four represent provide a caution for those who would
overgeneralize the discussion of dispensationalism. As dispensationalists do not comprise a
monolithic movement. there are numerous and distinct ways of implementing dispensationalism
into a systern of belief and biblical interpretation. Because of iis diverse nature. one must vieu.
it in its historical. theological and institutional contexts in order to understand irs gencral
end times. Harrell writes that Robenson is an anomaly among dispensationalists as he does not
hold to a premillennial rapture of Christians (148). Rather Robenson is a "post-trib"
dispensationalist which functionally robs the system of its appeal as Christians do not set to
escape the terror of the tribulation period. Although Robertson holds to a dispensarional v i e u of
prophecy. his "post-uib" views would cunail any active effon to bring in the events of the rndtimes.

' On Jack van Impe's views see his website (www.jvim.com).

For an insightful presentarion

of Impe and his appeal see Iwan Russell-Jones. "The Contemporary Text: Media and Preaching
Jack Van Impe Presents. " Journal for Preachers 17.2 (Lent 1991): 25-29. For more on Bob
Jones III, see Mark Taylor Dalhouse, An Island in the Lake of Fire: Bob Jones University.
Fundamentalism and the Separatist Movement (Athens: The University of Georgia Press. 1996).
Although Jones and his school are more often characterized as rnilitantly fundamentalist. the ir
rigid seëaratist stance stems from a dispensationalist view of the world. As Dalhouse writes
regarding the "separatist. premillennial heritage of the Joneses ": "believers are locked into monal
combat with the forces of evil, a battle that will not be finished until Christ renirns.. .The). art:
living with eteniity in view" (141).
3

On this statistic, see David Edwin Harrell. Jr., Pat Robertson, 144.
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shape. In doing so. not only does dispensationalism as a movement itself become clearer. but
its connections to both evangelicalism and popular apocalyptic are accentuated.

Dispensational premillennialism is the belief that God's revelation of his divine plan for
the universe is manifested progressively. Each progressive segment of rime is known as a
"dispensation." The content of and divisions between dispensations corne from the
dispensationalist focus on biblical prophetic Iiteranire. Guided by a literal merhod of
interpreration - reading the text for the plain meaning - ancient biblical prophecy is read as
having direct relevance for history. AIthough this is an abbreviated prrsentation of
dispensationalism. these three aspects - literal hermeneutic. dispensations. and prophec). - are
basic to understanding the theology as a whole.

The basis for these focal points lies in dispensationalism's particular approach io its
biblicism. Dispensationalism shares the evangelical ideal of scripnire alone as the foundarion
for al1 spiritual knowledge. Craig A. Blaising. a contemporary dispcnsationalist rheolo@an.
writes:
Dispensationalists have upheld the belief that the Bible is the sole inerrant verbal
revelation of God available to the church today and that it provides a sure foundation
for Chrisrian life and faith.'
4

Dispensationalism c m be dividrd into three historical categories. and it should follou. that the
theological and methodological content could also be divided along the same lines. Howevrr. as
most of the distinctions characteristic of the three dispensational progressions are touched on in
the historical section, this theological overview will keep the discussion simple and present the
classic dispensational content.
5

Craig A. Blaising, "The Extent and Varieties of Dispensationalism." in Propressive
Dispensationalism: An Up-to-Date Handbook of Contemporas, Dispensationalist Thouphr. edited

However, dispensationalism's biblical ideal is distinct in that it assumes a mathematical
approach to the theology and interpretation of the Bible in keeping witb its Enlightenment
suppositions. The dispensationalist concem for the Bible is dictated by a rationalistic desirr
for absolute consistency . Behind this is a strict vicw of inspiration and a panicular theological
view of God. Considering God to be absolutely consistent, inerranr. and intent on
communicating to humanity. the Bible. therefore. as the material represenrarion of God on
eanh. must be read in a manner which reflects this: it must be logical. tmthfül. and

perspicuous.6 1n the dispensationalist system. the only way to access the objective trurh
without subjectively tainting it with one's own understanding. is to use a consistentl> applied
literal method of interpretation. Charles Ryrie. the father of modem dispensationalism.
asserts: "to try and see meaning other than the normal one would result in as man?

by Craig A. Blaising and Darrell L. Bock (A Bridgepoint Book. 1993). 14.
6

This is somewhat similar to the Princetonian approach. but more extreme. In fact. Emesr
Sandeen in his Roots of Fundamentalism: British and Arnerican Millenarianism. 1800- 1930
[(Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1970; reprint ed., Grand Rapids: Baker Book House.
1978). 167- 1721 connects al1 concems for inerrancy with the Pnncetonians, this would includr
the inerrmcy found in the dispensationalist system. Although there is a certain connecrion
between the formulations set out by the Princetonians and those who assimilated these
formulations into their own systems of biblical interpretation. Sandeen's argument as a wholr has
b e n challenged. D.G. Han asserts that although the Princetonians had assumed biblical
accuracy from their reliance on Baconian comrnon sense. their Reformed stance on biblicism was
far more influential in their construction of a hermeneutical method ["A Reconsideration of
Biblical Lnerrancy and the Princeton Theology's Alliance." Christian Scholar's Review 20 no.4
(1991). 3641. Not only that but the Princetonians were far more flexible than Sandeen gives
them credit for (364-5). The dispensationalist view of the Bible, on the other hand. was not
directly informed by Reformed theological convictions. More so than the Princetonians.
dispensationalists assumed a rationalistic doctrine of Scripnire.

interpretations as there are people interpreting. Literalism is a logical rationale. "' The high
biblicism and assumptions of absolute consistency result in a literal hermeneutical mandate rhat
deals with the Bible in terms of its "factuality " creating almost mathematical divisions usinethe information provided in the text.
Al1 of the details of dispensationalism stem from the panicular hermensutical

methodology where the stress lies on the need for a literal reading and understanding of the
text. Ryrie defines literal interpretation as:
[an] interpretation which gives to every word the same meaning it would have in
normal usage.. .It might [also] be designated plain interpretation so that no one rece~vsd
the mistaken notion that the literal principle rules out figures of speech. Symbols.
figures of speech and types are al1 interpreted plainly in this method and are in no way
contrary to literal inteqxetation.
Ryrie defends the use of a literal hermeneutic on the basis of three arguments:
1 .Philosophically. the purpose of language itself seems to require literal interpretation

2. ...the prophecies of the Old Testament concerning the first cominp of Christ - His
binh. His rearing. His ministry. His death. His resurrection - werr al1 fulfillcd litrrall!.
There is no non-literal fulfillment of these prophecies in the New Testament.
3. If one does nor use the plain. normal. or literal method of interpretation. al1
objectivity is lost .'

John Walvoord. an colleague of Ryrie, echoes this ernphasis of literalism in his referencr to
prophecy: "about half of the prophecies in the Bible have been fulfilled. The snidy of thesr
demonstrates that when prophecy is fulfilled ir is fulfilled literally. " ' O Ryrie and Walvoord's
7

Charles Ryrie. Dispensationalism Today (Chicago: Moody Press, 1965). 88-9.

' Charles Ryrie. Dispensationalism To&y , 86-7.
9
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Charles Ryrie, Dispensationalism Today 88.
John F. Walvoord. Armageddon. Oil and the Middle East Crisis: What the Bible Says

comrnents demonstrate the cornmon-sense philosophy heritage of di spensationalism . The
biblical text. its laquage and its message are seen to be easily appropriated through a literal
reading without a need to understand any outside variables also dictating the interpretive
process. The resul tant biblical interpretation establishes a systern wherein the words are
understood to be objectively applicable to world events: thus, the Bible becomes a great code

book given to humanity by God.

The "facts" gleaned from a plain reading are assernbled as a system of interpretation
which is then read back into the text. Dispensationalists focus noi only on the literal reading of
the text, but on the literal reading of the entire biblical framework. The system of consistent
literality. where one text can be read in light of another. and wherein what is not mentionrd in
the text is as important as what is mentioned. creates a dramatically different textual rsading

from that which appears in a non-dispensational reading. Other theological systems might
spiritualize or understand Revelation symbolically. but dispensationalists pride themselws in
taking die biblical prophecy along with the remaining biblical literanire at "face value" in thèir
literal approach.
This literal interpretation is especially important for dispensationalism in the framruwk
it establishes for biblical anomalies. When a literal reading is combined with the conserwtive

hemeneutical presuppositions of biblical inspiration. inerrancy and consistency. an explanation
of difference requires a solution that can also maintain these presuppositions supporting the
integrity of the Bible as God's word. So for instance. the principal dispensationalist division

About the Future of the Middle East and the end of Western Civilization (Grand Rapids:
Zondervan Publishing House. 1974, rpr., 1WO), , 2 1 .

between Israel and the Church anses out of this literalist system of hemeneutics." Rather

than combining lsrael and the Church as one and the same entity or explaining the difference
from an historical developmentai point of view, the plain reading of dispensationaiism
recognizes the gap between the special relationship that seems to be established between the
Jews and God in the Old Testament and the establishment of the Church in the New Testament.

Rejecting random and narural explanations, the dispensational focus on God's divinely
ordained plan even reads texnial omission or dissonance as having rneaning . The
dispensationalist interpretation values the difference between IsraeI and the Church as divinel!
mandated .
The literal henneneutic applied to the entire biblical structure allows dispensationaiists

to uphold biblical integrity. A.T. Pierson, a classic dispensationalist author writing in The
Fundamentals. defines the parameters of his biblical hermeneutics by stating that " thrre is
diversity in unity . and uni ty in diversity .

"

"

Pierson. recognizing the diverse nature of the

biblical rext in terms of languages, numerous authors. and literary styles among other things.
can sri11 apply a dieological and hermeneutical grid by which unity can be exrracted. Workins

wihin diis "plain reading" supernaturally-focussed interpretative framework. disprnsationalists
arrive at rhe concept of dispensations which allows God the flexibility ro act in different ways
during different ages, and can accomrnodate the fuifiliment of promises or prophrcies stiii iefr
unfulfilled. The differences in die text. explained by biblical critics as resulting from texmal

-

"

-

p

Charles Ryrie. Dispensationalism Today , 45.

Pienon. "The Testimony of the Organic Unity of the Bible to its Inspiration. " The
Fundarnentals Vol II of IV ( Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 19 17. rpr 1996)- 98.
" A.T.
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layers built up by a wide range of authors and redactors. are interpreted by dispensationalists
as pointing to a segmented but progressing divine plan for the world. Both approaches
recognize textual disparities and reject a biind coalescing of biblical literature into a unified
whole. but dispensationalism offers a supernarural plan that. although explaining and
acknowledginp textual variation. knits the differences together into a unified goal culminaiinat the end of time. Dispensationalism has built biblical disunity iriio its structure where an
overarching divine plan is the unifying factor.

The biblicism and literal hermeneutic of dispensationalism results in the feanire mosr
characteristic of dispensationalism: the division of the Bible into dispensations or hisrorical
epochs. C.I. Scofield indicates. in his definition found in the notes of his reference Bible. the
importance of a dispensation: "a disprnsation is a period of time during urhich man is tested in
respect of obedience to some specific revelation of the will of God. "" The importance of rach
dispensation lies in its reflection of a panicular aspect of God's plan. and seen as a whole. the!.
offer an overview of how God works in human history.
The concept of these divisions arises out of the Enplish derivarion of a Latin translation
of the Greek words "oikonernos/oikonornenia.
"'" Dispensations are ziven a chronological
13

C.I. Scofield. ed., The Scofield Rrference Bible (Oxford University Press. 1909). 5.

14

The word "oikonomeo"appears approximately twenty times in rhe Greek New Testarnenr.
A literal translation of "oikonomos"has to do with stewardship or "house mie. " Classic
dispensationalism understands this word to be the link to the idea of a seven-fold sovereign plan.
Progressive dispensationalists, however. see the weakness in using "oikonomeo" as a basis for
chronologically understood divisions. Paul Karleen, a progressive dispensationalist. writes that
"not o d y does this involve illegitimate totality transfer, but 1 suspect that in context the world
refen only to Paul's responsibility, not a plan of the ages. 1 hope we stop using this argument.
It involves poor exegesis and poor lexigraphy " ("Understanding Covenant Theologians: A Smdy
in Resuppositions, " Grace Theological Journal 10.2 [ 19891. 137).

framework on the basis of an enigmatic interpretation of biblical passages which mention
" dispensation" in terms of household administration responsibilities. 15 For dispensationalisrs .

"house mle" or "stewardship" when used of God. is given a time reference as he imposes his
divine plan on his "house-" R. Aldrich links his interpretation of the concept of stewardship t~

an age of time:
it follows that a dispensation is a stewardship or economy that God imposed for a
certain period or age. A dispensation is an era of time during which man is tested in
respect to obedience to some definite revelation of God's wi11. '
Together with biblical references that deai with significant periods of passing time - such as the
one found in Daniel 9.24-27 regarding a vision of 70 weeks

- dispensationalists confirm thttir

interpretation of dispensations as progressions of time guided by God's overarching plan for

humanity. 17 Having deduced rhat the Bible refers to economies as separats chronological
epochs, Charles Ryrie fùnher defines them as a system of progressing units that are u n i f o m in
structure and divine intent:

...in using the word econolv as the core of the definition. the emphasis is pur on the
Biblical rneaning of the word itself. Economy also suggests the fact that cenain

"

For a list of the passages and their interpretation see Charles Ryrie. Dispensationalism
Todav. 25ff.
16

Roy Aldrich. "A New Look at Dispensationalism." Bibliotheca Sacra (January-March
1963), 44.
17

Daniel 9.24-27 is understood as a prophecy refemng to the entire existence of the nation of
Israel. In light of passages found in Ezekie14.6 and Numbers 14.34 allegedly dealing with God's
tirne, the Daniel passage is seen as projecting a specific chronological existence from beginning
of Israel's dispensation to its end. The Daniel passage is imbued with a quality of measuremznr.
time k i n g reckoned out by God, when interpreted through other biblical passages. In light of
this, calculations are made as to how long the Church dispensation Iasts. For more detail see
Clarence Laricin, Dispensational Tmth, 7 1-3.

features of different dispensations might be the same or ~irnilar.'~

On the basis of panicular biblical passages. dispensationalism constructs a mode1 whereby the
world since creation has been divided into chronological parceis. where each division is a staor

in God's revelation of himself to humanity . Charles Ryrie writes that each dispensation is
characterized primarily by : " (1) a change in God's governrnental relationship with man. . . . ( 2 ,
a resultant change in man's responsibility. and ( 3 ) corresponding revelation necsssary to ttffeci
the change" and secondarily by : "a test. a failure. and a judzement. ""

Each division.

although similar in structure and purpose to the others. reveals a distinct aspect of God's
revelation of himself and his plan for humanity.
Even more foundational than the biblical passages. is the biblical paradigm which
dispensationalists interpret as setting the precedent for the dispensations. They highlight the
difference between one portion of the Bible that deals only with the Israelites. the other ufhich
provides a focus on the establishment of the Church and lacks the former emphasis o n the
Jews. Mentioned earlier in reference to hermeneutics. dispensationalists interpret this di\-ision
between the Israelite-focussed Hebrew Bible and the church-focussed New Testament as an
indication that rwo separate plans for humanity exist. Therefore. as Ryrie assrns. instead of
coalescing the New Testament interest in the establishment of the Church into the Old
Testament concerns of the nation of Israel as do many other evangelical theological systems. "a
dispensationalist keeps Israel and the Church distinct. "" Another dispensationalisr. Arno

" Charles Ryrie. Dispensationalism Today, 30.

.
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Charles Ryrie, Dispensationalism Today 37-8.
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C. Ryrie, Dispensationalism Today 44. Ryrie ' s system counters other methods of deaiing

.

Gaebelein. wri ting before Ryrie ' s time. assens:
God is pursuing two distinct purposes: one related to the eanh with eanhly people and
eanhly objectives involved which is Judaisrn; while the orher is related to heaven with
heavenly people and heavenly objectives involved. which is ~ h r i s t i a n i""t ~
Therefore. according to the dispensational literalist understanding. because the New Testament
makes the distinction between "Jews" and "Gentiles." ail that which penains to Israel and the
Jews in the Old Testament cannot be subsumed by the Gentiles. or the Church. Consequentl~..
the promises offered to the Israelites in the Hebrew Bible were put on hold when the Jews
11

renounced their destiny by rejection of their Messiah embodied in the New Testament Jesus.-'

As a result. Jews and Christians each have separate dispensarions where God's divine plan can

be worked out. The point. thus. is to view the movement from Israel to the Church. from the
with the Israel!Church distinction. For example. some evangelicais rrad the two testaments a3 a
unified whole wherein the Church replaces Israel: where the promises made ro lsrael are
transferred to the Church and the history of the former becomes a typology of the latter. Othrr
non-dispensarionalists explain the gap as the logical difference between books written by a
different set of auihors vastly separated by time. culture and historical evenrs.

''Arno C. Gaebelein. The Gospel of Manhew (New York: Our Hope. 1910). 1.
17

Yaakov Ariel addresses the role of the Jews in the dispensationalist systern in his book. On
Behalf of Israel Chicago Smdies in the History of American Religion (Brooklyn: A Carlson
hiblishing Series, 1991). Ariel points out that although dispensationalism purpons to value the
Jewish people. there is a certain arnount of binemess expressed which questions rheir srancr.
This can be seen in a statement made by Clarence Larkin. an early dispensationalist: "thrir last
Great Prophet was the "Man of Galilee," but Him they rejected. Like their forefathers. who took
Joseph, afier they had rejected him, and sold him for 20 pieces of silver. and he was hidden from
their view in Egypt on the Throne of Pharaoh, so die Jews took Jesus. their Joseph. and ha~inp
rejected Him. sold Him for 30 pieces of silver. and He is now hidden from thern on His Farher's
Throne" (Dispensational Truth (Philadelphia: Rev. Clarence Larkin Est., 191 8). 62. This
statement follows a listing of the various persecutions the Jewish people endured throughout
history. And the coming miIlennia1 dispensation sees the Jews suffering even more before the!
finally recognize Jesus as their Savior afier which they are finally able to receive al1 of God's
promises. As Anel States: "the dispensationalist prospect for the future of Israel is not
necessarily beneficial for that nation" ( 120).
I

Old Testament to the New Testament, from Genesis to Revelation. as an orderly unfolding of
God's divine plan for humanity. And even the canonical order of the texts reflect this
deliberate way that God works; the dispensationalist literalism reads every biblical variation

and component as pan of a reasoned pattern ordained by God. Within dispençationalism rhert:
is no such thing as a haphazard detail or peculiarity.
C. Ryrie contends that afier the one division the "number of dispensations in a

dispensational scheme and even the names of the dispensations are relatively minor matters. ""

But with Israel vs. ChurchIOId Testament vs. New Testament as the mode1 for division.
dispensationalists are able to demonstrate shifis and differences in the text as reflecting rhr
various divisions. each manifesting a distinctive facet of the divine plan. Although Ryrie
concentrates on the biblical precedenr set for making divisions. he still speils out seven
different dispensations which he believes are designated by Scripnire."" The traditional se\ cn

.

dispensations - imocency conscience. civil goverment. parriarchal rule. mosaic law . Sracr..
millennium - al1 have similar patterns. Ryrie lists these as: "a change in God's govsmmental
relationship with man. a resultant chanse in man's responsibility. and corrcsponding revrlarion
necessary to effect the change. "" To give an cxample. the present day church exists in the

" Charles Ryrie, Dispensationalism Today . 48.
Charles Ryrie, Dispensationalism Today, 48-52. Ryrie writes that one "could have four.
five, seven or eight dispensations and be a consistent dispensationalist as long as the schemr is
tnie to the three essentials [recognition of a distinction between Israel and the Church. a
consistently literal principle of interpretation, a basic and workinp conception of the purpose of
God as His own glory rather than as the single purpose of salvation] of dispensationalism" (48).
Seven is the nurnber that most dispensationalists hold to. Ryrie's seven follow the order found in
The Scofield Reference Bible (New York: Oxford University Press. 1915). 5.
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Charles Ryne, Dispensationalism Today, 37. A linle further on he restates the

dispensation of grace appeanng just prior to the dispensation of the millennium. In the
dispensation of grace God offen his salvation to everyone as opposed to just one nation as in
previous dispensations. Those who do not take the offer will be judged and punished by the
tribulation (corresponding with the pattern "test. failure, judgement "). Although it offers gracr
as "a change in God's plan. " the dispensation parallels the others in that it adheres to the
pattern. God's promises, both punishrnent and reward. are maintained. The Church will be
rewarded by being raptured before the tribulation and lsrael will be rewarded with the
reinstatement as God's people. after having suffered through the tribulation. The conjunction
of lsrael and the Church towards the end of the grace dispensation ultimately revolves around
dispensationalism's understanding of the nature of God and his promises in that they are
immutable.
These divine promises. both negative and positive. are often revealed in biblical
prophetic literature. This third characteristic of dispensationalism. the emphasis on biblical
prophetic literature is foundational as it provides the dispensationalist structure its unit!.

.A .T.

Pierson, a fundamentalist associated with Gaebelein. States that "prophecy. which is histocmticipated, takes up the broken thread. ..

He is referring to the gap between the Israrlitr-

centered OId Testament and the Church-focussed New Testament, in which a literally read
long-range understanding of prophecy can unite the two strands. It is prrcisel~in prophrc! w h c h is understood as fonvard looking - that past Israel is united wirh the future Church and

charactenstics of a dispensation as: "a test, a failure, and a judgement" (38).
26

A.T. Pierson, "The Testimony of the Organic Unity of the Bible to its Inspiration. " The
Fundamentais. 100.
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both together with the end-times. The dispensationalist view of prophecy accounts for biblical
deficiencies. and unites the world's past/present/furure into a neat package. Those blessings
and promises perceived as not yet fùlfilled. rather than being errors in the text or failed

promises or misperceptions of biblical writers. are given a future context for hilfillment. The
past. present and future political. social. economic events of this world are rrflected in these
prophecies. Because prophetic literature offers cohesion for a structure recognizing disunit!.. i r
becomes a focal point for dispensational belief.
Besides consolidating the grand scheme. dispensational views of biblical prophecy are
important for three other reasons: 1) fùlfilled prophecy affirms the Bible's veracity : I i
prophetic literature provides dispensationaiism with the paradigm for each age or disprnsation:
3) unfulfilled prophecy provides a map chaning the signs that indicate when the end of this

present age is near.
First. biblical prophecy. inrerpreted literally. is essential to dispensationalism's
theology. In fact. this emphasis on prophecy leads many to think ihat dispensationalism is onIl-

an apocalyptic systern." Although this is not the case. prophrcy maintains an essential role in
classic dispensationalism upholding its views on the Bible. Clarence Larkin. the prominent
dispensationalist illustrator. echoes manp other dispensationalists in his siatrmrnr on rhc
importance of prophetic literature:

" Charles

Ryrie's defense against this charge is insightful. He refutes the assumption beins
made about dispensationalism by explaining that there is more to dispensationalism than just "an
outline of future events" (156). The link being made between prophetic Iiterature, apocalypric
literature and the movement's eschatology is not addressed. Ryrie makes no distinction bstween
prophetic and apocalyptic literanire; both are assumed to offer the same kinds of information
about God's plan for the funire (punishment and promises).

The Bible is unlike al1 other 'sacred books' in that it bases its ' Authenticity ' and
'Authority' on PROPHECY. Al1 other 'sacred books' contain no predictions as to the
future.. .Fulfilled prophecy is stronger evidence for the ' Inspiration' and " Authenticity "
of the Scriptures than miracles. Prophecy is not a 'haphazard guess. ' nor a 'probability '
made up on uncenain data like Our 'Weather Probabilities.' Prophecy is 'HISTORY
WRITTEN IN ADVANCE. '"

Larkin. quite forceful in his perspective on prophecy as unique and momentous literature for
Chrisrians. understands that prophecy allows tangible proof for the Bible's veracity ." If the
text accurately predicted events. then the remaining biblical literature should be equally
uustworthy. And if one views the miraculous nature of accurate prediction in one section of
the Bible. it should follow that the entire text is infused with a divine quality. Having assumed
that prophecy is written previous to the event it addresses (based on the view of biblical
inerrancy ). the circular construction of dispensational interpretation allows the sy stem funher
affirmation of the Bible's truthfulness using prophecy as an example.
Second, a dispensational reading of prophecy strengrhens the idea that God's plan i?;
revealed in progressing segments of time. With the assumptions that prophecy is " history
wrinen in advance" and that al1 prophrcy will be fulfilled. Ryrir poinrs out that whar remains
unfblfilled, therefore. demands more time:
if the prophecies of the Old Testament conceming the promises of the funire made to
Abraham and David are to be literally fulfilled. then there must be a funire period. the
rnillennium. in which they can be fulfilled, for the Church is not now hilfilling them in

'' Clarence Larkin. Dispensational Tmth. 6 .
29

What is interesthg about dispensationalism is that although it highly regards biblical
prophetic literature, it negates the charismatic view of prophecy as a present day spiritual
phenornenon. Dispensationalists hold to a cessationist view of prophecy . whèrein divine
revelation ended with the establishment of the apostolic Church. See F. David Farnell. "The
Current Debate about New Testament Rophecy," Bibliotheca Sacra 149 ((July-Septembrr1992).
277-303.

any literal sense.

30

With his literal understanding of prophetic iiterature. Ryrie is able to buiid on the
dispensational idea of progressive historical epochs with the help of prophecy . Prophecy
communicates a general chronological movement towards a time when al1 prophecy will be
fulfilled. but it also fills out this generality with specific markers perceived as pertainin? to rhis
age. Unfulfilled propheric "warnings" are seen to refer directly to the closure of the

contemporary dispensation." For dispensationalists this functions as another confirmation of
their systern where each age is "concluded" by some form of divine punishrnent.
The biblical security that prophecy affords as well as its building-block function for rhr:
dispensational system is joined by a third role of prophecy: it acts as a guide for discerning the
details of the funire." A literal reading of prophecy and literal understanding of its place in
the historical progression of world events allows the readrr to sauge hou. muçh of a

dispensationai epoch is left before the world cornes ro an end. For exampie. Car1 Armerding
writes that "present interest in Biblical prophecy is a healthy sign" as more people will tind out
"what the Bible has to say about the universe and its future."" Inttrpreting biblical passages
M

Charles Ryrie, Dispensationalism Today . 158.
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Using the dispensationalist paradigrn where each age is destroyed in judgrmrnt. the Church
dispensation is seen to be heading for closure and judgement based on the biblical passage found
in Revelation 19.21. See Charles Ryrie. Dispensationalism Today 63.

.

32 Progressive Dispensationalists emphasize that diis historicist understanding of biblical
prophecy is a degeneration from a futunst position, and is sornething brought about by the
dispensationalist participation in popular religious apocalypticism. See Craig A. Blaising and
Darrell L. Bock. FYogressive Dispensationalism : An Up-To-Date Handbook of Contemporary
Dispensational Thought. 19.
33

Car1 Armerding , "Russia and the King of the North. " 50.

found in Daniel. Ezekiel and Revelation. Armerding is able to provide exact details of the
coming crisis: "...Russia and Syria play distinctive pans in the great prophetic crisis towards

which the world is rapidly moving.. .

st

W

This dispensationalist interpretation of biblical

passages frarnes how one views world events: any kind of action on the part of Russia and

Syria against lsrael would be viewed as another indication that the end is near. Not only does
prophecy becorne a measuring tool. but it imbues present events with a spirinial relevance.
They are the guiding signs which point to the end of this age. the second coming of Christ. the
Tribulation. the Mi!lennium and the end of time as we know it.
Reading the text literally, assuming consistency. and ignoring critical issues are but a

few of the critiques levelled at dispensational hermeneutics. It was never the intent of scholars
like Ryrie to create a closed system that could became mired in its own assumptions: and in
fact. dispensationalism at most stages has had an openness to other v i r ~ ~ o i n t s .But
' ~ the
features of dispensationalism - importance of prophetic literature. literalism and its concomiwnt
Church/Israel distinctions, and dispensations - born out of the evangelical concern for the
Bible, have becorne relevant for the popular apocalyptic rnovement. As with its parent
evangelicalism, the elements of dispensarionalism easily lent themsrlves to a popular fomiar
and this has created difficulties not only for itself but for evangelicalisrn as well.
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Car1 Armerding, "Russia and the King of the North." 55.

In fact Ryrie spends a good amount of effort making connections between his position and
the neo-evangelicals. The Bible Conference Movement. as well. was not dominated by one
position, but was an eager gathering of different viewpoints in order to gain a Iarger
understanding of the biblical content. Progressive dispensationalists. negating the resrricted
popular distillation of Scofieldian dispensationalisrn, are once again aaempting to include various
viewpoints in their discussion of the tenets of dispensationalism.

First. in raising the literal method to a level of the prime hermeneutical directive.
dispensationalism has been found to oversimplify the text. Although literalism was instituted

in order to respect the inspired nature of the entire biblical text. a literal interpretation actuallj,
curtails a holistic understanding of the biblical text. Ryrie is correct in stating that
philosophically (and pragmatically) language does require a plain interpretation. but the gaps
between the reader and the text are so great in some cases that the language does not elucidatc:
a plain meaning. As James Barr writes: "physicality. simple common-sense. one-IO-one
correspondence between the entities and the words of the text" do no[ alwal-s create the brsi
understanding of the text?

Not grappling with the complex hermeneutical issues of

chronoIogical and cultural distance from the

text.

as well as failing to delvr into the formation

history of the text. allows dispensationalism to continue the daim of biblical simplicity. A
literal interpreration of the final biblical text. wirhout looking at the layers beneath. creatrs
interpretative problems. This is compounded hy the uncritical perspective taken by the readcr.
resulting in. ironically. a lack of consistency which obliterates interpretative vigilance. For
example. "stewardship" is interpreted as a chronological framework. even though thert: is no
explicit indication that it should be read this way in the context of the particular passages
where that word is used. Only when read in conjunction with unrelated passages can

ît

be

given this meaning. As well. assuming that the mention of "Gentiles" in the New Testament is
pan of the discussion of the dispensationalist "Church" age is an interpretative lrap determinrd
by the creation of artificial dispensationalist categories. Although Progressive

Dispensationalists are working at rectiQing the hermeneutical gaps. dispensationalisrn outside
-
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James Barr. "Literality " Faith and Philosophy 6.4 (October 1989). 4 15 .

of these newcomers ueats the reader and the text simplistically.
Secondly. certain avenues taken by dispensationalism have been theologically dubious.
Although correctives have always been present (as dispensationalism is not a monolithic unir'

1.

certain dispensational features have been taken to extremes. The focus on the radical division
between the dispensations. especially between Israel and the Church. has led to accusations that
dispensationalism offers "two salvations" which is radically inconsistent with the New
Testament proclamations of one salvific plan upheld by traditional Christianity. Moreover. the
dispensationalist focus on divisions. although forming an explanation for textual unevenness.
cannot account for the biblical and theological unity required by tradirional Christiariity . The
dispensationalist division between the two testaments is incapable of providing an explanation
for the New Testament assumption that it is fulfilling Old Testament faith as it does not deal in
progressive unity . only progessive disunities.
Roben Fuller. writing specifically about Scofield. providrs an examplt. of this rstrabiblical system being placed on the text:
Scofield's ability to forge these apocalyptic materials into a consistent brand of
premillennialism depended. however. on his willingness to exercisr considrrablr
editorial license. In his footnotes to Daniel. for example. he thought nothing of stating
as indisputable fact that any biblical reference to weeks actually mrans 'sevens of
years.' Ir seems that the Bible is inerrant and to be read literally. but onl) after ha\-ing
reworked it to make sure it will support the kinds of conclusions dispensationalism
supports in the first placen3'
As C. Norman Krauss, a critic. States: "the course and character of any given dispensaticin art.

defined by classifying Scripture dispensationally. and then using the relevant materials which
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Roben Fuller. Narning the Antichrist: The Hisrory of an American Obsession (New York
Oxford University Press, 1995), 126.

have k e n thus defined to delineate its distinguishing feamres. "'' The assumption of
consistency provides the precision for the entire mathematicai-iike systern. This is the legaq
dispensationalism has given to popular apocalyptic belief.

B. History
Dispensationalism is firmly planted within Nonh American evangelical history.
Although this truly modem movement. developed within the confines of evangr licalism. was

an impon. it proliferated and flourished only in Nonh America. It has participated in the
evangelical struggles against liberalism. in the regroupinp and alienation of the consenatives
after the stniggle. as well as in the attempts ro move into mainstream American culture.
Dispensationalism has existed in three stages since its emergence in the early
nineteenth-century .Iy John Nelson Darby and like minded British bel ievers were the
progenitors of organized dispensationalism. Classic dispensationalism came ro Nonh America
with Darby and spread throueh certain r a d s of evangelicals. Dispensationalism shifred into a
38

C. Norman Krauss, Dispensationalisrn in America: Its Rise and Development (Richmond:

John Knox Press, 1958). 63.
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The variations widiin dispensationalism are best represented by this anificial division.
These divisions are set out by Craig Blaising and Darrell Bock in order to clarifiethe hkrorical
progression within dispensationalism. They label the three divisions as classical or Scofirldian
dispensationalism, revised dispensationalism and progressive dispensationalism. For more sec
the following articles: Darrell L. Bock. "Chaning Dispensationalism." Christianity T o d a ~38 (12
Sept. 1994). 26-29; Craig A. Blaising "Changing Patterns in Dispensationalism. " Wrslctyan
Theological Journal 29 (Spring-Fall 1994). 149-164; " Development of Dispensationalism by
Contemporary DispensationaIists," BibIiotheca Sacra 145 (July-September 1988), 254280;
Blaising, "Contemporary Dispensationalism, " Southwestern Journal of Theolopy 36 (Spring
1994). 5-13. Also see Bock and Blaising 's Progressive Dispensationalism: An Up-to- Date
Handbook of Contemporary Dispensational Thought and their edited work Dispensationalism.
Israel and the Church: The Search for Definition (Grand Rapids: Zondentan Press. 1992).

static and defensive position in its second stage during the mid-twentieth-century when men

such as Charles Ryne and John Walvoord attempted to defend a struggling system under
anack. The third period is the contemporary movement. a significant shift away from the
origins as well as the middle defensive phase. It is an effort by academics such as Craig .A.
Blaisins and Darrell L. Bock to rejuvenate a system inconsistent with man) of the subsequent
claims of biblical scholarship. As a result of the continuing modifications. this third stage also
harbors the greatest dichotomy between the popular and the academic.

1. Classic Dispensationalism

Dispensationalism came to Nonh America in the nineteenth-century with John Nelson
Darby (1 800-1883). a leader of the Plymouth Brethren in Great Britain. In his dissatisfaction
with the nationally aligned. works salvation oriented Church of England. he gathered a group

of dissenters whose interest in prophecy grew out of distinctions he made between christendom
as a whole and the composition of the [rue church." He felt that churches werr "playin_g
Israel" in tryinp to achieve temporal blessinp through their efforts at bettering the social realm
thereby maintainine ties to eanhly and therefore corrupt systems. Rarher. according to his
ChurcMIsrael dichotomy understood from a literal reading of the Bible. only historic Israd
was given temporal blessings by God. Therefore, the tme church should concrrn itsclf with

the divinely sanctioned spirinial blessings to corne at the end of the agr. Only thosr concerneci
with these designated spiritual-churchly matters could be included in the pure remnant within
40

C. Norman Kraus, Dispensationalism in America: Its Rise and Development (Richmond:
John Knox Press, 1958), 28. See also Clarence B. Bass, Backgrounds to Dispensationalism
(Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company. 1960).48-63.

~hristendom."
Darby brought his collection of ideas to North America where he toured six times
between 1859 and 1877.''

He gained a wide audience among American evangelicals of various

denominations for several reasons. The first being that Darby's method and message fit niceIl.
into the revival mode already existing within Nonh America. His American succrss. as
opposed to Great Britain where dispensationalism remained contained within the boundaries of
the Plymouth Brethren denomination. was due to the transdenominational framework the

revivals had created within American religious appropriation. After the Second Great
Awakening there were many religious leaders touring around the country settinp up revivals.

Darby ' s corresponding method of communication matched the surrounding revival milieu.
More importantly . Darby 's message resonated with the revivalist att inides. Regarding rhr

good reception dispensationalism and Darby received. Paul Boyer writes: "no doubr the anriinstitutional bias of the Plymouth Brethren. a major theme in Darby's prophecy writings. found
fertile soi1 in nineteenth century America. where laissez-faire ideology abounded . "" Bot h the
Revolution and the Great Awakenings had inculcated an ambivalence towards instirutionalizcd
authority. Darby's message encouragine personal Bible study ro combat the apostasy of larprr
christendom reflected not only the individualized revival-inspired context. but also the sense

nineteenth century evangelicals had of a rising spiritual and intellectual crisis.
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C. Norman Kraus, Dispensationalism in America. 50-52.
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V. Cnitchfield, The Oripins of Dispensationalism: The Darby Factor (Lanham: The

University Ress of Arnerican, Inc., 1992), 6.
Paul Boyer, When Time Shall Be No More: Rophecy Belief in Modem American Culture
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press. 1992)38.
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The second reason for his success was the simplicity of his system and the breadth of
biblical explanation it offered. Although millenarianism was not new to North America. the
organization of various elements into a coherent system of interpretation was an innovation thar
c m be credited to Darby and the ~ r e t h r e n .Charles
~
Ryrie writes of Darby's importance to
dispensationalism not in terms of originality but of organizational expertise :
There is no question that the Plymouth Brethren. of which John Ne!son Darby was a
leader. had rnuch to do with the systemarizing and promoting of dispensationalism. Bur
neither Darby nor the Brethren originated the concepts involved in the systern.. .JS
The operative words here are "systematizing" and "promoting. " Premillennialism. with its
focus on the retum of Christ and the establishmenr of his thousand year reign. was given a
distinct shape in its dispensationalist adaption. And Darby organized this funher: the biblical
text was divided inro seven "dispensations" or historical epochs based on a literal reading .

;fi

These seven stages were formulated and given content from Darby 's observation of the
differences between the promises to Old Testamenr Israel and those to the New Testament
44

Three different types of millenarian beliefs existed in rhe nineteenth-century :
postrnillennialism. premillennialism. amiIlennialism. Arnille~iaiisrndid nor rake the millenniurn
literally . There is no period of perfection before the new heaven and eanh are established.
Augustine was its most famous proponent (R.G. Clouse. " Amillemialism. " Dictionaq of
Christianity in America. 1990 ed.). Posanillennialism was the most popular in America bcfore
the evangelical schism of the nineteenth-century. Posunillennialism assens that Chrisr will retum
after the rnillennium. Many postmillennial evangelicals in America thought rhe millrmium couid
be brought about by Christian solutions to social, econornic and spiritual ills. Premillrmialism
challenged the above not with the placement of Christ's retum at the begiming of the
millennium. Premillennialism also challenged as naive the posunillemial hope for the recow)- of
a peaceful world through human efforts. Premillennialism assened that the only way a world
imperiled with problems of every nature would be rescued was through the renirn of Christ.
Remillennialism. although existing throughout church history. only became popular in a
dispensational form after the nineteenth-cenniry.
45

Charles C. Ryrie. Dispensationalism Today , 74.

Not wanting to ignore the gap Darby organized a dispensational stmcture which focussed on

and explained the biblical shifts. Darby promoted his system vigorously in his campaigns
across Amenca. Dispensational premillennialism became the prevalent mode of millenarian
belief among conservative evangelicals as a result of the simplified and organized marner in
which it was presented.

The promotion of this simple systern. in Darby's tour around the

country, combined with the receptive audience made for a wide-spread acceptance of
dispensationalism.
A third reason for its success was the support it provided to evangelicalism.

Dispensationalism' s blending of premillennialism with the theo!ogical elements of biblical
authority. inerrancy and perspicuity into an aggregate interpretive structure. meant that i t
easily adapted into North American evangelical biblical concerns. Darby's system gained
favor in the Bible Conference movement. especially towards the end of the nineteenth-centur!.
when the sway of evangelical thought in society was coming to an end." Biblical authority and
legitimacy were being questioned in light of new scientific theories of origins. and neu.
methods of dealing with the biblical text left conservatives scrambling to find an explanarion
and a course of action. Prorecting the Bible and traditional theology from thesr innovations
was a priority. Dispensationalism offered a counter-system: it maintained biblical stature and
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Ryrie, Dispensationalism Today 7Sff.

These Bible and prophecy conferences were held in the successive summers between 1875
and 1918. The most famous of these conferences were the one located at Niagara-on-the-Lake
and the revivalist Dwight L. Moody ' s sponsored Northfield Conference. These conferences
h c t i o n e d as places where conservatives could gather, recreate and discuss evangelical doctrine
and practice. They are important not only in that they provided refuge for the beleaguered
evangelical conservatives. but they provided dispensationalism with its largesr audience.

offered explanations regarding the source of the perceived demise of culture reflected in the
significant changes in European and Nordi American society at the time. The complete
biblical confidence that dispensationalism offered through its system was tantalizing in the face
of the attacks. both perceived and real. on biblical authority by science and liberalism. By
holding to a structure wherein every event. borh ancient and modem. was seen to be
supernaturally mandated as pan of the progression of the dispensations. disprnsationalism was
able to sidestep the critical questions regarding the role of nature and humanity in the creation

of the biblical text as well as in the larger world. Dispensationalism with its high view of the
Bible and biblical inspiration provided yet one more shield against attack: this support of the
evangelical biblical agenda accounted for a large measure of its popularity.
As with evangelicalism during the Great A wakenings. dispensationalism spread li kt!
wildfire through the informal American religious network of conferences. revivals.
publications, and institutions. Ir was disseminated far and wîde through these popular venues.
And although the atmosphere within what came to be known as hndamentalism was rife with
contentions and schisms. dispensationalism still proliferated. The prophecy conferences. for
exarnple, eventually split over questions regarding the rapnire.'%bur not before many of the
participants had adopted dispensationalism as the organizing system of their belief and practicr
and, in

m m , influenced many other Christians who heard h e m speak. Popular cvangelical

institutions fünctioned as the podiums for the propagation of dispensationalism in Nonh
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The irresolution of whether the rapture was to take place before or afier the great tribulation
put a halt to the conferences which had been in existence for approxirnately twenty years.
Gaebelein and Scofield were instrumental in the separation (George Marsden. Fundamentalism
and Arnerican Culture: The Shaping of Twentieth-Century Evanpelicalisrn 1 870- 1925 [Oxford:
Oxford University Press. 19801, 24 1 n. 17).

Amenca. An important example are the urban revivals of Dwight L. Moody ( 1 837- 1899)
where the dispensational premillennialist message of the imminent arriva1 of Christ's second-

coming was preached." Dispensationalism, with its seven epochs each ending in destruction.
seemed to be an adequatr explanation for the swelling societal turmoil Moody saw around
him. 50

Pushing dispensationalism into even more prominence was C.1. Scofield ( 1843- 192 1 ).
who systematized dispensationalism in a popular marner through the Scofield Bible published

in 1909. The doctrinal notes. interpretive comments .combined with headings and cross
references. wove dispensationalism firmly into the fabric of the biblical trxt as Scofield's
interpretations were almost indistinguishable from the text's own meaning. This Bible. read by

many. made dispensational premillrmialism an enduring phenomenon in American religious
practice ."
Dispensationalism was also circulated through The Fundamentals ( 19 10- 1915). a twelvrt
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Moody also established a series of conferences which ran from 1880 unril atier his death in
1899. The Northfield conferences. sirnilar to the Niagara conferences of the samr iime.
prornoted premillennialism. ofien communicated in the form of dispensarionalism.
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Douglas W. Frank, Less than Conquerors: How Evanpelicals Entered the Twentierh
Century (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company. 1986). 32.
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Paul Boyer wntes that in the 80 years of its existence. the Scofield Reference Bible. with its
sales reaching over 10 million copies. has been a primary conveyance for distribution of
premillennial dispensationalist doctrine throu_ghoutthe world (When Time Shali Be No More. 98.
Charles Lippy States that the Scofield Bible had influence because one did nor have to be a
convinced dispensationalist to be persuaded by its frarnework, as the Reference Bible was the
only study Bible available when it was first published in 1909 ( Beine Relipious American Style:
A History of Popular Relipiosity in the United States [Westpon: Praeger Publishers. 19941. 131).
As a result the Scofield Bible shaped American religion "etching deeply into the popular
religious consciousness an understanding of the reality of supernarural power and its ultimate
control over history " ( 134).
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volume set sent out to three million p e ~ p l e . ~Although
'
premille~ialismand dispensationalism
were not oven topics of discussion in the series. one can see the influence of these on several
of the writers. For instance, dispensational concerns prevail in al1 of the anicles dealing with
the inspiration of the Bible. The authors of these anicles. al1 dispensationalists. show a sirone

concem for inerrancy. literalisrn. prophecy and proof of the Bible's veracity . By vinue of
having sent out three million copies. these perspectives on biblical issues had a great impact.

By the time the modemist-fundamentalist controversy was fully underway in America.
dispensationalism was a dominant presence among conservative evangelicals. especiall~
amongst those who called themselves fundamentalists.
Through a variety of people. movements and institutions in this first period.
dispensationalism became a large pan of American evangelical belief independrnt of Darb).

and the Brethren. Besides Moody 's revivais. Scofield's Bible. The Fundamentals. prophec!,
conferences. such the ones held in Niagara-on-theLake and Norrhfirld. were also formarive
for dispensationalism's propagation among evangelicals. The Niagara Conferencr was
especially important. C. Blaising writes. as it was "the forum for introducing and drvrlopin~

"

While the editors of these volumes were al1 dispensationalists. George Marsden States that
"dispensationalism and prernillennialism. which were controversial. were almosr entirely absent"
(Fundamentalism and American Culture. 1 19). As The Fundarnentals' purpose was to unitr
conservatives of varying viewpoints. only broad cornrnonalities were highlighted. One can scr
this selfconscious purpose at work in the statement of C.R. Eerdrnan. a dispensationalist
publisher, who writes" this is therefore a time. not for unkindly criticism of fellow Christians.
but for fnendly conference; not for disputing divergent views. but for united action: nor for
dogrnatic assertion of prophetic programs, but for humble acknowledgement thai 'we know in
pan;' not for idle dreaming, but for the immediate task of evangelizing a lost world" ("The
Coming of Christ, " The Fundamentals [Grand Rapids: Baker Book House. 1917. rpr. 19961.
312).

American dispensationalism. "" The conference, as a nondenominational institution. fit into
the Darby-ite mode1 of establishing a pure church going beyond the stifîing limitations of
denominational boundaries?

Conference attenders were united not in denorninational

background but in their evangelical belief that the Bible was the inspired and inerrant Word of
God. And they were united as well in their strong belief that the Bible was scientifically
credible and easily appropriated. This cornrnon sense and rationalist approach to biblical
literanire meshed well with dispensationalism. In fact. disprnsationalism as an entire system
better accounted for the existing evangelical method of interpretation. set of theoloeical
concerns. and anxieties regarding the surrounding society. The conference's interest in the
Bible and the state of the world were better met by dispensationalisrn's literal reading
illustrating an imminent second coming as judgernent on humanit):. than by the optimistic
outlook of postmillennialism (another popular evangelical eschatological perspective of the
time). As a result of its relevance. dispensationalism was widely accepted by conference
attenders. This is especially noteworthy for dispensationalism's history. in cornparison to
Moody's revivals and Scofield's Bible, because conference artenders were leaders in
evangelicalism. Unlike in a revival setting. these men had the time and the appropriate forum
in which they could consciously weigh dispensationalism alongside other methods of hiblical
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Craig A. Blaising , " Dispensationalism: The Search for Definition. " Dispensat ionalism.
Israel and the Church (Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 1992). 16. The Niagara
Conferences were a series of conferences held in various locations around North America until
they senled on a permanent location in Niagara-on-the-Lake. Ontario. in 1883. These
conferences focussed on millenarian concems. and many of the leaders and those otherwise
involved were dispensationalists.
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Craig A. Blaising, "Dispensationalism: The Search for Definition. " Dispensationalism.
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interpretation as opposed to simply appropriating its message without realizing the implications
or the existence of other methods . The acceptance of dispensationalism by the figures in
authority meant a long-lasting and far-reaching impact for dispensationalism.
Dispensationalism ' s acceptance by a large number of nineteenth-century conservati ve
leaders irrevocably altered evangelicalism. Dispensationalism. now autonomous from its
original sources of both Darby and the Plymouth Brethren denomination. was popularized and
modified by various evangelical personalities. These leaders, most of them conservative
evangelicals or hindamental ists . used dispensational ism to funher draw the line between
evangelicals and their antagonists. Arno Clemens Gaebelein ( 1 86 1 - 1945). a consulting editor
on die Scofield Reference Bible. was a leading dispensationalist who advocated his views as a
conference speaker and prolific author. Garbelein was a militant fundamrntalist who
communicated his beliefs regarding the fate of the Jewish people and its comec~ionsto the
Second Corni-

of Christ to a wide audience of conservative evangelicals. Other leaders from

the Niagara Bible Conferences such as A. J-Gordon. Henry M . Parsons. William J . Errdman.

James H. Brooks. and Nathaniel West were also responsibie for the widespread circulation of a
combined fundamentalism-dispensationalist package. Brooks ( 1830- 1897). for rxample. had
far reaching influence dirough his speaking engagements at the conferences as well as his
nurnerous publications. including his editorial work on the prernillennialisr journal The

ni th.". James M. Gray (1851-1935). another conference initiator as well as strong
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P.C.Wilt, "Brookes, James Hall, " Dictionary of Christianity in America. 1990 ed. David
Gullon writes that Brookes was the key to dispensationalism's ultimate success through Scofirld's
Reference Bible (An Investigation of Dispensational Premillennialisrn: An Analysis and
Evaluation of the EschatoIogy of John F. Walvoord, Diss. Andrews University, 1992. 160).
Gullon argues that Brooke's leadership in the conferences and the resulting influence arnong

dispensationalist. becarne president of Moody Bible Instinite (1 889). which had a strong
influence on the fundamentalist movement. '' And the most prominent dispensational ist
institution established. which also exists presentl y. was Dallas Theological Seminary . founded
in 1921 by Lewis Sperry Chafer. This institution was specifically generated out of the conçern
for spreading the dispensationalist interpretation. From the prophecy conferences. leaders and
institutions were established with the goal to rebuild the ailing evangelical empire.
This first group of individuals is important in diat it established dispensationalism as a
firmly entrenched presence within evangelicalism and hindamentalisrn. The success of
dispensationalism was due largely to what it offered: interpretation of the crises that
evangelicalism's former optimism could not expiain. security offered to evangelicals who fdt
betrayed by the changes in society. and a foundation for the conservative structure.
Dispensationalisrn spoke to the latr nineteenth century evangelical ethos. It a a s the
opposing consemative counterpart to the developing liberal optimism. Nor only did i r extend
protection for biblical integriry. but it presented an explanation for the social and political
events unfolding. Beginning wirh the Civil War, and continuing with the radical changes k i n g
C

made in traditional society and religious belief, there was a need to provide a biblical
explanarion of what was perceived as wide-scale failure and chaos. The brwildmnenr of
conservative evangelicals at the speedy demise of traditional belief and socieral mores requirrd

-

-

other cornervatives made him a primary link between Darby and Scofield.
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G.A. Getz. "Moody Bible Institute." Dictionary of Chnstianity in Amenca. 1990 ed. Lite
Fuller Theological Seminary and other neo-evangelical academic institutions. Moody made the
neo-evangelical shifi and did not remain commined to its dispensationalist and hindamentalist
beginnings.

an answer. This demand became even greater through the break up of the evangelical

consensus during the fundamentalist-modemist crisis. The atracks on the traditional view of
the biblical text by those using the historical-critical merhod. the perceived assault on the

Christian world view by evolutionists. the crisis fracturing the denominations. and the mrmoil
in politics and society could al1 be explained through the dispensationalist structure which

pointed to a divinely mandated coming apocalypse bringing this present age ro a close. G
Marsden. connecting the fundamentalist agenda with dispensationalism. assens that :
dispensational premillennial interpretations of history . w hich had spread w ide1y among
hindamentalists. supported [the fundamentalist] separatist tendrncy . Dispensational ism
taught the apostasy of the major churches of "Christendom" as part of a steady culrural
degeneration during the present " church age. "
This adoption of supernaturalism. in its perception that events were in keeping with a Iarger
divine plan moving to a definite conclusion where wickedness would be broughr to an end h'
God. diverted attention from what might have been perceived as evangelical failure. The
appeal of certainty offered by dispensationalism is reflecred in Arno Gaebelein's statement in
The Funàamentals. On the basis of his dispensationalist beliefs. Gaebelein can write with
confidence on the unfolding of the hiture:
prophecies.. .are now in the process of hl fillrnent .. ..we mention thosr which relate ro
the national and spiritual condition of the Jewish people and the predictions concrrning
the moral and religious condition of the present age?
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George Marsden. "Unity and Diversity in the Evangelical Resurgence." in Altered
Landscapes: Christianity in America 1935-1985. ed. David W. Lotz (Grand Rapids: Wm. B.
Eerdmans Publishing Company. 1989), 65.

" Arno Gaebelein, "Fulfilled Rophecy as Potent Argument for the Bible." The Fundamentals
Vol Il of IV ( Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1917. rpr 1996). 1 14.

Not only did dispensationalism provide a structure for understanding the dissonance
conservative evangelicals felt. but it provided the solution as well. Clarence Larkin wrote
But why. you ask. shouid we put so much ernphasis on the "Second Corning of Chrisr"'!
Why not talk and preach about the practical affairs of life? About the social and
commercial problems of the world and their solution through the Gospel? The answer
is that the only way to solve these problems is for Christ to remm. and the longer His
"Return" is delayed. the longer it will be before these problems are solved.''
The fundarnentalist concerns and anxieties were explained and therefore bolstered by
dispensationaIisrn's pessimism regarding existence in the world. Dispensationalism explained
the world as the beleaguered fundamentalists perceived it and sanctioned the militant attitude in
the various denominational and doctrinal showdowns.

Dispensationalism coalesced wirh fundamentalism not only in that it offered a picturc of
history thar paralleled the experience of fundamentalists. but because it offered security .
Dispensationalism appeared to safeguard the primary foundation of evangelicalism: the Bible.
This goal was the object of much nineteenth-century evangelical effort. The Princetonians. as
mentioned in the previous chapter. devoted much of their acadernic energies to creating a
foundation which would protect a text under attack. Dispensationalism did the same. Whrrsas
the Princetonians had attempted to esrablish an informed system conforming to classical
Christianity with which to defend a traditional interpretation of the Bible. dispensationalism
offered a far easier, and more popular. access to the same zoal. The linchpin for this
framework of interpretation was its self-confirmation feature achieved through a literal
understanding of biblical prophecy. Whereas the Princetonians relied on tradition and
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Clarence Larkin, Dispensational Tmth, 17. See also R.T. Clutter, "Larkin. Clarence. "
Dictionary of Christianity in America. 1990 ed.. 630.

doctrinal formulations, dispensationalist structure allowed the comection between evangelicais
and higher theological leaming to be severed. In dispensationalism. not only is the Bible selfauthenticating. but it is self-contained as well. All the important information lies in the
prophetic lirerature and therefore knowledp of doctrine and Church confessions is
superfiuous. Arno Gaebelein conrended in this regard that:
the Bible is the only book in the world which contains predictions. Ir is pre-eminenily
that, which no other book could be. and none other is. a book of prophecy. These
predictions are declared to be the utterances of Jehovah; they show that the Bible is a
supernaniral book. the revelation of ~ o d . ~
Similar to Gaebelein. F. Bettex. in reaction to bibiical source criticism's attack on the divindy

revealed status of the Bible, assened that: "the Bible sers the seal of its divine origin upon itseif
by rneans of the prophecies. "" Certain prophecies can be shown to have been fulfilled. hct

writes. and " there are other prophecies which wiIl sri11 be most literally fulfilled. "" Also
supporting the Bible's veriry in terms of prophecy is Clarence Larkin. who States:
The moment we grasp this idea of prophecy [as history written in advançe] and clearljsee the relation of Christ's Premillennial Coming CO scripnire tnith. the Bible becomes a
new book, and doctrinal and prophetical tmths at once fa11 into their proper place. and
our theological system is no longer a chaos but an orderly plan.03
Bettex, Gaebelein. Larkin and others viewed biblical prophetic literaturr: - the divine guide to
the past. present and future - as the defense of the Bible's divine. authoritative and facrual

statu. The dispensational hermeneutical framework offered up a structured but democraticall>.
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Arno Gaebelein, " Fulfilled Prophecy a Potent Argument for the Bible. " 1 12.
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accessible guide to the Bible. Nothing but the Bible was needed and the plain biblical meanin$
was available to everyone. Dispensationalism's hermeneutical package of focus on prophecy.
literal reading of biblical literature. perspicuity of the text. and inerrancy offered biblical
ceninide without having to rely on a specialist or instinition of learning. In a time when the
Bible and traditional Christianity were under attack. dispensational interpretation offered
fbndamentalism freedom and security . Dispensational hermeneutics providrd the common

person with a structure by which to read the Bible as a supernamrally-or_ganized and ironclad
structure that responded to al1 ambiguities, including details surrounding the future. Ir is thus
easy to see how dispensationalism's method and daims could become inhcrent to
fundamentaiism as a whole.
This relevance of dispensationalism for this fundamentalist phase of evangrlicalism

aas

reciprocal : fundamentalist acceptance of dispensationalism allowed i t wide-scale recogirion .
Fundamentalists adopted dispensationalism on both popular and institutional levels which
resulted in dispensationalism being almost synonymous with the fundamentalist movemenc ."
Although dispensationalisrn started off as one view among several in the prophecy conferences.
it ended up becoming the predominant method of biblical interpretation and worldview
Dispensationalism was taughr in the Bible schools such as Moody. Dallas and Fuller. and
propagated by conservative publications over the country. Because it was not relrgated to one
denomination or one faction of millennialist belief. as it was in Britain. it influenced and
shaped an entire segment of American conservative evangelicals. it was not just the poor and

dispossessed that were a pan of fundarnentalisrn's union with dispensationalism. rather. this
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See Paul Boyer, When Time Shall Be No More. 93.
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new movement attracted some of the most well respected and financially well-off leaders of the

day? Through the efforts of the forceful leaders. wealthy patrons and others.
dispensationalism in America became firmly linked with fundamentalism because of the
sirnilarity in focus between the two. Fundamentalists became definrd by the intrrpretaiive
framework which they chose to explain dieir cultural. religious and political expulsion and
therefore dispensationalism was given a concrete societal and political group conrext in which
it could duive. The solutions dispensationalisrn offered to a broad-based need ended with its
instinitionalization within conservative evangelicalism ensuring dispensationalism a place in
twentieth-cenmry Iife and belief.

2. Revised Dispensationalism
The first group of dispensationalists. was followed by a second group characterizrd h\
their attempts to hold together an increasingiy maligned system. In this era. dispensationalism

no longer represented the majority of evangelicals. The efforts of this Sroup - revising
dispensationalists - coincided with the break-up of fundamentalism into neo-evangelicalism
and furidamentalism between the 1940's and the 1970's. A renewed effort at critical biblical

thinking and ecumenism caused die more "liberal" fiindamentalists to break away from their

'' Paul Boyer, When Time Shall Be No More. 100. Fundamentalists have ofren k e n dismissrd
as the poor and dispossesed. Although excluded socially . one c m see that fundamrntalists were
not lacking financially during the early twentieth century. Fundamentalist leaders used their
influence and their money to create a strong fundarnenmlist infrastmcmre in Nonh America. For
example Lyman and Milton Stewart. brothers and partners in a prosperous California oil
business, provided the vision and the f a c i a l backing for The Fundarnentals (George Marsdrn.
Fundamentalism and Arnerican Culture, 119). Another instance, Charles Fuller used the funds
from a foundation set up by his father's successfiil orange growing business to begin Fuller
Theological Serninary (George Marsden, Reforming Fundamentalism. 18).

former academic isolation and reform themselves into a new group known as neoevangelicaiism. The resulting influx of new acceptable forms of thought within evangeiicaiism

as a whole, put not only fundarnenralism on the defense but dispensationalism as well. As
dispensationalism had become a bulwark for hindamentalism and therefore also its hallmark. it
elicited criticism not only for its own failings but aiso for those of its panner.
Dispensationalism was co-maligned in the repudiation of fundamentalism as militant. narrow

and simplistic by emerging neo-evangelicals. Now not only the secularists repudiated
fundamentalism and its accompanying dispensationalist thoughr. but the newly emerping neoevangelical academics joined in the critique with their rejuvenated concern for accurate
reflection on biblical concerns .66
Although on the popular level dispensationalism did not suffer in its support base.
academic dispensationalism reeled from the harsh attacks. It lapged as rival systems were
developed under the influence of outside criti~ism.~'Men such as Charles C. Ryrie. .41va J .
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Both E. J . Carne11 and Daniel P. Fuller. for instance. critiqued dispensationalism. CarneIl
and Fuller were from Fuller Seminary. a Ieading institution of the neo-evangelical movement.
One wonders whether the sometimes rancorous tone these men took in their critiques r a s also
panially due to the growing divisions between fundamentalists and neo-evangelicals. Charles
Ryrie, in his defense of dispensationalism, noted that neo-evan~elicalsseemed to be critical e\.rn
when negligible difference existed (Dispensationalism Today . 29). Neo-evangel icals desired to
distance themselves from the unacademic separatist manner associated with fundarnenralism.
They directed their hostilities towards dispensationalism as it provided the scapegoat for the
difficulties accompanying the increasing divis ions between fundamentalism and nroevangelicalism. See C. Blaising " Dispensationalism: The Search for Definition. " in
Dispensationalism, Israel and the Church: The Search for Definition , 27. For particular detriils
on the evolution of differentiation between neo-evangelicals and fundamentaiists see Geory
Manden's Reforming Fundamentalism: Fuller Seminary and the New Evangelicals (Grand
Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdrnans Publishing Company, 1992)
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Censure came from both sides: both from those who thought dispensationalism useless and
outdated and from those who thought it had not been irnplemented rigidly enough. For exarnplr.

McClain. John F. Walvoord, and J. Dwight Pentecost, prominent in this second stage of
dispensationalism. aaempted to address the opposition on al1 sides." Defensively motivated.
revisionists attempted to make classical dispensationalism appear theologically viable.

The revised dispensationalist response was an attempt ro strengthen classical
dispensationalism. but tinkering with the classical system in response to the specific problems.
without modifjing the entire structure. created a "domino effect." Rival covenantalists. who
declared that riie Bible spoke only to one divine covenant to humanity, pointed to the
disjunction berween divine purposes in the different dispensations as conceived by
dispensationalism. These critiques claimed that dispensationalism offered two different
salvations based on two peoples - Israel and the Church. In response. the dispensationalists
reformulated the structure in order to highlight the unity of God's p ~ r ~ o s This
e . ~ rephrasing
~
had ramifications for the two peoples theory where the new emphasis on unity caused
covenant theology, which had grown out of discrepancies within dispensationalism's ponrayal of
the biblical divisions gained status as the rival system of biblical interpretation among evangelical
conservatives. Ultradispensationalism was also a problem for dispensationalists. as it pushed
dispensationalism to extreme forms . Ultra-dispensational ists made a sharper distinction w hen the
present Church dispensation began. They divided the book of Acts into two church dispensarions
and therefore certain church ordinances -baptism. the Lord's Supper - ended up not being
applicable to the Church age. depending on where the divisions in Acts were made. For more on
ultradispensationalism see T. P. Weber, "Ultradispensationalism. Dictionary of Christianity in
Arnerica. 1990 ed.. 1194; Roy L. Aldrich. "An Outline Study on Dispensationalism."
~ibliothecaSacra 1.18 ( ~ ~ r i l - j u n196
e 1). 134- 141; Charles Ry rie. " Ultradispensationalisrn. " in
Dispensationalism Today , 192-205.
"

-

---

"

With the exception of McClain. al1 of these were affiliated with Dallas Theological
Seminary. McClain's dispensationalist pedigree. however. was just as strong as the othrr three.
He was Brethren by denornination which puts him in the right camp. and during his acadrmic
w e e r he was associated widi Grace Theolopical Serninary (R.T. Clutter, "McClain. Alva J. "
Dictionary of Christianity in America, 681).
@

Charles Ryrie. Dispensationalism Today 154.

confusion in the dualism dispensationalism had onginally set up between the Church and
'O
~srael.

Criticism of the inconsistencies within dispensationalist structure resulted in a selfconscious posnire arnong the revising dispensationalists. Other critiques were far more harsh
and threatened to damage the entire system in assening that dispensationalism lacked historical

precedent and biblical foundation. For a movernent so centered around biblicism and the
perception of its own correctness. confronthg it with the lack of ties to the historic church's
millemial beliefs was a deadly anack. Dispensationalism had to contend with man. like C.
Bass, for instance. who in the conclusion to his study on dispensationalism contends that:
dispensationalisrn is not a pan of the historic faith of the church: it is not the only
premillennial view : since there was a historic premillennial interpretation for eightesn
centuries before dispensationalism was formulated.. .7 1
George E. Ladd of Fuller Seminary pointed out the same problem when he highlighted the laçk
of past precedent for dispensationalism's eschatological system.

-

7

'

Both Ladd and Bass wrre

essentially questioning dispensationalism's right to exist. In response, Charles R y i r ariempted
to lay out a logically comprehensive theology of dispensationalisrn. Ryrie. one of the chirf
dispensational revisrrs. acknowledged Ladd's critique and proceeded not only with a countrrcritique. but anempred to show from the biblical texr as well as from church tradition thar
dispensationalism had historical and theological legitimacy.
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In response to the critics Ry rie

George Marsden writes that Ladd's 1956 anack on the pretribulation stance of
dispensationalism. The Blessed Hope. had great influence arnong evangelicals (Refominy
Fundamentalism, 150- 152). He damaged dispensationaIism's credibility arnong evangelicals

'Ne have tried to show two things: (1) Dispensational concepts were taught by men who
lived long before Darby. (2) It is to be expected that dispensationalisrn. which is so
closely related to eschatology, would not be refined and systematized until recent tirnes
simply because eschatology was not an area under discussion until then. The
conciusions drawn from the charge of recency by opponents of dispensationalism are
therefore unjustified. In al1 of this discussion. too. it is necessary to remember that the
verdict of history is not the final authority. Every doctrine. whether ancient or recent.
in the final analysis. must be tested by the lieht of the revelation of ~ c r i ~ n i r e . "
He attempted to cover al1 of the weak areas in dispensational theology. He argued for
dispensationalism's historical connections. Furthemore. Ry rie insisted. bat even without the
comection. dispensationalism was still biblically defensible. which is the biblicist bottom line
regardless of historical precedrnt- Ryrie further bolstered this position by writing rhar dogma
is progressive in nature thereby strengthening the dispensationalist system which he felr also
reflected the unfoldins nature of human knowledge regarding ~ o d . " Although Ryrie's hoak
laid groundwork for progressive dispensationalism's reentry into academic biblical
conversation, his work still contained problematic links to tradition and assumplions nor shared

Charles Ryrie. by noting the flaws in dispensationalism. one of which was the lack of
especially when he accused it of not being biblical.
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7 5 In trying to legitirnize dispensationalism by comecting it to the apostolic church. Ryrie and
others had to make numerous leaps. On this see Clarence Bass who writes about Ryrie's attrmpt
to provide a definitional foundation for dispensationalism: "assurning that premillennialism and
dispensationalisrn are synonymous terms, he traces numerous references in the history of the
church to such terms as "second advent,' chiliasm. ' ' m i l l e ~ i a l' . 'thousand years. ' 'tribulation. '
'kingdom on earth,' antichrist,' etc. to establish the continuity between dispensarionalism and the
hstoric views of the church" (Backgrounds to Dispensationalism. 1 3).

1O6

adequate definition. played a principal role in the revitalization effons. His effort to lay out a
logical hermeneutical and theological frarnework was a first step towards regaining an

academic f o m of dispensationalism. His book. Dispensationalism Today. was foundational
for the development of a new breed of academic dispensationalists. The progressive
dispensationalists continue this work, revamping the system in order to adequately reflect the
biblical text as well as new methods of textual criticism. These progressives distinguish
themselves from the popular dispensationalism b a t has fiowed out of sources such as the
Scofield Reference Bible.

In spite of Ryrie's effons at revision. academic dispensationalism wavered in light of
al1 the disputes and re-entrenchrnents. Popular dispensationalism flourished. however. during
this same period. In fact the responses of dispensationalist scholars augmented and fuelrd the

popular framework. Whereas scholars such as Ryrie attemp~edto give the dispensational
system much needed definition and clarification. men such as J . Walvoord limited the impact

of these effons with their own popular

version^.'^

Their corruption of a traditional

dispensationalist futurist perspective into an historicist view combined with the revised "twopeople's theory" incited inrerest in directly linking present events to biblical prophetic
literanire. This historicist view is especially evident in the literal understanding of the re-
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Although Walvoord has taught at Dallas Theological Serninary and is therefore familiar with
the academic approach. But his book Armageddon. Oil and the Middle East Crisis detracted
from the dispensational academic emphases. in many ways, Walvoord and others. serve as
transitional figures between dispensationalism proper and popular apocalyptic. His book deals
with the material in a popular rnanner, but is not as extreme as the content found in popular

establishment of Israel as a nation requisite for the end-tir ne^.^ Although this linking of
ancient concerns to present events had always been a tendency in Nonh American popular
religion, now it was piven an added imperus in its comection with dispensationalisrn. For
example. John F. Walvoord, a colleague of Ryrie, proffered a simplified method wherein

"any-reader"could go to the text to seek out answers to present political and social concems.
Walvoord set out his hermeneutical stance in maintaining the biblical text as a simple answer
book for the present: "modem man is asking questions about the funire as never before. The).
are solemn questions: they are searching questions. Only the Bible has clear answers. ,,-n
Foregoing any distinctions on the function of biblical prophetic iiterature. he connects political
events of the modem world and ancient literature:
The history of Israel since 1948 is a remarkable record of divine providence as God has
miraculously preserved Israel. in spite of her unbelief in Christ. in keeping wirh His
revealed prophetic program. The rnilitary conflicrs that have engaged Israel have so far
preserved and enlarged her position in her ancient land. The record of the history of
these conflicts is as thrilled and prophetically significant a chroniclr today as when it
happened.
Car1 Armerding, another dispensationalist scholar of that era. reflects a similar viruppoint. In

his detailed analysis of Ezekiel 39.1, he identifies the biblical "Gog and Magog" as referring
n

Nineteenth-cenniry dispensationalists held to a fùturist premillennialism in order to avoid the
Millente controversy of the mid-nineteenth-century. with its calculations of Christ's exact rrtum
Millerism ended in disgrace when Christ failed to corne back at the designated time.
Dispensationalism in the twentieth-century, especially the popular versions. has oftrn lefi the
safety of the futurist perspective for the date-setting speculations of historicist premillennialism.
See C. Blaising. "The Extent and Varieties of Dispensationalism," in Progressive
Dispensationalism (BridgePoint Books. 1993), 17-8; and G . Land. "Miller. William. " in
Dictionary of Christianity in America, 740.
'13 John F. Walvoord, Annapeddon, Oil and the Middle East Crisis: What the Bible Says
About the Future of the Middle East and the end of Western Civilization. 2 1.

1O8

to the modem nations of Russia and ~yria." Although understanding this to be a literal reading

of the text. Armerding does not seem to realize that his dispensationalist perspective is
dictating interpretation. The dispensationalist focus on lsrael forces hirn to interpret backwards

from the events in modem lsrael back into the text. This oversimpIication of biblical
hemeneutics was not condoned by Ryrie who warned against that kind of direct comection.
The great interest in prophecy. however. is the danger inherent within the dispensationalist
stmcture as it often degenerates into forcing the Bible into functioning only in a predictive role
where its literanire is simplistically linked with the progression of events penaining to the
contemporary worId.
This development within revised dispensationalism tied into a general American inrrrrst
in apocalypticism. This was a naniral outgrowth of the speculation surroundin_p the new
military technology beinp developed at the end of WWII as well as the Cold War relationship

with Russia. Popular apocalypticism in literature and the media began to thrivr. Armrrding
himself recognizes the growing interest when he writes that "present interest in Biblical
prophecy is a healthy sign. Previous to World War 1 such interest was lirnited. more or lrss.
to those known as fundamentalists or conservatives.. . ~

8 1

This type of dispensational emphasis

resulted in popularized apocalypric readings like those of Hal Lindsey and other popular
authors who picked up on this method of reading the Bible in terms of current history and look
it to even funher extremes. Thus, while dispensationalists continued to lose academic impacr.
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Car1 Amerding. "Russia and the King of the North. " Bibliotheca Sacra 120 (JanuanMarch l963), 50-55.

they gained broad public impact outside the boundaries of fùndarnental km.
This second movement of dispensationalists is characterized by the weakening of
leadership and the rise of popularism among a rnajoriry of dispensationalists or
dispensationally influenced interpretation. Unlike the first era of dispensationalism. leaders in
diis second phase were not narionally renowned leaders: and their influence remained in a far
srnaller sphere than their predecessors. The academic issues they raised were similarly
limited. Much of their crearive effon was restrained to going over the old system in defense
against covenant theologians, neo-evangelicalism ' s new scholarship. and
ultradispensationalism. Moreover. as Walvoord and Armerdiq illustrate. the gap between the
popular and the academic narrowed. It was a short distance for popularists like Hal Lindsey to

move from the revised dispensationalism to interpreting the reservoir of dispensationalist
thought in light of non-dispensationalist concerns.

3. Progressive Dispensationalism
Last in the historical overvirw of dispensationalisrn are the progressive
dispensationalists. This latest effon is an almost entirely academic undenaking. A group of
dispensationalists, mostly Dallas students. understood dispensationalism only in l ighr of Ryrir

and his concerns for definition, hermeneutics. and response to critique. In 1986. a group of
dispensationalist acadernics met and began a movement that substantial1y revised
dispensationalism. Its shift from traditional dispensationalism is so great that outsiders have
wondered not only how traditional dispensationalists will react. but that. as one evangelical
.
-
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acadernic put it. "newer dispensationalism looks so much like nondispensationalist
premillemialism that one struggles to see any real difference. "8' Progressive dispensationalism
maintains its high regard for biblical inerrancy and relevance of prophetic literamre to biblical
interpreiation. but without the polarization and tensions of a generation previous. Not on14 do
progressive dispensationalists reject certain aspects of tradi tional dispensationalism. but simi lar
to neo-evangelicals there is an acceptance of outside hermeneutical methods and texnial
concerns. In response to the criticism of dispensationalism's relatively recent appearance on

the theological scene. for example. progressive dispensationalists acknowledgr that in fact this
is the case, abandoning the tenuous argument that it has deep roots in the historical church
tradition. As well. the dispensations are viewed less risidly. unlike in previous
dispensationalist fonns. God's covenants are seen as universal transcending the boundaries of a
panicular age .') Most imponantly , in relation to popular apocalyptic belief. this group of
dispensationalists downplays the expiicit matching of bibi ical prophecy with conremporar?
events. Darrell Bock. a progressive dispensationalist. writes about his funirisr apocalyptic
perspective :
progressive dispensationalists are more circurnspect about identi fy ing certain dctai 1s in
82 Walter A. Elwell, "Dispensationalists of the Third Kind. " review of Propressive
Dispensationalism. by Craig A. Blaising and Darrell L. Bock. and The Case for Progrrssiw
Dispensationalism, by Robert L. Saucy , Christianity Today 12 September 1994. 18. Sert also
Daniel Fuller who writes that dispensationalism afier Ryrie appears almost indistinguishahlr from
covenant theology (Gospel and Law: Contrast or Continuum [Grand Rapids: Eerdmans. 19801.

45).
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For more on the resolved issues within dispensationalism see Robert Saucy. "The Crucial
Issue Between Dispensational and Non-Dispensational Systems," CnswelI Theological Review
1.1 (1986), 149-165; and Craig A. Blaising. "The Extent and Varieties of Dispensationalism." in
Progressive Dispensationalism, 9-56.

the prophetic calendar than some of their predecessors were. Looking for the "blessed
hope" of Christ's return is still a motivating feature for the believer's walk with God.
but some would be less confident about the ability to lay out a detailed scenario for its
contemporary fulfillment."

This most recent manifestation of dispensationalism therefore is. as Al Mawhimey
summarized. "not your father 's Oldsmobile. " 8 5 Progressive dispensationalism not only departs
from classical dispensationalism in content. but it makes a break with the popular f o m s by
moving away from minute and obsessive concentration on biblical prophecy as a key to
understanding the present. Its dialogue takes place mostly on the academic b e l .

4. Sumrnary

The history of dispensationalism reveals two significant points for understanding
popular apocalypticism. First, due to historical events, a large number of people have been
influenced by dispensationalism in some form. Although it may not b r the organized
construction of any one thinker. dispensationalism has filtered down to the masses. Scofield's
Reference Bible, Moody 's revivais and conferences. the popular formulat ions of John
Walvoord and Hal Lindsey have al1 aided in the dissemination of dispensationalism in North
American religious culture. Its success has been largely on the basis of its applicability to the
American religious environment: in the late nineteenth century it explained evangrlical demisr
and in the mid-twentieth century political upheaval. As a result. dispensationalism not ml!,
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Al Mawhimey as quoted by Darrell Bock. "Chaning Dispensationalism. " Christiani ty
Today 38 (12 September 1994), 29.

permeated conservative Christianity. but it emerged in the popular media as well.
Second. dispensationalisü in their reaction to the complrxities of the world around

them. came to rely on the popular expression of dispensarional theology. The mathematical
approach to the biblical text. the fatalistic view of the present world. and the end-times focus.
were an all-encompassing and democratically accessible f o m of biblical interpretation.
Although academic dispensationalism has in recent years sharply depaned from its date-setrinzevent-interpreting tradition. the Iegacy still remains preserved in the popular trajectory . And it
is the popular apocalypric realm that generates the audience. the ethos and the leaders for the
now predorninant, although adulterated, expression of dispensationalism .

C.Institutional Shape
Mention dispensationalism to anyone familiar with the subject and the name of one
institution will inevitably be mentioned. The strong connecrion to Dallas Theological
Seminary is one indication that dispensationalism has an instimtional shape. But like
evangelicalism, dispensationalist institutional structure is a study in contrast . W hereas Craig
Blaising's list of churches and schools linked to dispensarionalism is long. rhere is an rtquall!
long a list of more popular repre~entations.~~
Pat Robertson and his 700 Club. James
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Craig A. Blaising. Progressive Dispensationalim. 12-13. Blaising's list indicates not on15
the institutionalization of dispensationalism, but also how intercomected dispensationalism and
evangelicalism are. Although there are institutions like Dallas which are solely dispensationalist.
there are other dispensationalist institutions like the Evangelical Free Church and The Christian
and Missionary Alliance denorninations which also align themselves with evangelicalism. The
Bible Institute of Los Angeles (Biola University). Trinity Evangelical Divinity School. Youth for
Christ, the Navigators, htervarsity Christian Fellowship. Campus Crusade for Christ reflect this
sarne intercomectedness between dispensationalism and evangelicalism ( 13).
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McKeever and his Omega Minisuies. and Jack van Impe and his Jack van Impe Presents

Minisuies among others are al1 popular alternatives to the more institutionalized
dispensationalism found in schools such Dallas Theological Seminary. Nonhwestern College.

and Grace Theological Seminary. Although Blaising assens that "dispensationalism has
expanded to become one of the most cornrnon expressions of evangelical Christianity" hr
neglects to mention how much of this expression is done on the popular level
Outside of Dallas Theological Seminary and the other dispensationalist schoois and
church denominations. dispensationalism is not generated through mainline and normative
institutions. Rather it maintains itself along informal lines outside of the institution. This is
very much in keeping with the American religious situation. as Charles Lippy claims:
in American culture there has long been a range of sources outside of formal religious
institutions to which individuals might look for helpfùl signs in erecting a persona1
worldview. Consequently popular religiosity is not merely a phenomenon of rhr
modem or postmodem period. but a constant in American c u l t ~ r e . ~ '

.

In dispensationalism's case. the statistics support Lippy's observation. Daniel Wojcik writes
that " Beliefs about the Rapnire are quite pervasive. According to wide-ranging estimatr.
somewhere between 30 percent and 44 percent of Arnericans embrace beliefs about the Rapnirr

of the Church. "88 The relatively small number of dispensationalist institutions compared to the
large number of people affirming dispensationalist perspectives indicates that dispensationalist
beliefs are largeiy conveyed through informai charnels.
Dispensationalism is an enterprise that fits well within the American popular religious
87

Charles Lippy. Being Religious American Style: A History of Popular Religiosity in the
United States (Westpon: Raeger. 1994), 17.
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scene: its success is not tied directly to denominational lines and its theology and hermeneutics
mess the simplicity in personal appropriation of the biblical message. The success of
dispensationalism arises from the ease with which it appropriates the text and offers
explmations for the events transpiring in the present world. Its simplicity and democratic
appeal are key factors explaining its impact.
Peter W. Williams. in comecting popular religion to social crisis. offers three
characteristics distinctive of popular religion in relation to more traditional forms:
1. In terms of social srructure. al1 these movements exisr apart from or in tension with
established religious groups with regular patterns of orsanization and leadership.

2. In terms of sociolog~of knowledge, the beliefs and lore of thesr movernents are
transmitted through channels other than the officia1 seminaries or oral traditions of
established religious cornrnunities.. .
3. In terms of s~mboZisrn,expression. and behaiior...popular movernents. . .generally
look for signs of divine intervention or manifestation in the realm of everyda!.
experience. This may take the form of possession by the Holp Spirit: of the
expectations of the millemium. . .89

Although Williams is not writing about dispensationalism in particular. al1 ihree of his
characteristics can be applied to dispensationalism as a way to highiight its popular institutionai
structure.
First. built into the simplified popular dispensational framework is a tension aith other
groups. Although this tension may have come to the forefront during dispensationalisni's

C

association wirh fùndamentalism. at its begimings dispensarionalist theology also harhored an
inherent tension with its theological focus on the true church. J.N. Darby withdrew from
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Peter Williams, Popular Religion in America: SyrnboIic Chanpe and the Modernization
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England's national church because he felt it was compromised. Instead of a church diciated by
national. political or denominational concerns. Darby soupht out a gathering of people obedient
only to Christ. In his opinion. those saints who gathered together as a "pure remnant" in their
love for, and obedience to. Christ. would also be the righteous few raptured into the presencr
of Christ before the tribulation. With these concerns in mind. Darby's ambivalence towards
denominational ties is understandable and indeed fueled dispensationalisrn as a reforrn
movement.
This dichotomy which early dispensationalism set up between the righteous few and the
large number of "armchair Christians" within the various denorninations of Christendom was
only given more meaning in the evangelical crisis at the end of the nineteenth-crntury.
Dispensationalism's appeal crossed over denominational lines and answered the heart of the
conflict: only the stalwan few willing to stand up to prevailing intellecrual trends. could
maintain traditional standards. Those willing to distance themselves from denominational
loyalties in order to maintain the evangelical distinctives of traditional belief centered around

an inspired and inerrant Bible could consider themselves to be the righteous remnant. This
eiement was only enhanced by the association with the militant separation of fimdamentalism.
The concept of a beleaguered few awaiting the Lord's renim still exists within the
dispensationallfundamentalist framework. Nancy Ammerman. in her study of contemporary

fundamentalists, writes:
that the pastor's righteous indignation is far more likely to be directed at the clergy and
ik)
members of other Christian churches than at thieves, murderers. pagans or atheisis.
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Nancy Ammerman, Bible Believers: Fundamentalists in the Modem Worid (New
Brunswick: Rutgers University Press. 1987). 75.

Although they [neo-Evangelicals. Pentecostals. and charisrnatics] share most of
Southside's central beliefs. they difier in many matters of faith and practice and are
condernned as having wrong beliefs. wrong lifestyles, or wrong association^.^'
These banles to remain pure against the perceived degenerative influence from the outside
world. are always aniculated with the Rapture in

vie^.^' The imminent end provides al1 the

more reason to remain vigilant in upholding the standard of the spiritually pure church. This
beleaguered mentality is reflected in John Walvoord's statements:

In the twentieth cenniry. however. change in theology has been more rapid and more
devasrating to biblical faith than ever before. The comrnon agreement of the church fur
centuries thar the Bible is indeed the Word of God has been abandoned by many who
claim to be leaders in the church.. . Obviously the removal of every Christian in the
world [in the Rapntre] who is indwelt by the Spirit will release a flood tide of evi1 such
as the world has never seen. It will a11ow the immediate takeover of the world church
by those completely devoid of Christian faith.. .93
Pat Robenson, an important figure in Arnerican evangelical and poli tical circles. also
aniculates this ambivalence towards outsiders. In regards to mainline denominarions. h r
writes:
There are siens of revival in the Anglican and Episcopal churches. T h u r are pockets

of revival in the Methodist and the Presbyterian churches. but only in those
congregarions where Christ is being preached and the truth of the Scripture is bein?
proclaimed. God's Spirit will not remain in an atmosphere of compromise.. .VJ
Although Robenson is more open to the possibility that the "pure remnant" can exist within the
mainline denominations than Walvoord or the congre_gation Ammerman studird. his
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evangelical revivalist heritage is quite evident. Robertson considers revival the only way in
which mainline individuals and denominations can regain God's favor. Popular
dispensationalism remains at odds with the established churches and denominational moorings

in that there is a strong drive, dictated by the end times focus. to maintain a spiritually pure
church ready for Christ's return. This pure church is perceived to exist outside of
denominational boundaries, or at least outside of established mainiine denominations.
Second. historically speaking. dispensationalism has not zenerally been communicated

through traditional ecclesiastical conduits. Because it transcends denominational boundary
lines. dispensationalism has mass appeal. Although academically instinitionalized in the
bastions of dispensationalism such as Dallas. dispensationalism has been adopted as a

framework in large pan by popular elements. Its real success has corne about in the realm of
prophecy conferences. the Scofield Reference Bible. and revivais. Its appropriarion b>fundamentalists adept at using the developing technology from WWll onwards broughr
dispensationalism to the mass media.95 Popular radio broadcasts during the mid-rwentieth
century featured the late Charles Fuller's "Old Fashioned Gospel Hour." Warren W .
Wiersbe's "Back to the Bible" and others. With the advent of television. dispensationalism is
propagated through television programs such as the previously mentionrd " 700 Club " and
"Jack van Impe Presents" that convey the popular dispensarional frarnework to their audience
through their interprerations of world news. Contemporary popular literanire abounds in
dispensationally-influenced works. Hal Lindsey sold 28 million copies of Late Great Planer
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Eafi. which was camed in most large bookstore chains in North ~rnerica? The Cold War
difficulties with the Russians and the later Middle East Gulf War crisis in 1991 and the
approaching Nrn of the rnillennium only heightened the attention paid to books Iike
~ i n d s e ~ ' s . "Because popular dispensationalism presumes that the Bible speaks directly about
contemporary worid events, it c m cater to a need that traditional institutions and
denominations cannot. Dispensationalism with its ability to connect the text to contemporary
events cm. according to Russell-Jones. weave the bits and pieces of telegraphic communication
- fragments of a day lived in the media culture - into a theological narrative. Ir gives an

answer to the question. "What hath God wrought?"" Dispensationalism can easily speak io a
society inundated with information - both trivial and significant - and provide it with meaning
Third. dispensational theology strongly affirms that everything is in the control of the
supernatual power of God and that his final intervention will corne about during the
millemium. For example. Pat Robertson. who in his anticipation of the end-times decodes
modem political events using the biblical text. has this to Say:

In Biblical numbers 10 is the number of completion. Usually the completion of
provocation, sins, judgement. Forty. a generation, times 10 is 100.the number of
years that God. for instance, permitted the Arnorites living in Canaan to sin againsr
Him before He gave their land to the nation of Israel.. ..History tells us that the first
official act of the first permanent English settlers at the beginning of America took
%
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place on April 29. 1607 when the settlers planted a seven-foot oak cross in the sand.
then knelt in prayer and claimed this new nation for the glory of God and His Son Jesus
Christ. In God's eyes the United States of America did not begin on July 4. 1776. but
on April 29. 1607. Four hundred years from the begiming of America - ten hiIl
biblical generations - takes place on April 29. 2007. By some amazing coincidence - or
might we not Say foresight of God - the 400th anniversary of the greatest Gentile power
that the world has ever known coincides precisely with the 40th year conclusion of the
generation of the "end of the Gentile power. More remarkably the amiversary dates of
the two event - Cape Henry and the taking of Jerusalem by the Israelis - (if my
calculations are correct) are 40 days apan within the calendar year. (the spring of that
year. 1 might add. this observer of events will have tumrd exactly 77 years old). Could
this collapse be a time of collapse of the Gentile powers. None of us knows the times
and seasons which God has reserved for Himself. but this scenario is fascinating to
contemplate. If correct, it reinforces some of the other conclusions of this book that
indicate the long cycle of Western European ascendancy has come to an end. The year
2007 is only 17 years away. But we should remember chat an incredible number of
convulsing events can take place in 17 years .""
His understanding is that al1 of American history has been enacted within a supematurallydesigned framework. The coinciding dates and numbers only reinforce Robertson's belief
Other events. such as the Israeli takeover of Palestine and the perceived depeneration of the
American social order. where prayer is no longer tolerated in schools and homosexuals are
allowed in the military. take on a completely spiritual implication. They are interpreted as pan
of a preordained supematural historical climax leading to the rapture of the church. Social.
economic. and political events are al1 controlled by the supematural power of God and their
progression only brings the end of the entire framework doser to irs climax.
Dispensationalism. in its popular form. has theological and institutional freedom. More

than any other contemporary manifestation of evangelicalism, ir can address contemporary
events specifically. And because it works on a popular level. it has access to popular culnirr
As a result, the variations and the manifestations are numerous. The next chapter will examine
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the results of popular dispensationalism working within a Nonh American context.

D. ConcIusion
Viewine dispensationalism historically illustrates the broad spectmm of
dispensationalism's activities. Not only does the historical pîcnire providr the various
configurations of dispensationalism. but it shows how dispensationalism secured its future
within evangelicalism as well as popular culture. The broad historical picture points oui that
not al1 dispensationalists are involved within the popular movement. in fact. from its Nonh
American begimings it has participated in dialogue between the popular and the acadrmic.
But dispensationalism gave its greatest voice to its popular manifestation. Enmrshrd within
fundamentalism. represented by the Scofield Reference Bible and cornmunicatrd by fire-andbrimstone revivalists. it gained many of its adhrrents among the _orneral populace. Inderd.
dispensationalism with its focus on mapping out God's plan and therefore

foc us sin^ on its near

concIusion. gave impetus for accepting the transforming and reforming message of the
revivalists. As with ancient apocalypiic, dispensationalism fueled the message: "the end is
near - repent. " This is the dispensationalism that affected the popular apocalypticists.
Popular dispensationalisrn. although given a voice by acadrmics such as Charles Ryrict.
was taken for the most part in its Scofieldian form. This content consisted of a prophecy
focus, dispensational divisions. and literal hemeneutics (a la Scofield). The righteous remnant

of the Church and a prominence given to the destiny of Israel. were both theological concerns
that were also very much grounded in contemporary political and social realities.

Dispensationalism played a pan in customizing biblical theology to Nonh American readers

when it offered this mixture of biblical content prophesying about the world events at hand.

CHAPTER THREE: APOCALYPTIC SPIRITUALITY

A. Introduction

Apocalyptic spirituality in North America arises out of the convergence of t h e s
trajectories. It is first and foremost a full inheritor of the popular hermeneutic arising out of
evangelicalism. As demonstrated in the first chapter. North American evangelicalism has been
caught in tension since its begimings in the two Great Awakenings. Conflicnial patterns.
continue to exist within evangelical ism: personal expression vs . clerical authorit). . academic
vs. popular input. democracy vs. hierarchy . and tradition vs. contemporary relevancy . The
flexibility of expression that results from these being held together in suspension allows varianr
movements to use the samr evangelical tradition. This is tme for apocalyptic spirituality
which. althoush different from certain other conventional evangelical expressions. is concrrnrd
with al1 aspects of evangelical theology . Persona1 redemption and piety . the primacy of
Scripmre and evangelism are al1 at the hean of apocalyptic spirituality. These evangrlical
tenets are expressed alongside the evangelical democratic hermeneut ic . This method of
interpretation deveioped out of American evangelical history . Although the series of revivais
that swept the continent were not expressly geared towards diminishino_the inrerpretational
authority of the clergy, the emphasis on the necessity of a personal faith in Christ regardlrss

of church affiliation created the evangelical democratic hermeneutic.
Second. popular apocalyptic spirituality is given further definition by its connection to
dispensationalism and fundamentalism. These gave ir a panicular merhodology and attitude.
Dispensationalism and fundamentalisrn joined league in the fundamentalist-modernist crisis and

produced a simplified but stmctured hermeneutic tailored for mass consumption.
Fundamentalism's aggressive stance on the perspicuity of the Bible - against academia and its

higher critical methods - was melded with dispensationalism's interest in a simple
eschatologically-oriented interpretative suucnire of the Bible. The contemporary evangelical
academic renaissance has done little to moderate this.
These rwo traditions. subjects of the previous chapters. create the theological
foundation for this chapter on apocalyptic spirituality . The popular Christian apocalyptic
rnovement rests firmly on the assumptions. content and attitudes generated by evangelicalism.
hndamentalism. and dispensationalisrn. Because of its inherited assumptions about the bibi ical
text, i: represents a f o m of Christianity that evinces a particular reaction to and explanation of
the world and its changes. Adding to this explanation of popular apocalyptic as a distillation of
its forerunners, will be the idea that it is also a firmly-fixed and culturally dictated entity. Its
underlying message about religious meaning and life in America can be accessed not on!\.- b\viewing it historically through the theological templates of evangelicalism and fundamentalism.
but by analyzing its content as evidence for irs underlying concems.

The third tradition, apocalypticism. adds definition to the discussion in light of popular
apocalyptic's preoccupation with political. economic, and religious events of the present.
Although both dispensationalism and evangelicalism have historical incidents where events

were explained by using biblical imagery, this is not a rnethodologicai principlt: for eirher of
them. The third tradition, on the other hand. has a history of directly linking the Bible to the

events contemporaneous with the interpreter. Although not consciously assimilating
apocalypric tradition, authors such as Hal Lindsey and Dr.Jack van Impe, take on the mindset

and the imagery in order to interpret current events. Apocalypticism. more so than
evangelicalism and dispensationalism. is able to describe the language. the patterns of
interpretation. and the motivations of popular apocalyptic spirituality .
The number of apocalyptic writers articulating their interpretations of the biblical
messase is growing exponentially as a result of the new access and audience gained via the
internet as well as the endless Stream of political events demanding ever more interpretative
variations on the biblical text. In order to discuss and evaiuate popular apocalyptic. diis
chapter will focus on one author. Grant Jeffrey. as representative of that genre. Through an
examination of his particular content. the links to evangelicalism and dispensationalism.
historic apocalypticism, to other prophecy writers. and to popular culture will be examinrd.
Funhermore. two questions will be raised as a result of this analysis: first. does the popular
hemeneutic of contemporary eschatological belief live up to its own and to evangelicalism's
ideal of an inspired, inerrant, perspicuous. and unadulterared word of God and second. what
are die implications of the popular apocalyptic movement for evvngrlical hermrneutics.

B. Apocalyptic and Apocalypticism: Definition and History
Contemporary apocalyptic spirituality exists in a context framed not only by
evangelicalism and fundamentalism. but by a long history of apocalyptic belirf. Rather than
being a phenornenon of recent appearance on the religious scene. apocalyptic expression has a
lengthy tradition within the Christian comrnunity . Popular apocal yptic spirituality sharrs in
this long history of comrnunities turning to panicular texts within the Bible in responsr to rra1
and or perceived crises.
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Apocalyptic is often used interchangeabl y with " millenarian " and "eschatologicai . " Not

only is there confusion in definition. but the genre itself is often distoned by viewing i t as
inextricably entwined with prophetic works. The term used in this paper "apocalyptic
spiriniality" seems to rnuddy classification even further as it combines a literary genre
classification with mode of belief. A short clarification is in order.
Apocalyptic is a literary term. which translated from the Greek means only
"revelation. " "Millenarian" alludes to the expectation of an ideal sociery and "eschatology "
refers to the knowledge of the "last things. " ' The genre of apocalyptic relates to these rems as

its literanire centers on relating the revealed message regarding the end of rime. It is disr
from prophetic literature. although both are categorized under the heading of eschatology
Prophetic literature is consciously situational and therefore the languase is direct. describ
evident historical events. For example. Jeremiah's prophecies are undeniably about the faIl of'
Jerusalem as he mentions this directly as well as relating the events surrounding the crisis. As
well. prophetic literature concems itself with communicating God's message to the people
regarding the events they are enduring. the message is not told in the enigmatic and highly
symbolic form which apocalyptic takes. Apocalyptic is. very sirnply . mytholosjzed and transhistoricized prophetic literature. The within-history reform expectation of prophecy is in
apocalyptic outside of history. And because its observations are directed towards the end of
history as well as the events transpiring above history. its language is cosmic and indirect.
Apocalyptic spiriniality is the term 1 use to refer to the cornmunity belief that has
absorbed the characteristics of apocalyptic literature in order to interpret contemporary
1

"Millenarian, " Webster's Ninth New ColIegiate Dictionary. 1983.

~urroundin~s.'Biblical apocalyptic literature with its mystical figures. visions, and dreams is
read not only into the entirety of the biblical text. but into the world. The term, thus. also

takes into account the revelatory emphasis of the contemporary popular apocalyptic works of
Hal Lindsey . Grant Jeffrey , Dr. Jack van Impe. John Hagee. Paul and Peter Lalonde to namr a
few. Others have focussed on the interest in prophecy these writers have. and have expressed
this phenornena as "prophecy belief."' But this does not access the contemporary ethos

characterized by the revelation of veiled tmths in the biblical text related to the events
transpiring in the world.
Apocalyptic (literary genre) and apocalypticism (cornrnunity structure - essence and
message) have been essential to christianit~." Its progeni tor was the Hebrew Bible prophet ic

' This is borrowed from Bernard McGinn

who uses it to refer to the writings and belief uC
certain medieval writers in Apocalyptic Spirituality: Treatises and Letters of Lactantius. .L\dsu o ï
Montier-En-Der. Joachim of Fiore. the Spiritual Franciscans. Savonarola (New York: Paulist
Press, 1979)
3

Paui Boyer in his hisrory of this panicular strand in American religious history (When Timr
Shall Be No More), terms it "prophecy belief." This addresses the importance prophecy plays
within this system. As well. it is a label which allows Boyer to encompass the various
manifestations within American history as a unified entity. However. for the purposes of this
paper. where only the contemporary situation is highlighted. a more exact phrase is necessary.
What Grant Jeffrey is doing is quite distinct from Timothy Dwight's 177 1 expression of the
Revolution in prophetic language (When Time Shall Be No More, 73)
4

For more see Christopher Rowland, The Open Heaven: Snidy of Apocalyptic in Judaism and
Early Christianity (London: SPCK, 1982); Bernard McGim, Antichrist: Two Thousand Years of
the Hurnan Fascination with Evil (HarperSanFrancisco, 1994); Bernard McGim. trans..
Apocalyptic Spirituality: Treatises and Letters of Lactantius. Adso of Montier-En-Der. Joachim
of Fiore, the Spiritual Franciscans, Savonarola (New York: Paulist Press. 1979); Richard K.
Ernrnerson and Bernard McGinn, eds., The Apocalypse in the Middle Ages (Ithaca: Corne11
University Press, 1992; C.A. Patrides and Joseph Wittreich. eds., The Apocalypse: in Enplish
Renaissance Thought and Literature; Robin Bruce Barnes, Prophecy and Gnosis: Apocal y pt icism
in the Wake of the Lutheran Reforrnation (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1988); Pau1
Boyer, When Time Shall Be No More: Prophecy Belief in Modem American Culture

literature of the eighth to sixth centuries BCE. The prophetic literature found in the books of
Joel. Amos. Isaiah. Jeremiah and Ezekiel attempts to make sense of lsraelite social and
religious life jeopardized by captivity. exile and resettlement. Without temple and king. the
explanations of God's continuing presence in the community and the fulfillment of his promises
have to be reassessed and reassignrd. Its themes of God's divine plan and the struggle betwern
good and evil are absorbed into apocalyptic.
As a genre. apocalyptic burst into the forefront during the intenestimental period in

post-exilic Judaism in texts such as Daniel and 1 ~ n 0 c h . l However. unlike the preceding
prophetic literanire this new genre took the explanation for good and evil to a more cosmic
- -

(Cambridge: Harvard University Press. 1992).
5

Bernard McGinn. "Early Apocalypticism." in The Apocalypse in Enplish Renaissance
Thoupht and Literature. 12ff. McGinn explores the various viewpoints regarding the genre' s
origins. It is sugpesred that the "apocalypse" was either a new phenornenon that arose out of
Jewish syncretism from either Persian or Babylonian religious ideas or that apocalypric was "a
gradua1 evolution from ancient sources" (14). McGinn concludes that although diere is evidence
for "protoapocalyptic" in the prophetic and wisdom literature. apocalyptic most likely is a
product of third and second cenmry BCE Judaism (14). He posits the motivation for writing
within the polirical "sitz im Ieben" of the Maccabean revolt against the hellenizing program of
Antiochus N (1 5). About panicular texrs. he writes: "The Apocalypse of Animals. Daniel 7- 12 .
and the Testament of Moses (not an apocalypse in form, but a text containine apocalyptic
eschatology) are al1 Maccabean in date and are exarnples of political rhetoric in the sense that
they are designed to move groups to adopt particular responses or course of action in the face of
the events of the moment" (15). This apocalyptic literature with its suong beiief in eventual
divine deliverance was built on older themes in Jewish religion: the prophetic tradition of a
coming "day of the Lord" to bnng down his reign of justice. the foundational belief of the
promised land in opposition to the oppression of Egypt, and the primordial story shared wirh
other Ancient Near Eastern cultures where the deity wins the banle against Leviathan and brinps
order to chaos (Bernard M c G h , "John's Apocalypse and the Apocalyptic Mentality," in The
Apocalypse in the Middle Ages, 8). McGinn writes that Jewish apocalyptic was closely
comected to these themes. Also see Frederick A . Kreuziger's Apocal~pseand Science Fiction:
A Dialectic of Religious and Secular Soteriologies (Chico: Scholars Press, 1982). 144 ff.. for a
history of scholarship on Jewish apocalyptic's relationship to prophetic literanire where he
highlight's the viewpoint that apocalyptic lies on a continuum with prophecy.

1eve1.~Whereas the prophetic focus on people's transgressions was specific and direct.
apocalyptic used extensive syrnbolism to communicate a rnuch larger pattern evolving through
the current events. Early Christianity adopted this literary tradition centered around crisis and

hope to produce the apocalyptic writings in 1 Thessalonians 4. 11 Thessalonians. Mark 13 and
the book of ~evelation.' The murder of Jesus, the cornmunity 's Messiah. by the Romans and
the intense persecution faced by the fledgling group threatened to dissolve early Christianity

b&ng

an explanation providing a larger understanding of the adversity. Takinz cues from irs

relationship to the prophetic literature. a message of hope was found in the expectation of a
returning Messiah.

This incorporated the earlier Jewish tradition of the expected return

God to judge al1 of humanity and nature on "the Day of the Lord." Unlike the prophetic
6

Prophetic literature was not a funiristic-minded genre, despite its presenmtion as such b>. its
apocalyptically-minded modem interpreters. It is concerned with salvation and rejuvenation of
the communiry in "real" tirne. Apocalyptic originared out of the pessirnisrn of post-exilic
conditions, and thus saw salvation as possible only outside of real time. For more on the
cornparison between prophetic literature and apocalyptic literanire see Paul Hanson's Dawn of
Apocalyptic (Philadelphia: Fortress Press. 1975); Bernard McGim's. "Early Apocalypticism: the
ongoing debate." in The Apocalypse in Enalish Renaissance Thought and Literanire. 2-39.
1 Thess. 4.1 3-5.1 1 and II Thess. 2.1- 12 carry the apocalyptic expectations of a Risen Lord
coming back to judge the world and of a cosrnic battle with an arch enemy (Antichrist). Mark
13, also known as the Little Apocalypse, presents a vision of conflict and desolation leading to
the end of the age. Revelation, the best known Christian apocalypse. is enclosed within the
framework of a Ietter written to the scattered Christian comrnunities of Asia Minor. 'T'he writer.
convinced that he is living in the end-times, writes of a cosmic showdown where Satan will
persecute believers. Those who remain steadfast will be vindicated when Christ retums to
desnoy the wicked at the end of t h e . As with the Jewish apocalypses, it is thought that the
Christian apocalypse was written during a time of crisis where historical evenrs were transcribrd
into the framework of an eschatological drarna. Christian apocalyptic depam frorn the Jewish
apocalyptic tradition with the addition of the resurrection of Jesus as an essential pan of the
apocalyptic panern of crisis-judgement-vindication(Bernard McGinn. "John's Apocalypse and
the Apocalyptic Mentality ," in The Apocalypse in the Middle Ages. 1 1).
7

Bernard McGim, "Early Apocalypticism: The Ongoing Debate." in The Apocalypse in
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literature. this was portrayed as no mere physical remrn, but rather was presented as the
reestablishrnent of cosmic order wherein evil would be purged and righteousness would
prevail. This literature, with its dual message of hope and doom, ~ m e d
the perception of
persecution on its head. Persecution was reinterpreted as an indication that God's rule *&as
about to begin: God would retum in their lifetime and the Roman persecutors would be
j ~ d ~ e The
d . ~dissolution of religious, political and social srability for early Christianity was
reshaped by apocalyptic belief so that the very dissolution experienced became not only a part
of God's divine plan for history, but a sign that the end was actually near. providing through
the dualistic reference to this age in opposition to the age to corne. hope for a cornrnunity in

crisis.
The extensive use of symbols to comrnunicate the message set in the framework of a

"crisis-judgement-vindication"pattern allowed for veiled reference to the actual events of the
tirne but also pointed beyond the evenis to a divine plan. allowing the wrirers. through this
mythological language to address their very real situation on a rnetaphy sical level. "The Great
Whore" and "the Beast" mentioned in Revelation are to be understood as more than just nasr'.
name calling. The expressions. understood by the readerllistener to refer to Rome and its
leaders, elevated the evil perpeniated on the early Christians to a cosmic level. The writer of
English Renaissance Thought and Literature. 30.
9

Adela Yarbro Collins, Crisis and Catharsis: The Power of Apocalypse (Philadelphia: The
Westminster Press, 1984).
Bernard McGim, "Early Apocalypticism: The Ongoing Debate." in The Apocalypse in
English Renaissance Thoughi and Literature, 10. For more on the use of myth and discourse see
Stephen D.08Leary,Apocalypse: A Theou of Millemial Rhetoric (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1994), 21-69; and Robert Fuller, Naming the Antichrist (Oxford: Oxford University
'O

Revelation assens that "they will make war on the Lamb. and the Lamb will conquer them. for
he is the Lord of lords and King of kings. and those with him are called and chosen and

faithful" (Rev 17.13). By clothing the understood referents in mythological language, the
comrnunity was able to give a larger meaning to the events of the tirne. These texts were of
primary importance in the early Christian community as the flexible language provided

forward direction for a persecuted movernent- Although Bernard McGim is quick to point out
that viewing the early Church primarily as apocalyptic is an oversimplification of a complex
movement. he also assens that looking forward to an expected end of history was a large part
of the early Christian cornrnunity thinking. 1 1 In fact. McGim assents to Ernst Kasemannvs
statement that "apocalyptic.. .was the mother of al1 Christian theology ." "
The patterns and characteristics of late Jewish and early Christian apocalyptic uriting
becarne a core part of western civilization and its perception of the movemrnt of history.
Early Christian writers expected an end to time based on the six days of creation (World Wesk
eschatology). For example. the writer of the Epistle of Bamabas (circa 130-132 CE).
allegorically interpreting the Gen 2.2 passage as apocalyptic information in light of the passage
in 2 Peter 3.8, asserts:
He speaks of the Sabbath at the begiming of the creation: "And God made the w o r h of
Press, 1995), 26ff.
1I

Bernard McGim. "Early Apocalypticism: The Ongoing Debate." in The Apocalvpse in
English Renaissance Thought and Literanire. 30.
12

Bernard McGinn. "John's Apocalypse and the Apocalyptic Mentality." in The Apocalypse
in the Middle Ages. 10. At the center of the Christian message lies an apocalyptic core as from
early on the death and resurrection of Christ was interpreted apocalyptically. See Dale C.
Allison, Jr., The End of the Ages Ha3 Corne: An Early Interpretation of the Passion and
Resurrection of Jesus (Philadelphia: Fonress Press, 1985).

his hands in six days. and rested on it. and sanctified it. " Observe. children, what "he
finished in six days" means. It means this: that in six thousand years the Lord will
bring everything to an end. for with him a day signifies a thousand years. And he
himself bears me witness when he says "Behold. the day of the Lord will be as a
thousand years." Therefore. children. in six days - that is. in six thousand years everything will be brought to an end. "
Other writers such as Irenaeus and Hippolynis were also concerned with the cornine Kingdom

of God. Not only did Irenaeus calculate the expected arriva1 of the millemium. but he used
apocalyptic thought to make a defense against groups and individuals ounide doctrinal
ofiodoxy.

14

Apocalyptic expectations remained a pan of people's perceptions of thrir world

and were important to people for the clues they perceived were revealed about God's plans for
the future.
After the fourth cenniry the imperial power which had formerly bren the persecutor.
now became the patron of Christianity. Councils such as the ones held in Xicza (325 CE, and
Ephesus (431 CE) as well the great theologian Augustine (351-430CE). providrd another B a i

of looking at the apocalyptic message while still maintaining its importance for Christian belirf
and life. Stephen O' Leary frames the shift in terms of drama. Whereas the early Christians

interpreted apocalyptic tragically. Augustine reinterpreted apocalyptic comically. He writrs:
...in Augustine's comic reading. the ultimate features of the divine plan remain
inscrutable to believers and nonbelievers alike.. .ln the tragic periodization of histop.
calarnities appear as pan of a predetermined sequence that will culminate in the reign of
the Antichrist. whose final defeat will be followed by the millemial kingdom. In
Augustine's provisionally comic view of history. calamities become episodrs. recurrent
events that al1 human cornrnunities must face without recourse to an apocalyptic
understanding, while the millemial kingdom becomes an obscure allegory of the church

''Epistle of Barnabas 15.3-4. tram. J.B.Lightfoot and J.R.Harmer in The Apostolic Fathrrs.
ed. Michael W. Holmes (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House. 1989). 182.
" Robert

Fuller. Naming the Antichnst. 3 1 .

in the present age.. ..The comic interpretation of the Apocalypse thus neutralizes its
predictive function. What remains is the exhortation to the saintly Iife and the aesthetic
functioning of the text experienced as allegory. ''

O'Leary terms Augustine interpretation as anti-apocalyptic eschatolo~~y.'~
Although Augustine
was not unique in the use of allegory in reading biblical apocalyptic. he established a new way

of looking at apocalyptic literature. The eschatological battle between eood and evil was
relegated to a human level where the battle became a part of the everyday moral and ethical
choices of a Christian's life and belief. Augustine's interpretation of biblical apocalyptic.
optimistic and disconnected frorn literal history. evidences noi only the difficult position the
Church had been put in when the World Week millemial expectation. went unfilfilled. but
also a Church more content with its position within the world.
Apocalyptic belief rose to a new intensity in medieval Europe. Despire the end of the
persecution. acceptance of apocalyptic continued not only in the rereading of existing texts but
also in the production of more apocalypses. 17 This is interesting especially in lighr of the
connection ofien made between persecution and the creation and popularity of apocalyptic
material. However. it was not so much oppression as it was a crisis in thought that generated a
new interest in apocalyptic literanire: everything from the influx of Islam to squabbles within
the church required a religious context and explanarion. So for examplr the apocalyptic figure
of the Antichrist was invoked frequently to describe various hostilitirs including those with the
Jews (whose crime was that they were not Christian) and those with the Church (Pope Innoceni
IS

Stephen O' Leary , Arguinp the Apocalypse, 75.

16

Stephen O' Leary Arguing the Apocalypse. 73.

17

For an example of the populanty of medieval apocalyptic. see The Apocalypse in the Middle

.

IV was identified as the Antichrist by certain medieval c ~ e r ~ ~Through
) . ' ~ this new use of

apocalyptic the pattern of interpretation shifted and medieval Christianity set the pattern for the
reception of apocalyptic in the centuries that followed. The explanarion for this new era in
apocalyptic popularity lies not only in the flexibility of the mythological language empl~yedin
apocalyptic literature. but also in reinterpretation and the rhetoric which allowed apocalyptic
literature to develop a much broader rneaning than just as a message of hope for a persecuied
early Christian comrnunity.

Whereas early church fathers such as Augustine interpreted the

apocalypse allegorically as ethical direction for the Church. later writers concentrated on
biblical apocalyptic as the key for discerning history. Joachim of Fiore ( 1 135- 1203) did not
break with an Augustinian reading of apocalyptic tradition completely. but alongside using
Revelation as direction for the soul. he also interpreted it hi~torically.:~This direct comection
of biblical text to historical events continued after Fiore's death. M. Reeves writes thar the
church refoms in the eleventh and twelfth century were identified as markers in God's
Ages for the different ways rhat Revelation was incorporatrd into medieval culture.

.
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Stephen O' Leary Ar-guine the Apocalypse. 82: Robert Fuller. Narning the Antichrist. 3436. For more on this see Norman Cohn who deaIs with millemialism within a Medieval
frarnework for understanding the social. religious and econornic shifis happenins ( The Pursuit of
the Millemium: Revolutionary Millenarians and Mystical Anarchists of the Middle Ages
[Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1970, revised edition]).
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As opposed to the almost anti-apocalypticism of Augustine. Joachim of Fiore for exarnple.
was a medieval Hal Lindsey. He held Revelation as the key to understandin_o histor! and linlied
the events wnnen about in the biblical book to events occurring during his 1ife:ime. This %asa
part of his four-fold henneneutical theory which used biblical apocalyptic to show the meaning of
history both past and future. For more see Bernard McGinn, Apocalyptic Spirituality ; E.
Randolph Daniel's essay. "Joachim of Fiore: Patterns of History in the Apocalypse." in The
Apocalypse in the Middle Ages. 72-88. For a look at how apocalypticism functioned in the
centuries previous to the eleventh and twelfüi century , see Bernard McGim's, "Early
Apocalypticism." in The Apocalypse in EngIish Renaissance Thought and Literanire. 2-3 1 .

.

progressively unfolding cosmic plan:

In the great conflict the end-drama seemed to be already b e g i ~ i n gand rhetoric on
Antichrist was freely exchanged between Imperia1 and Papal partisans. But the deeper
question was corning to the surface. how could the events of the present fleeting
moments bear etemal meaning? Yet was not the divine purpose even now manifesting
itself in new ways which must be marked as steps towards the End? 'O
The linkllig of biblical apocalyptic literature to events transpiring in the medievai world was a
foretaste of an interpretive process which blossomed in the centuries to follow.
The Christian end-times consciousness continued inro the Renaissance. Although
apocalyptic did not resonate with the intensity that it did in the Middle Ages. it still provided
the imagery. rhetoric and framework with which to explain the crisis surrounding the
~eforrnation." In fact. both Catholics and Protestants used apocalyptic langua_je to describr
the stniggle with each other. Luther (1 483-1 546 CE). for example. interpreted the 2
Thessalonians antichrist passage as identifying Pope Leo X when the Pope did not respond
'1i

favorably to Luther's demand for reformation.-- Protestants ail over Europe usrd the

Marjone Reeves. "The Development of Apocalyptic Thought : Medieval Attitudes, in The
Apocalypse in English Renaissance Thoupht and Literamre. 48. For more background on the
changes brought on by the reform movements see E. Randolph Daniel's essay "Joachim of Fiore:
Patterns of History in the Apocalypse," in The Apocalypse in the Middle Ages. 72-88.
"

In fact there were some difficulties with apocalyptic texts. Whereas the Roman Carholic
church at the Ume found meaning by appropriating apocalyptic texü allegorically. the Reformers
were not certain what to do with texts such as Revelation. In their revision of the canon they
were not cenain if it shouid be included. And yet apocalyptic themes and images continued to be
important. See Rodney L. Peterson. Preaching in the Last Days: The Theme of 'Two Witnrsses
in the 16th & 17th Centuries. who deals with the important role apocalyptic played in Protestant
belief and activity (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993).
"
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Jaroslav Pelikan, "Some Uses of Apocalypse in the Magisterial Reformers," in The
Apocalypse in English Renaissance Thought and Literature, 84-5. Robin Bruce Barnes argues
that Luther's appropriation of apocalyptic imprinted upon his movement as weil as other
Protestant groups with an indelible apocalypric character. See his book Prophecy and Gnosis:

apocalyptic imagery of the cosmic battle between good and evil to explain the chaos of the
Reformation as well as utilizing it as a defense for their uncompromising rejection of
Catholicism (or in the Anabaptist ' s case, both Catholicism and Protestant ism) .
The violence and tUrm0il of the Reformation caused a backlash in the use of prophrcy

and apocalyptic literanire in the seventeenth cenmry. Fittingly. it was during this age of
developing science and rational thought that the two modem theories of millemialism posnnillennialism and premillemialism - were c o n c e i ~ e dPostrnillemialism,
.~
a positive
approach to history. placed the renim of Christ afier the millemium. Through the efforts of
Christians. history could be perfected and the millennium would be brought in as a result.
Prernillemialism. on the other hand. was a negative depiction of history where Christ returned
before the millemium. History. spiritually bankrupt and not capable of reformation, is endeci
with the retum of Christ in order to pave the way for the begiming of the millemiurn. No

amount of hurnan effon could chanse the deterioratine course of history. Both throries rurnrd
out to be significant in American evangelicalism.
The use of biblical apocalyptic literature to provide the cosmic understanding of conflict
was no different in America. It was first used as ammunition by Puritans in their Protestant
opposition to Catholicism, then during the Revolution apocalyptic language was used to
support the American opposition to the British, and even larer still an apocalyptic
understanding shaped the understanding of the conflict between the North and the South durin2

Apocalypticism in the Wake of the Lutheran Refomation (Stanford: Stanford University Press.
1988).

" Paul Boyer, When Time Shall Be No More. 66.

the Civil War.
American religious and political history in panicular resonates with biblical imagery .

The colonists began nation-building with spiritual aspirations and biblicai standards: therefore.
relating the events transpiring in the emerging nation to biblical motifs, including those found

in apocalyptic literature. was not an unusual step. Eariy colonists. for example. interpreted
prophetic and apocalyptic texts in light of their experience as Puritans coming out of a hostile
religious situation in Engiand. Even Jonathan Edwards. who began his preaching career ninety
years afier the arriva1 of the first Puritans to America. retained the Puritan dissent against
Roman Catholic influence in his rhetoric. In lisht of the battle motif found in Revelation. he
extended the interpretation of the events leading up to the Protestant Reformation to a cosmic
level. Jonathan Edwards gave his perspective on the source of this evil in his vision of the

mandate given to America by God:
And it is wonhy to be noted, that America was discovered about the time of the
reformation. or but little before: Which reformation was the first thing rhar God did
towards the glorious renovation of the world after it had s u d into rhe depths of
darkness and min. under the great ami-christian aposiasy .2J
Although this image of Catholicism as the spiritual enemy faded during the revolutionary war
where the religious rhetoric was re-oriented against British oppression. the papacy remained an
institution denigrated through the use of apocalyptic imagery. Ezra Stiles. president of Yale.
stated in a 1783 sermon that:
T'here are three coetaneous events to take place whose fmition is certain from
prophecy, the annihilation of the Pontificate. the reassembling of the Jews. and the
24

Jonathan Edwards, "The Latter-Day Glory is hobably to Begin in America. " in God's New
Israel: Religious Interpretations of American Destiny , ed. Conrad Cherry (Englewood Cli ffs :
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 197l), 57.

fulness of the Gentiles.. .The promising prospects of the Propagandafide at Rome are
corning to nothing: and it rnay be of the divine destiny that al1 other attempts for
gospelizing the nations of the earth shall prove fhitless. until the present Christendom
itself be recovered to the primitive purity and simplicity.. . At this period, and in
effecting this great event. we have reason to think that the United States may be of no
small influence and consideration. It was of the Lord to send Joseph into Egypt. to Save
much people. and to shew fonh his praise. It is of the Lord that 'a woman clothed with
the sun. and the moon under her feet.' and upon 'her head a crown of twelve stars.'(not
to Say thineen) should 'fiee into the wildemess. where she hath a place prepared of
God' (Rev. xii. 1&6), and where she might be the repository of Wisdom. and 'keep the
commandments of God. and have the testimony of Jesus.' It may have been of the
Lord that Chnstianity is to be found in such great purity in this church exiled into the
wilderness of America: and that its purest body should be evidently advancing forward.
by an augmented natural increase and spiritual e~ification.into a singular superioriry with the ultimate subserviency to the glory of God. in convenins the world."
There is a doubling of single end-times motif. Stiles still maintained that the papacg had to be
demolished in fulfillment of biblical prophecy. which most likely drew from the association of
the papacy with the antichrist, the apocalyptic figure of evil. Yet America in its fisht against
the British for independence is equated with purity making British opposirion the "dragon"
(Rev. 12.3) which is also an antaeonistic figure within the apocalyptic drama.

The American

political and economic inclinations expressed in apocalyptic terms are indications that this type
of biblical literanire held a strong influence. The apocalyptic theme of the battle between good

and evil expressed in cosmic terms the chaos people feit during the Revolution and Civil War

This usage of eschatological imagery does not indicate the appropriation of an entire
apocalyptic worldview. Evangelicalism as a whole still maintained a more optimistic slant on
history, being for the most pan postmillemial, and therefore did not look forward to an
imminent end of history despite this usage of eschatological language. The nineteenth century
25

Ezra Stiles, "The United States Elevated to Glory and Honour." in God's New Israel:
Religious Interpretations of Arnerican Destiny, ed. Conrad Cherry (Englewood Cliffs: PrenticeHall, Inc., 1971), 92.

confidence seen in the inception of a variety of social movements, was intempted by the

premillennialisr-directed Millerite controversy . Interpreting the War of 1812 victory as a
divine sign. William Miller calculated that Christ would retum to end history in 1 843 ." Based
on a literal reading of the Bible, Miller preached an antithetical message to the prevailing
optimism with his ideas that only Christ's second cûming would initiate reformation. This
incident of apocalyptic spirituality ended in disappointment when Christ did not retum and the
rnovement was left to face the derision of outsiders. With the Millerite fiasco doing damage to
the negative perspective. it was only with the onset of dispensationai premillemialist thought in
the late nineteenth century that a large-scale and structured world-view on the basis of a
pessimisric view of history took hold.
Apocalyptic lirerature. generatrd out of a situation of turmoil. had a continurd life in
the shaping of Christian discourse through the centuries. In reference to its immense
influence, Paul Boyer writes:
These. then. are the apocalypric texts that have comfoned the faithfûl. intrigurd the
curious. and amused the skeptics for two thousand years. However one virws their
stanis as sacred texts. their imaginarive power and poetic richness is undeniable. and ir
is hardly surprising that they became pan of the living fabric of Western culture.
influencing not only religious leader and biblicai interpreters. but also artists.
composers. sculptors and poets. The apocalyptic worldview, with its underlying
assumption that human experience is moving toward a transcendent goal. profoundy
shaped the Western view of history. Indeed, some have argued that Karl Mars's Dar
Kapiral. with its vision of a classless utopia emerging from successive cycles of social
upheavai and revolutionary violence. is the Iast great apocalypse of the Western
intellectual tradition ."
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For more on the Millerite controversy see Paul Boyer. When Time Shall Be No More. 8 1 85; Stephen O' Leary, Arguing the Apocalypse, 93- 132.

'' Paul Boyer. When Time Shall Be No More. 45.
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Although there were varied ways of incorporating apocalyptic beliefs according to the specific
histoncal context, one can see the common thread of an apocalyptic framework that wove the
Western understanding of history and its goal. While the situation directly giving rise to the
text no longer existed. the mythological language which it used to describe the crisis allowed
biblical apocalyptic literature to be de-anchored from ia original historical situation. The
words and symbolisms becarne associated with situations far beyond the direct historical links
of the text. This freedom gave life not only to the texts but to the comrnunities that used them.
Only with the rise of historical-critical snidies in nineteenth century Germany was there a shift
in the latitude with which these texts were used. Yet even with these changes in the reader's
orientation to the Bible. pockets of apocalyptic spirituality endured.
This brief sketch of historical apocalyptic spirituality illustrates its existence in a
continuous line from the early church onwards. Several enduring features are importani to
note: 1) The longevity of apocalyptic spiriniality throuehout history indicates that this
framework has given meaning to experience. In fact. the use of these particular tests is
curious since on the surface they appear as peripheral biblical writings. Yet apocalyptic
literature. whether viewed literally or allegorically. has resonated in a powerful way for
people's expenence. 2) Apocalyptic spiriniali ty provides a directional impulse. Even wi th
Augustine's allegorical readings of prophetic and apocalyptic literanire, there is a prescriptivr
element on the level of personal ethics and morality. Certainly with a literal and negatiiVc
version of apocalypticism this is even more the case. Levelling the accusation of "antichrisr" is
more than just rhetoric as it provides a direction for thought and action. This is given example
in the Cmsades where during the Middle Ages Jews and Muslims alike. were labeled as allies
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of Revelation's Beast. where slaughtered in great numbers. 3) Concomitant to its symbolic

power and directional quality is its adaptability. It has acclimated to every historical period in
the Common Era as well as with the many different kinds of communities. The status quo

Roman Catholic Church used it at the same time that the radical fringe Anabaprist comunity
in Munster created their community in the anticipation of the "last days. "'>pocalyptic
themes were applicable to many different situations and groups although the direction each
group took vaned based on i:s panicular interpretations and concerns. 4) Despite its
pessirnism on the subject. apocalyptic spirituality engages history. Historical events are the
concem where good and evil are projected outwards into actual events as opposed io
spirinializing these concepts. There were periods where this was not the case. the Augustinian
allegorical emphasis beins one example. however, groups as diverse as the early Church.
medieval monks. and twentieth century hindamentalists read Scripture in Iight of their political

and religious contexts. As a result of this extemal emphasis. apocalyptic spirituality not onlj.
interprets historical evenrs usin2 biblical literarure. but it reads these events back into the
biblical text. 5) Apocalyptic spirituality hnctions as a reform movement. Using the end of
tirne as an ethical motivator. apocalyptic spirituality encourages a return to purity before Chrisi
cornes back to judge evil. Situating the present as the greatest time of evil and therefore the
nearest to the end-time resolution, makes refom al1 the more imperative. The letters to the
churches in Revelation make the reform emphasis clear: "1 am corning soon; hold fast to what
you have, so that no one may seize your crown.. .Be eamest. therefore. and repent. ""
28
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Paul Boyer, When Tirne Shall Be No More. 56-62.
Revelation 3. 1 1, 19b (New Revised Standard Version).

Apocalyptic spiriniality has this end in mind as basis for right action. For example. die
assumed proximity of the Judgement Day motivated the Reformers in their efforts to purify the
church." 6) Although die apocalyptic genre is described as literature of crisis, one cannot
explain the communities that use it by that same measure. Its usage is more complex than the
mere connection of crisis literature used by a tyramized community in crisis. Srarus quo
communities use it just as frequently as seen in the American example where former President
George Bush applied apocalyptic language to the Gulf War. The status quo usage points out
that apocalyptic spirituality is not about direct experiential correlation. but rather about a
symbiotic relationship with apocalyptic literature where the appeal is made to a crisis ethos. '
7) In tandem with apocalyptic spirituality's directional quality. the crisis ethos appropriated b?,

cornrnunities not only explains the meaning of events, but has the power to create and mold
events. This is illustrated in events as historically diverse as the Cmsades to the Anabaptist
community at Munster to the contemporary situation at Waco where perceived crisis jusrifird
-

M
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Robin Bruce Bames, Prophecy and Gnosis, I 1O

Stephen O'Leary, in his rhetorical theory of apocalypse, recognizes the inrerplay between
text and audience in the apparent lack of crisis the modem community. O' Leary writes:
"The early Christians who responded favorably to the book of Revelation were. by mosr
historical accounts, subject to intense persecution that included execution and public tomire. If
the laqely middle-class group of fundamentalist Christians in the United States who today form
the core of Hal Lindsey's readership believes itself to be similarly persecuted. this is surely a
rhetorically induced perception; for there is an obvious difference between being tom apan by
lions in front of cheering crowds and k i n g forced to endure media onslaughts of sex. violence.
and secular humanism. As one critic puts it "the crucial element is not so much whether one is
actually oppressed as whether one feels oppressed"; and thîs is always a subject for persuasion"
(Arguing the Apocalypse: A Theory of MiIlennial Rhetoric [New York: Oxford University Press.
19941, 11).

particular actions.
Contemporary apocalyptic spiriniality may at first seem only as a caricature of its
evangelical and dispensationalist parentape. For instance. the distillation of the evangelical
biblical authority tenet into a map-like function for determining historical events makes
apocalyptic spiriniality seem not only simplistic but absurd as well. Linking it to a third
tradition. however. provides basis for understanding this and other characteristics as more than
just derivations and simplistic modifications of the evangelical and dispensationalist legacy .
The seven characteristics above. condensed from an overview of history. are key points as the)-

link historic apocalypticism to current apocalyptic spirituality. The sense of crisis that various
Arnerican prophecy writers and televangelists communicate. the regular inclusion of
contemporary events into the reli_eious frarnework. the prescriptive nature of the message. the
flexibility of the interpretive structure and its popularity are shared with a long histor? of
apocalypticism. The departure from classic evangelicalism and dispensationalism in thesr
distinctives. especially in the creation of an ethos of crisis. provides the missing dynamic that
helps one avoid the pitfalls of oversimplification or parody.

C. Grant Jeffrey : Popular Apocalyptic Spirituality

Perusing an evangelical book catalogue. one grts a sense of how prevalent popular
apocalyptic spirituality is. Hal Lindsey's The Late Great Planer Earth has been joined by
scores of other books on the topic. John Hagee. Grant Jeffrey, Peter Lalonde and Tirnoth),
Demy are among the more well-known authors writing books on the end-times. There are also

works of fiction that share in the ethos of apocalyptic spiriniality. Frank Peretti. Tim LaHaye
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and Pat Robertson al1 have wnnen fictional accounts of a world increasingly plagued with the
forces of evil. Television offers more of the same with shows like Jack van Impe Presents.
where Jack and his wife Rexella provide weekly updates and interpretations of world events

leading to the end. The Internet has even larger access offering links to Peter and Paul
Lalonde. Trinity Broadcasting Network. Jack van Impe. Grant R. Jeffrey Ministries as wcll as
to more odd and disnirbing versions of apocalyptic spiriniality . The popularity alone rnakrs
this recent phenornenon a legitimare subject to explore. That its existence corresponds to a

similar phenornenon in secular culnire only increases the demand for examination. Secular
apocalyptic seen in the Mad Max and Terminator movies and in television series like
Millennium and X-Files, point out a pervading American attitude of anuiety.
The previous section opened with a definition of apocalyptic and an introduction to the
apocalyptic genre, which was necessary to point out the distinctions of the litrrature. Man!
communities throughout history appropriated apocalyptic. as was shown in the historical
synopsis. and used it to interpret their experience. Hermeneutical theory anticipates this
appropriation as it srates that a text becomes cornmunity-specific as community context
determines textual meaning. This occurs to an even greater extent when the cornrnunity is
unconscious of the role it plays in the interpretative process. Sociological analysis adds to the
discussion of interplay berween text and community in that it analyzes community conirxt and
offers explanation of the sociological factors that play a pan in shaping the textual rrading.
One additional tool, however, is required to account for the meaningfulness of the ancienr

biblical genre for cornmunities throughout history as well as linking it to secular themes.
Rhetoric. more so than sociological analysis. can access apocalypticism's distinctive ethos of

cnsis and its meaning for cornmunity experience. Grant Jeffrey. as a representative of a
popular contemporary trend. as well as one standing in a long tradition of apocalyptic
spintuality, must be examined at the level of discourse and rhetoric in terms of how his
message answers core human issues.

1. Introduction to Jeffrey

Grant Jeffrey is a self-described Bible historian and prophecy researcher writine out of
Canada. Before beginning his career as a prophecy specialist. he spent eighteen years as a
professional finance plamer." Although he was able to conduct a "ministry " by giving
financial planning seminars to both secular and Christian audiences. he left this in order to
enter full-rime ministry in 1988. He is the founder of his own publishing Company. Frontier
Research Publications. has hosted his own television show on prophecy. and sits on the board
of the Pre-Trib Research Center in Washington. D.C. He is also a prolific writer. having
written eight books al1 published between the years of 1988 and 1997. including titles such as
Final Waminp. Prince of Darkness. Apocalypse: The Coming Judgement of the Nations. and
Annapeddon: Appointment with Destiny .3 3

''

Grant Jeffrey. Final Warning: Economic Collapse and the Corning World Govemmenr
(Oregon: Harvesr House Publishers. 1996). 10.
33 The entire list of his books in order of publication are Armageddon: Appointment with
Destiny (Toronto: Frontier Research Publications. 1988); Messiah (Toronto: Frontier Research
Publications. 1991); Apocalypse: The Coming Judgement of the Nations (Toronto: Frontir r
Publications. 1992); Prince of Darkness: Antichnst and the New World Order (New York:
Bantam Books. 1995); Final Waminp: Econornic Collapse and the Coming World Governent
(Oregon: Harvest House Publishers. 1996); Heaven: The Mystery of the Aneels (Toronto:
Frontier Research Publications. 1996); The Signature o f God (Toronto: Frontier Research
Publications, 1996); The Handwriting of God (Toronto: Frontier Research Publications. 1997).
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There is a great amount of content overlap in Jeffrey's eight books. Al1 contain simiIar
bits of information, differing only in their various foci (heaven. antichrist. apocalypse. etc).
The basic gist of his books is that contemporary world events indicate with cenainty .
interpreted through the lens of biblical literature. that we are nearing the end of the world.
Grant Jeffrey is a paniculariy interestins and instructive choice for this study as hr
stands out frorn the usual line-up of American prophecy writers. Not only is he one of the
latest writers to make his contribution to the genre. but he exhibits two particular
distinguishing points that make him unique. First. Jeffrey is a Canadian writing a Senrr
dominated by Arnericans authors. Reflecting rhis "traditional" American monopoly. the çrisis-

minded message of his books is based on an American perspective of political. social and
religious issues. Second. Jeffrey. makes a significant shift from previous writers in the
tradition when he sets out a lengthy methodology and compiles evidence for his argument frorn
ouüide sources. There is a move here toward a more high-minded. academic approach to the
issues. Therefore. Jeffrey functions as a suitable representative for this study of apocalyptic
spirituality not only because of his immense popularity. but also because the differrnces he
exhibits might suggest something more about the genre he writes.
Jeffrey is a relatively solitary figure in the Canadian religious scenc when it cornes to
publishing end-times material. Dispensational influence in Canada has been minimal over the
years and this is even more the case with popular apocalyptic.MNot only that. but Canada as a

He also has written forwards to Yakov Rarnbsel's two books His Narne is Jesus: The Mysterious
Yeshua Code and Yeshua, The Name of Jesus ReveaIed in the Old Testament (Toronto: Frontier
Research Publications, ).
34

There have k e n pockets of dispensationalist belief especially in the West and among

nation does not figure Iargely in the kinds of political machinations that popular apocalyptic
spirituality focuses on. Therefore it is a little surprising to find Jeffrey-the-Canadian as a
successful end-times author.
What is even more interesting than Jeffrey's success. or perhaps is the reason for his
success given his relative Canadian obscurity. is that he does not seem to be directing his
material to a Canadian audience. He rarely menrions anything distinctively Canadian and
rather is appealing to a context of American concems understood best by an American
audience. Specific examples from a Canadian context are given at cenain points. but these
ultimately appear to tit inro the larger discussion of American political and economic events.
For example. the Canadian Communication Security Establishment is mentioned as an instance
for govemment surveillance capabiliries and the Toronto Board of Education's ruling on the
school system' s position on homosexuality is offered as an illustration of the degenerating
times we live in." These two specifically Canadian representations plus NAFTA (North
American Free Trade Agreement). are the extent of notewodiy Canadian elements in his
books, with NAFTA functioning more as evidence of the growing powrr of the United

sectarian groups, but it has not defined Canadian evangelicalism likr it has in America. For a
concise comp&son berween the Canadian and American religious situation see William
Westfall's essay. "Voices from the Attic: The Canadian Border and the Writing of American
Religious ~ i s t & . " in Retelling U. S. Religious History , edited by Thomas A. Tweed (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1997). 181- 199. For a detailed look at Canada's versions of
evangelic&rn see John G.Stackhouse, Jr ., Canadian Evangelicalisrn in the Twentieth Century
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1993). Stackhouse asserts that Canadian evangelicalism
has been far less defined by "sectish" fûndamentalism than previously thought and rather has
been of a more mainstream type.
35

Grant Jeffrey , Final Warning, 274, 320.
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states."

Conspiracy has more to do with American concerns. In his listing of the members of
the Council on Foreign Relations, an organization Jeffrey believes is working towards craftine
C

the one world government, no Canadian prime minister appears: only American presidents

figure.)' AIongside numerous mention of American presidents. American instinitions are most
frequently cited as examples for his arguments. The governrnent institutions he reports on
include: the CIA. FBI. US Joint Chief of Staff, Congress. the White House. U S Department of

Health. the Justice Depanment, Federal Reserve, US Supreme Court. US Navy. American
Srate Department. US General Accounting Office. and the US Air Force Chief of Intelligence.
These American governrnenr inst initions are al1 focal points appearing wi thout a Canadian
counterpart.'* Perhaps these figure largely becausr he leans so heavily on American sources
for his information. A penising of his books finds mention of CNN. CBS. NBC. and ABC. al1
Li. S.
American broadcasting stations." American newspapers also figure largely as sources: -

News and World Report. L.A. Times. The N .Y. Sun. The Washington Report. The N .Y.
Times, USA Today , and The Washinpton Times., whereas The Toronto Star is the lone
Canadian s o u r ~ e .Specifically
~
American events like the Branch Davidian affair in Waco
36

Grant Jeffrey , Prince of Darkness. 72; Final Waming . 33 1 ff.
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Grant JeMey. Prince of Darkness. 64.

Grant Jeffrey, Apocalypse, 206; Final Waming, 1 16. 170-1 . 160. 263. 267. 3 17. 336. 342.
356; Messiah, 46-57, 90, 94. 106; Prince of Darkness. 97, 103. 101. 132. 153. 155. 161.
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Grant Jeffrey, Final Warninp, 14, 281, 285; Messiah. 141 : Pnncr of Darkness. 3 15: The
Signature of God, 119, 196.

" Grant Jeffrey, Arrnageddon, 203;

Final Waming. 136, 152, 159, 176. 274; Heaven. 2 14:
Messiah, 46, 90,95, 96, 105; The Prince of Darkness, 1 12-3; The Signature of God. 198. 238.

(Texas), the Savings and Loan crisis. and the Gulf War point to his America-focus as well."

The issue he takes with gun control and the universal health care crisis do not even make sensr
wirhin a Canadian context." At most one could understand that Jeffrey coalesces Canada
under the heading of the "America" that he addresses in his books. however. the fact that
distinct American institutions are mentioned without naming the Canadian counterpan seems ro
signify that Canada is not much of an interesr for Jeffrey. even though he himself writes as a
canadian .43 Although Jeffrey might be reflecting the americanization of Canada. i t al so
appears that this genre is so intrinsically American thar it has trouble tailoring the content for
another national or cultural context." One can perceive a minimal attempt to include Canada
and Canadians. but American events and institutions provide the basic content for Jeffrey's
books. American-orientation is the foundation of the popular apocalyptic strand of
dispensationalism and it takes an outsider like Jeffrey to point to this definitively. This has
significant implications for the purponed universal relevancy of Jeffrey's message.

" Grant Jeffrey, Final Warning, 202; Messiah. 47; Prince of Darkness. 101. 155.
'' Grant Jeffrey. Final Waming. 298. 301.
43

He makes it clear that he is writing from a Canadian perspective when he designares himself
as a Canadian friend of Amerka. (Messiah, 46).
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For more on the arnericanization of Canadian culture see David H. Flaherty and Frank E.
Manning,The Beaver Bites Back?: American Popular Culture in Canada (Montreal & Kin,osron:
McGill-Queen's University Press, 1993). The lack of definition for " Canadian" or "uncanadian"
among Canadians themselves might make translation of popular apocalyptic difficult as its subjecr
deals with the disintegration of the national ideal and vision. In a Canadian sening where these
emphases are lacking. apocalyptic spiriniality would not resonate quite as clearly as it does in the
~ & e dStates where national vision is a primary focus. See William Westfall. "Voices from the
Attic: The Canadian Border and the Writing of American Religious History " in Retelling U .S.
Religious History , ed. Thomas A. Tweed (Berkeley: University of California Press. 1997). 18 1199.
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The other anomaly in Jeffrey 's work is his methodology . Traditionally American
apocalyptic spirituality has not relied on an extended prolegomena to justify die usage of and

reason for the mixture of theological traditions and pre-occupation with contemporary world
events. Rather. popular apocalyptic spirituality has had a simplified theological constmct. In
fact it has prided itself on its simplicity and lack of academic subterfuge. being almost antiacademic. For example, Hal Lindsey writes that his work is not a "cornplex theological
treatise. "" And regarding the Bible, John Walvoord echoes Lindsey in his staternent that "the
Bible cleady outlines exactly what will happen leading up to the second coming of Christ.

46

ii

In

fact Lindsey creates the entire foundation for his now famous book by establishing prophctic
legitimacy of various Hebrew prophets in a section of no more than eight pages in length. He
concludes that the accuracy of biblical prophecies alreadp allegedly fulfilled provides the
precedent for Our expectations of the prophecies that have not yet been realized. This simple
equation is the basis of his book. Jeffrey. although working in the same tradition. adds a
dissonant element through his attempt to provide a more elaborate and detailed. almost quasiacademic, foundation for millennial expectations.
Jeffrey is aware of opposing viewpoints and, interestinely enouzh. confronts thrm in an
almost critical manner. For exarnple. he addresses George Ladd's conclusion thar thrrr is no
evidence in the early church of pretribulational belief with quotes from early Church

'' Hal Lindsey, "Introduction," in The Late Great Planet Earth (New York:
HarperPaperbacks, 1970). vii .

John F. Walvoord, Armageddon, Oil and the Middle East Crisis (Grand Rapids: Zondenran
Publishine House, 1974, 1990), 12.
46

documents that Jeffrey believes prove othenvise." Formerly with popular apocalyptic writers

such as Lindsey. it was enough just to dismiss opposition with ridicule. Lindsey intimates his
feeling about the usefulness of critical academic study when he writes:
Has the academic community found the answers? There are many snidents who are
dissatisfied with being told that the sole purpose of education is to develop inquiring
minds. They want to find some of the answers to their questions - solid answers. a
certain direction. 48
ii

Although Jeffrey indulges in this as well. he also provides lensthy discussions of the prophetic
genre. the importance of prophecy for understanding the Bible as a whole, as well as

C

delineating his methodological approach to prophetic iiterar~re.''~
He is even willing ro admit.
unlike other popular apocalyptic writers. that although prophecy is essential to understanding
the Bible as well as contemporary events. it is a difficult genre to i ~ ~ t e r ~ rJeffrey
e t . ~ ~attemprs
to bnng clarity to the issues by settins out his methodology and providing adequatr proof of
the legitimacy of his interpretations. He even ventures to provide evidence for his particular

interpretation (i.e. dispensational prernille~ialistand literal approach to the Bible) from earlv
Jewish. Christian and Greco-Roman writtrn tradition." This use of rxtrabiblical sources is
47
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Grant Jeffrey Heaven. 56ff.

.

Hal Lindsey The Late Great Planet Eanh. vii. Accordingly. Lindsey 's book is filled with
details meant to answer the question of the future and little space given to methodological
constructions or extra-biblical corroboration. Jeffrey appears to have taken on othsr concrrns in
his snempt to provide a larger framework for the details that he provides.

.
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Grant Jeffrey "Interpreting Revelation. " in Apocalypse. 6-35.

U)

Grant Jeffrey , Apocalypse, 6.
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Hal Lindsey mentions Pliny and Josephus once and only then quoting another writer usin2
these early works (The Late Great Planet Earth. 53). Jeffrey on the other hand. cites l a r p
portions of early works usinp primary sources. He mentions early Christian works such as
Didache, Shepherd of Hermes, Teaching of the Twelve Apostles. Epistle of Barnabas and First

.
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innovative in a field in which the strict view of soka scriprura has resulted in the opposite
emphasis

-- the discussion of meaning has been limited to the interpreter's reading of the Bible.

As well. he bolsters his viewpoint with references to modem academic biblical interpreters.
Moreover. Jeffrey adds to his discussion by showing an awareness. albeit limited. of certain
biblical issues. He mentions the documentary hypothesis and the historicity of rhe book of
Daniel as obstacles to his perspective and makes an attempt to deal with them." Jeffrey is not
critical to the extent where he seriously weighs al1 viewpoints. but his books have a higher
level of critical reflection than previous books in this tradition. Although Jeffrey is not entirel)
successful in sening out a methodology cognizant of its own biases and leaps in argument. his
attempt is certainly a departure from the apocalyptic writers that developed out of
dispensationalism.
Popular apocalyptic writers such as Lindsey . having inheritrd the hindamentalisc
ambivalence towards academia. took pride in their populist writing. In what has genera
been a simplistic discussion of prophecy. Jeffrey has begun to carve out a niche for an
awareness of past religious traditions and present acadernic concems. Not only does this
indicate a possible shift in the genre itself. but i t also signifies a chanse in readrr audience.
Jeffrey seems to be tackling a reader constituency more in need of a broader point of rrfçrencr.

Epistle of Clement. From the church fathers. Jeffrey quotes Justin Martyr. Irenaeus. Hippnlyrus.
Cyprian, Lactantius, Ignatius. Africanus, Temillian. Herodatus. Jerome and Clemrnt of
Alexandria. His early Jewish sources are taken from the Talmud and Mishnah. various writings
from Flavius Josephus', Ethiopic Book of Enoch. quotations from The Sibylline Oracles. and
The Dead Sea Scrolls. The quotations from Greek writings include Tacitus. Pliny. Library of
Didoratus Siculus. He even refers to a gnostic text: Apocalypse of Peter

'' Jeffrey, Final Waming,

The Signature of God. .
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as opposed to a writer like Hal Lindsey whose appeal was in flashy chapter headings and
catchphrase content. Perhaps this indicates a shift in the concerns of the audience to which
Jeffrey is appealing due to the increasing level of education Americans have attained in the last
twenty years. If this in fact is true. the perplexing mixture of quasi-academic and popular
American content in Jeffrey's books can be seen as a gauge of the progress as well as the room
lefi for improvement in American popular evangelicalism.

2. Overview of Content: Forrn. Content, and Function
a. Form: Methodological Assumptions

Jeffrey's books are given shape by a barrage of contemporary events mkeù with
dispensationalist views of history and an evangelical reverence for the Bible. Comhined with
his rnethodological concerns and biases. the resulting form of his books makr for ras!
accessibility. surface level coherence but also problematic and inconsistent undrrlj-ing logiç.

i . Background

The content of Jeffrey's books are perceptibly shaped by evangelicalism and
dispensationalism. Despite holding the sarne evangelical concems for the centrality and
authority of the biblical text, previous writers dealing with biblical prophrcy from an
apocalyptic ethos jumped directly into interpretation without sening fonh a statement on
biblical foundation. Hal Lindsey in the popular Late Great Planet Eanh offers only the
starement that the Bible has been believed by generarions of readers to contain the "philosophy

of truth, . .[and]. ..the great themes of peace. love. and hope. which are the desires of this and
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every other generation. "" John Walvoord. in his Armageddon. Oil and the Middle East
Cnsis. offers a revised version of a Dallas Theological Seminary tract on salvation. but
presents no organized statement on the ~ i b l e ? Jack van Impe. in his ministry's statement of
faith. writes that "we believe in the verbal inspiration of the Bible.. .the infallible iule of
interpretation of Scripture to be Scripture itself. ..

91

55

But these few words are pan of a twelvt

line statement obscured by the real area of Impe's interest: prophecy and world events.

In conuast. evangelicalism's hallmark tenets of biblical centricity and the focus on
evangelism and salvation are evident throughout Jeffrey 's discourse. Jeffrey 's main emphasis
in al1 of his books is that the Bible is the inspired Word of God "beyond the shadow of a
doubt. " j6 He aligns himself with a strict evangelical view of sola srripirua. Jeffrey wrirrs thrit
the "Scriptures contain the infallible, inspired and authoritative words of God. "" -4s a rewlr.
only the Bible is suitable for Christian i n s t r ~ c i i o n In
. ~ ~fact. Jeffrey's apologetic concern is so
great that he devotes an entire book to proving the Bible's authcrity and inspiration. which is
yet another deparrure from Hal Lindsey and other popular apocalyptic wriiings." The
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Hal Lindsey The Late Great Planet Eanh (New York: HarperPaprrbacks. 1992. [l9701). 7 .

John Walvoord, Armageddon. OiI and the Middle East Crisis (Grand Rapids: Z o n d m m
Publishing House. 1990 [ 1 9741). 229.
5s

Jack van Impe, "Our Statement of Fairh." Jack van Impe Ministries Homepage
(hrtp:www.jvm.com), 21/12/97.
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Taken from the short blurb on the back of the book, The Signature of God. surnrnarizing its
contents.
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Grant Jeffrey , Signature of God, 12.
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Grant Jeffrey , Final Waming, 12.

'' Grant Jeffrey, The Signature of God, 7, 267.
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Simature of God is solely concemed with documenting "the incredible scientific insights and
revelations found throughout the Bible from Genesis to Revelation. (which] act as God's

genuine signature on the pages of Scriptures authenticating the Word of God. "" Although not
a theological treatise like one might expect from his stated intent. his goal is to show that the
Bible is the revealed word of God to humanity. Due. however. to Jeffrey's other concrrns.
The Signature of God ends up being a collection of proofs but oriented by the logic diat thesr
will "absolutely authenticate the Scriphtres as the inspired and authoritative Word of God. ""'
Stating his biblical proclivity in even more evangelical terms, he writes that "as a Protestant
Christian [read "evangelical"1, 1 recognize that the only authoritative source of divine
knowledge about salvation, etc.. is the inspired Word of God. "

6'

Although his method of

proof differs from the classic defenders of evangelical faith, he shares the evangelical desire

tu

maintain the Bible's authority . inspiration and infallibility .63
At the hean of evangelical action on earth stands the Great Commission - the c o m a n d

by Jesus in Matthew to evangelize the w o r ~ d .In~ keeping with this pan of his evangelical

heritage. Jeffrey States thar "the primary purpose of the Bible is to reveal God's plan of
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Grant Jeffrey , The Signature of God, 138.
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Grant Jeffrey The Signature of God, 9.
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Grant Jeffrey , Final Warnin-e. 226. Jeffrey ' s defines "Christian" as "evangelicalsand
pentecostals " (247).
" Grant Jeffrey.
Signature of God, 12. He uses the classic evangelical text. 2 Tirnothy
3.16. alongside his own proofs to support the concept of biblial inspiration.
64

Matthew 28.19.
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salvation.. ." and this is the fündamental reason for keeping the Bible free frorn attack." He
recognizes that the " m e priority of the church.. .is to evangelize the world and create churches
everywhere for teaching. fellowship. and the worship of Jesus Christ. "'
His efforts at
evangeiism, for exarnple. are evidenced in his book. Signature of God. which ends with a
salvation-cal1 to the reader who has accepted Jeffrey's perspective of an inspired and errorless
Bible. In other words. one of the primary motivations of his work is apologetic: Jeffrey sets to

prove the daims of the Bible which in nirn puts a "daim" on the searcherlreader. Throughour
his books. Jeffrey expresses his great concem for evangelism. In fact. one of his difficulties
with the current spirit of ecumenism between evanpelicals. Catholics and mainline churchrs is
that he suspects the endeavor is merely a ploy to keep "Christians" (earlier drfined as
evangelicals and Pentecostals) from their primary task of evangelizing.67 This e~angelicalrenrr
merges well with apocalyptic spirituality as the genre of apocalyptic itself is about "reform"
and "revival. " Demonstrating this apocalyptically-minded motive for salvarion. Jeffrr? writrs:
Our belief in the imminent coming of Christ shouid motivate each of us to a renewcd
love of the Lord and a willingness to witness to our brothrrs about His salvation. The
hope of Christ's return will puri@ Our daily walk as John said. "And everyone who has
this hope in Him purifies himself, jus1 as He is pure" (1 John 3.3).""
This apocalyptic "spin" makes evangelism al1 the more impsrativr. Jeffrey's recitation of
illustrations of increasing immorality, in keeping with his apocalyptic spirituality. are intrnded
to propel the reader towards purity and reconciliation with God. This cal1 to salvation is givrn
65
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extended meaning by Jeffrey's premillemial assumptions. Not only will turning to God aven

personal damnation. but irnmediate salvation allows the individual a place in the rapnire
thereby avoiding the terrible events of the tribulation .69
In order to understand whar Jeffrey is attempting in the presentation of his contenr. his
statements about the Bible and the goal of humanity have to be piaced in the contexr of their
evangelical theological boundaries. Because Jeffrey modifies these interpretative concerns
considerably. one might not at first glance see reflected in his content the onhodox evangelical
presentation of biblical inspiration. infallibility and salvation. In cornparison ro the classic
formulations by the Princetonians. for example. one can see that the shaps of Jeffrey's content

is expressed differently. Several direct connections to evangelicalism do exist. On the most
obvious level. Jeffrey quotes a lot of Scripnire: the Bible is foundarional for Jeffrey whrre
experience and Christian tradition are incidental and alway s su bordinais io God'i word in
Scripnire. For example. Jeffrey recites the contents of two visions from within Catholic
tradition. but introduces each with the disclaimer that only Scripmre is foundational.'"
Consonant with the Princetonian formularion, Jeffrey has biblical inspiration extending to the
very words of Scripnire and inerrancy being taught by the Bible itself. In fact. Jeffrey's vicw
has the words of the rext being hyper-inspired in thar they are able to accurardy relate beyond
--

e9

The film " A Thief in the Night" is the most obvious example of this eschatologically
motivated evangelistic emphasis. The film's message - that one cannot afford to be a nominal
Christian when the tribulation years are so near - has frightened many people into either
becoming Christians or renewing their cornmitment to Christ. Randall Balmer discusses the
evaneelistic message of the film which includes an adrnonition againçt theoloeical liberalisrn in
"On Location," in Mine Eyes Have Seen the Glory: A Journey into the Evangelical Subculture in
Arnerica (New York: Oxford University Press. 1993). 57ff.
70

Final Waming. 230, 237).
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their textual context to specific situations transpiring in the modem world. Here one sees the
comection of his view of inspiration to inerrancy: because the Bible is the word of God the
biblical words have the ability to speak exactly and with perspicuity. The influence of
"cornmon sense" interpretation of the Bible is everywhere evident: God would not have said it
if it only had meaning for "biblical times.

"

Rarher. the texts have exact meanings thar leap the

gap of time directly relating to us in the present. This emphasis on the reliability of the Bible

in m m confirms the need for the individual's salvation: the message which is so direcrly
communicated to the believer. is that one must in mm. repent. purify self and await the coming
of Jesus.
Yet Jeffrey's works appear quite distinct when compared to classic evangelical works
For instance. the direct connections Jeffrey makes between the biblical words and
contemporary events stand in sharp contrast to Jeffrey 's cvangelical heritasr. The
Princetonians. being used here as representatives of classic evangelicalism. usre opposed ro
viewing revelation in terms of experiential miraculous events." And Benjamin Warfield warns
against a narrow view of revelation based on immediate confirmation and communication u i t h
God. He differentiates between the two species of revelation. a separation thar Jeffrey blurs.

Warfield writes that revelation occurring in Nature or in history makes God accessiblr: to al1
people, but does not address salvation and cannot therefore "rescue broken and deformed
simers from their sin and its ~onse~uences.""
Jeffrey fits his discussion of contemporary

" See Benjamin Warfield's book Counterfeit Miracles (New York: C. Scribner's. 1918) where
he addresses the cessation of the charismata in the New Testament era. He addresses faith
healing and medieval miracles and discounts them.

" B.B.Wax-fîeld, The Inspiration and Authority of the Bible (The Presbyterian and Reformed

events that transpire in the natural world into the framework of supematural revelation and
makes them one and the ~arne.'~For example. what happens in Russia is a motivational link
for the acceptance of salvation. jeffrey has taken his own context of American-angst and
melded it wiih the supematural revelation contained within the biblical text. The
Princetonians, on the other hand. were able to distance thernselves from this kind of
experientially based literalism not only by differentiating revelations but by stating that ont)
the original autographs harbored complete infallibility. Not only that. but the Princetonians

were still historical critics and understanding the Bible entailed uncovering the message in its
own context. And stemming from their Reformed tradition. the Bible was ro be used for
assembling doctrine and not for constmcting a roadmap for discernent of future events.
Their concern was in upholding foundational biblical doctrine. as it was these statrmenrs a h w r
God that were relevant for the believer. This is different from Jeffrey: he shapes his material
with the premise that the existing biblical words answcr direcrlp to the events transpiring in the
twentieth cenrury .
Jeffrey's concem for the Bible is matched by the attitude he takes towards cenain
institutions. Here one can see the residues of fundamentalisrn in Jeffrey's approach. During
their culrural and spiritual battle with liberalism and modemism. Fundamentalists developd

Publishing Company. 1948). 74.
'3 Of course, experience and natural revelation are still distinct. as classically undentood. from
what Jeffrey sees in history. But methodologically the current events of history are a "natural
revelation" of sorts which confinn the prophecies of the Bible. This is the apocalyptic
uajectory 's contribution to Jeffrey: the "crisis" emphasis raises current events as hilfillment of
prophecy to the level of a cal1 to salvation and therefore the events cm be considered a functional
equivalent to natural revelation.
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certain stances which characterire them to this day. Marsden States that early fundamentalism
was a "loose, diverse. and changing federation of CO-belligerantsunited by their fierce

opposition to modernist attempts to bring Christianity into line with modern thought. ""
Although he softens the statement by writing chat this militancy was not the fundamentalist
pnmary concem. it was the militant tone they took in response to perceived threat that
characterired them as a rnovement apan from others.?' This anragonism was not only
manifested in an aggressive stance against the academic instinitions and liberai churches but
also against government and its policies. The fundamentalist paranoia is evident in popular
apocalyptic and is oniy fuelled by the crisis-orientation of apocalyptic spiriniality . Jeffrey's
books are rife with the bashing of the academy. conspiracy theories and govemment-coverup
stories .
And despite his attempt to do a serious academic rendering of biblical prophrcy . Jeftiq
slips into the "fundamentalist mode" when dealing with opposing viewpoinrs. For esample. in
response to biblical scholars who suggest that the book of Daniel. instead of being written
during the Babylonian exile. was written at a much Iater date in Israrl's history. Jeffrey merel!.
dismisses them with the accusation that they have not considered the evidence. 7 h He addresses

the widely accepted practice of biblical source criticism as the "so-called" Documentary
Hypothesis and concludes that it is biased and "absurd" without considering the complrxitics of
74

George Marsden, Fundamentalism and American Culture: The Shapinp of TwsntirthCentury Evanpelicaiism 1870-1925 (Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1980). 4.
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oral tradition, tradition history or redaction additions. " Jeffrey argues for the impossibil ity of
later editorial work on the text since the Jewish communities were scattered: if editorial work
had taken place one would expect a lot more vanance between the different manuscripts.
Moreover. he contends that no ancient Jew would have accepted new additions to a text or
practice. This is indicative of Jeffrey's ambivalent interaction with biblical scholarship.
Although he has done a significant amount of research into content and culled material from a
good many sources, his secondary supporting material is limited to scholarship from the
eighteenth and nineteenth

centurie^.'^ His analysis of content. although more than what has

been referred to by previous writers in this tradition of interpretation. includes only a limited
input of current serious scholarship and is relegated to the sources with which he agrers.
Perhaps Jeffrey's statement in regards to prophecy - "prophecy was not intended to br so
difficult that only specialists could understand it" - relates to the entire conception of his
project.79

The other system shaping Jeffrey's work is his dispensationalist undsrpimings.
n

.

Grant Jeffrey The Signature of God, 34.
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A survey of Jeffrey's bibliographie material tums up a lot of older scholarship. Takinp the
bibliography from Apocalypse. one can see that half of his sources. 24 out of 47 sources uscd.
were dated frorn before 1930. Over half, 15 out of the 24, of these were dated earlier than the
Nm of the century. the oldest being Dr. Samuel Hallifax's Twelve Sermons on the Prophecirs

Concerning the Christian Church (London: T. Cadell, 1776). Only a quarter of his sources werr
recent publications, none of which could classi@ as works of serious and lesitirnate biblical
scholarship. The most recognizable names out of the list of 47 include E. W. Bullinger (ultradispensationalist), R.H.Charles (classic scholar), W .A. Criswell (fundarnentalist). A. C.
Gaebelein (classic fundamentalist and dispensationalist) 1. M. Haldemann (classic fundamental ist
and dispensationalist), H .A. Ironside (fundamentalist) Tim LaHaye (popular apocalyptic author 1.
Clarence Larkin (classic dispensationalist). Dwight J. Pentecost (dispensationalist)and I . A . Seiss
(classic evangeiical).

.

.

Evangelical connections provide the theological boundaries, fundamentalist attitudes dictate the
tone and approach of his work. and dispensationalism provides the basis for Jeffrey's
methodology . The dispensationalist ideals of biblical perspicui ty and literal interpretation.
combined with the dispensational premillemial interpretive structure. are essenrial to figurine
out the form of Jeffrey 's work. In defense of his literalism. Jeffrey writes:
When the plain sense of prophecy makes cornmon sense, we should take their words at
face value in their ordinary and literal meaning. We shouid remember that the Bible
was written and intended to br read by ordinary men and women - not just scholars."'
Like dispensationalisrn which was shaped by its appropriation of Enlightenment ideas of tmth
clearly understood by the cornmon sense. Jeffrey's entire set of ideas is connected to verifiable
certainties and facts based on a very literal. proof-oriented quality . For instance. Jeffrey
accentuates the factual proof of the Bible's inspiration. He wrires in this regard:
1s the Bible true? 1s the Bible tmly the Word of God'? Does it contain the authentic
revelation of God about our spirinial destins and the funire of man.? In the course of

this snidy we will explore many of the Bible's prophecies that have already been
fulfilled with absolute precision. These perfectly fulfilled prophecies are the strongrst
credentials that the Bible is precisrly what it daims to be - the inspired Word of God.'!
Indeed. inspiration is condensed to the point of taking on the appearance of biblical
mathematics. Jeffrey's view of biblical inspiration models his fixrd and scientifically-minded
approach to rheology and biblical literature. This is evident not only in his view of prophrcy

as a simple equation of biblical statement and contemporary fuifiIlment. but also in actual
mathematical formulations. Jeffrey brings the statistical laws of probability to bear on
79
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prophecy fulfillment ." As well, he irnports mathematics. conveying a numerical understanding
of Daniel's prophecy of seventy weeks." He makes his mathematical predisposition clear
when he States: "a detailed examination of the Bible reveals a profound and complicated

srnicnire of mathematical feanires thmuphout the Scripnires from Genesis to Revelation.

i.

Kf

With Jeffrey's literalism there are no unknown quantities. and everything can be proved from
the surnmation of facts. Similar to Jeffrey 's evangelical connection. Jeffrry has modi fied

dispensationalist behefs by heighrening certain qualities. Literalism and perspicuity take on
scientific characteristics extending beyond their dispensationalist Iiterary and theological
intentions.
Although he does not plainly refer to himself as a dispensationalist. Jeffrey stares thrsti
conditions as his strict guides to correct interpetarion." One can hear disprnsationalism
clearly in statemenrs li ke:
Another tragic sien of the last days is the revival of a replacement theolog!. that reiüsez
to grant lsrael its rightful place in the Bible and in God's prophetic plan for the future.
Some Christians stiil reject the clear teaching of the Old and New Testamrnts about the
role of Israel in God's plan for the redemprion of the planet. The Bible. declares that
Israel's covenant with God is unbroken. Israel is sri11 the key to the unfolding
prophetic evenls leading to the second coming of Christ. Since these prophetic word5
are unshakable. the only way to escape their clear message is to arbitrarily change the
meaning of the Bible's words."
One can perceive echoes of the dispensationalist concern about Covenant Thsology whrtrt.

'' Grant Jeffrey , Amageddon, 16.
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dispensationalists want to ensure that Israel in the Bible is not read allegorically as referrinp to
the Church. Jeffrey 's statement corresponds to one made by Charles C. Ryrie. a classic
dispensationalist: "a dispensationalist keeps Israel and the Church distinct.. .This distinction
between Israel and the Church is boni out of a system of hemeneutics which is usually called
literal interpretation. "" Jeffrey makes his dispensationalist predisposition even clearer when
he writes:
God deals quite differently with die Jews and the Gentiles during the last seven years of
Tribulation leading up to Armageddon. It is obvious that God always dealt differently
with the Jews and Gentiles throughout the Old Testament until Christ created the
Church.. .During the Church, the Age of Gracr. the Bible declares that there is no
difference in how God deals with the Jews and Gentiles. ..However, when the book of
Revelation describes the tribulation period. God again clearly deals separately and
differently with the Jews and ~ e n t i l e s . ' ~
This Israel facus brings to light the dispensationalist concern for biblical prophetic lirerature
still in need of fulfillment. Jeffrey echoes the century old statement by Clarence Larkin that
prophetic literature is important to the Bible as it not only affirms the Bible's truth status. but it
orients the reader towards the spiritual direction of history." Jeffrey addressrs his
understanding of the vital nature of prophecy in four points :
1) Prophecy authenticates the Bible as the inspired Word of God to an unbelieving
generation; 2) the message of the prophet calls the church to live in puricy and holiness
in these latter days in light of Christ's imminent retum: 3) the prophetic message of the
soon coming of Jesus motivates us to witness to those who have never accepted Christ
as their persona1 Savior; 4) the message of prophecy is the brst single evangelism tool
we have to reach the lost with the claims of christ."
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In Apocalypse. another of his books, Jeffrey writes that "the Bible declares that prophecy is the
absolute proof that God inspired the Word of God and distinguishes it from any other relipious
wnting. 09t ff aving set prophecy up as the core of biblical literature. Jeffrey follows with a
clear dispensationally oriented interpretative methodology: history is the unfolding of God's
past promises in prophecy and narrative. so that not only the Bible - but al1 of history - is
witness to this unfolding.
Jeffrey's prediction of a horrible cataclysmic event ending life on earth seems to fit the
dispensationalist timeline where each dispensation ends with God's judgement on the world

However, whereas dispensationalism is concerned with not reading over essential elements
the biblical story, Jeffrey's interest deviates. His concern is refocussed on the end of this

dispensation and making the Bible speak almost solely to this. Cenainly . with the focus on the
importance of prophetic lirerature that contains biblical promises and injunctions.
dispensationalists have an explicit eschatology. However. theirs is not the historically-orienred
system that Jeffrey's is. Ryrie wams that although fulfillment of the prophecies is expected.
this does not mean one c m establish a precise tirne~ine.~'Strict dispensationalism was accepted

in the late nineteenth century exactly because

it sidestepped the historicism of the

M illcrite

conuoversy . There were expectations that biblical prophecy would be fulfilled. but as
Christians were to be rapmred before this began, the expectations were of a hiturist. nonhistorically grounded kind. Progressive dispensationalisr, Craig Blaising, is even more clear
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Grant Jeffrey , Apocalypse, 9.

'' Charles Ryne, Dispensationalism Today , 156.

...progressive dispensationalists reject historicism as a hermeneutical error which

presumes prophetic authority for the Bible interpreter and also rnisconstrues the
visionaiy genre of biblical apocaiyptic.93
Dispensationalism despite its heavy emphasis on the fulfillrnent of prophecy. turns towards past
history as emphasis, maintainhg the structure of a future fulfillrnent without reading too rnuch
into the specifics. Apocalyptic spiriniality mutates dispensationalism: instead of looking to the
past as a record of fuifillment. Jeffrey and others look to the present for the realization of
God's promises. hstead of only a general pattern for the future. Jeffrey belirves that biblical
prophecy provides an exact pattern where the future cm be known." There is a collapse of the
dispensationalist division between past and future and present history correlates exactly with
biblical prophecy. Thus, Jeffrey ' s system radically departs from the classic dispensationalisr
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Craig A. Blaising. "Contemporary Dispensationalism." Southwestern Journal of Thzologv
36 no.2 (Spring 1994). 1 1. Much of progressive dispensationalism is in fact a reversal of the
sorts of things writers such as ~ a l v o o r dand Jeffrey have done with dispensationalism.
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Jefiey does not make the mistake of setting exact dates for die ending of rime. as per the
Millerire fiasco. He warns against date sening using Scripture. but States that despitr not
knowing the exact dates that "the Church will have a sense of the 'times and seasons' of the
coming Battle of Armageddon but] the unbelievers will remain in darkness concemine the
times" (Armageddon, 104). Having no biblical basis for exact date setting. Jeffrey can. howevcr.
calculate on the basis of world events and his scriptural paradigm that the end is near. This
works as a functional date-serting as it calculates by current events, instead of exact dates. to
demonstrate that we are not far from the End. For example he writes: "The combination of thrse
factors [having provided a check list of European s h e d structures] has produced the world's
first uuly integrated confederation of nations. Just as the Bible prophesied thousands of years
ago, during the generation that the nation of Israel is rebom. the Empire will nse again in the
form of a ten-nation confederacy. This confederated super state is destined to d e the world
under the dictatorial control of the coming Prince of Darkness. the Antichrist" (Prince of
Darkness, 123). The neamess of the expected rapture of the saints is evident throughout his
books. JeRey at one point writes: "I believe the generation that witnessed the rebirth of Israel in
1948 will not die as a group until the coming of the Messiah" (Apocalypse. 106).
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system - it is not about God's unfolding plan in the entire history of the world. but God's
unfolding plan in the here and now.
The presuppositions that guide Jeffrey's approach both tie Jeffrey in and at the same
time set him apart from his classic Christian heritage. Evangelicalism ties Jeffrey to the
biblical text. The democratic urge within evangelicalism to have this text in the hands of as
many readers as possible. is also evident as Jeffrey provides a simple formda for easy biblical
access. Moreover. his style is specifically dictated by hndamentalism and dispensational
premillennialist concems . Dispensationalism provides the prophecy-oriented
compartmentalized biblical interpretive strucrure and fundamentalism the negative social stance
and the high emphasis on popularism. The fundamentalist depamire from academics

reverberates throughout Jeffrey's books. He presents his work as simple and for the comrnon
person wi thout clouding essential issues such as salvation and prophecy hlfillment with the
distonions and bagage of scholarship: the resulting form is easily accessible. very
conternporary and highl y populist .

ii. Formal Narrative Elements: Tragedy
Jeffrey's books take on the form of tragedy." His argument. made through what are at
--

-

The form and content of Jeffrey 's books are dictated by his theological methodology . But
there are several aspects besides his theology which give Jeffrey's work its particular shape.
Through his panicular theological tradition Jeffrey is comrnunicating certain fundamental ideas to
his readers. Instead of an approach based on theological background. this overarching rneaning
c m best be accessed through the narrative concept of tragedy. In proposing a narrative or
rhetorical explanation for Jefiey's work. the intent is to highlight the persuasive discourse which
weaves "style, f o m , content and context ...at the intersection of aesthetics, politics and ethics "
(Stephen O'Leary, Arguing the Apocalypse: A Theory of Millennial Rhetoric [New York:
Oxford University Press. 19941, 4). But this use of the terrn also keeps in mind thar therr are
95

times illogical connections. is solely directed towards comrnunicating the imminent end of
history. Although focussed towards this cornmunicated end, the plot is highiy convoluted with
frequent repetition. Robert Wuthnow, quoting S.R.Suleiman States that "one of the ways in
which certain kinds of texts or discourse close down the array of possible meanings.. .is
through sheer repetition. By saying things over and over. texts reveal the way in which we
should interpret them. "96 Jeffrey 's repetition p o i ~ t sout a particular negative plot line with
distinct antagonists and protagonists. The recurring details not only convey a p l o ~but secure
his role as a reliable and informed narrator. The lack of trust that the reader might be tempted
to have in Jeffrey is countered by an arnazing amount of detail that Jeffrey culls from a wide
array of sources. FortiQing his trustworthiness as a narrator even further. are the short

personal testimonials interspersed throughout the material. Thus. Jeffrey 's work is both a
work of trapdy. and at the same time. a means to persuade the reader of the correctness of
this view of history.
various other approaches to tragedy. Ln theology. as defined by Reinhold Niebuhr among othrrs.
tragedy deals with profound ambiguity and the mixture of good and evil (For a clearer view on a
theological definition of vagedy see Niebuhr's book Beyond Tragedy: Essays on the Christian
~nter~ietation
of History [New York: Charles Scribner's Sons. 19371). As sorne have noted.
fundarnentalist versions do not seem to fit this definition because there is no ambipity as the
boundaries between good and evil are clear. However, even theologically it could be argued rhat
Jefffey is dictated by a uagic fonn. His sense of arnbiguity permeates the entire discoursr in the
theme of "ùiings are never what they seem. " And the narning of evil, which is the most oven
characteristic in the popular apocalyptic genre, is never as important as the interpretive structure
consrnicted around this rherne. So. therefore, the boundaries between good and evil are not clear
as they appear. This is corroborated in the change or shift in exact details regarding evil over
time even in the works of one writer. Certainly this is a more literal interpretation of ambiguity
and therefore not what Niebuhr had in rnind, but it must be said that ambiguity exists within this
system even though dealt with in a different manner than the classical formulation.
%

Robert Wuthnow, Rediscovering the Sacred: Perspectives on Religion in Contemporary
Society (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdrnans Publishing Company. 1992). 70.

Northrop Frye differentiating between the two organizing patterns in literature writes
that:
One is the natural cycle itself; the other. a final separation between an idealized and
happy world and a homiQing or miserable one. Comedy moves in the general direction
of the former. and traditionally closes in some such formula as "They lived happily
ever after." Tragedy moves in the opposite direction. and towards the complementary
formula "Count no man happy until he is dead. "97
Jeffrey's works fit well into a tragic organizational pattern. which dictates both his readine o l
the Bible and his interpretation of world history . Placing prophecic and apocalyptic literature

in the forefront. and stipulating that these are waiting to bs fulfilled in the contemporary
world. Jeffrey sets up a paradigm of anticipation. These expectations are negative:
governrnent conspiracies. wars. threats to Christianity. economic collapse. and the rise of
absolute evil in the figures of the Beast and the Antichrist. His pessimistic viewpoint is
reflected in statements such as the one found in Final Warning:
The ancient prophets warned that the generation preceding the coming of the Messiah
would witness the complete moral breakdown of society. We ma) well be witnrssing
that breakdown today. For the last two millemia. western culture has reflected an
almost universal acceptance of the fundamental values revealed in God's written
revelation to mankind. the Bible. Even those who have rejected a persona1 faith in
Jesus Christ still generally accepted the moral foundations based on the Ten
Cornrnandments and the teachings of Christ. However. al1 around us are siens that ur
live in a generation that has lost its moral anchor and spiritual compas. rejecting hoth
Christian values and the guiding authority of the Word of God. In our present rra
alone. over 100 million people have died through devastating famine. plague.
concentration camps. and world wars due to the evil actions of wicked leaders."

Moral and ethical aberrations arnong other things are proof that history is coming to a terrible
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close. Although the antagonists - the Beast. the Antichrist. and their minions - are vanquished
at the plot's end. Jeffrey's rendition of the story remains tragic in character. Victory appears
anticlimactic in Jeffrey's books because the bulk of the material is directed towards the
catastrophic end of history. Jeffrey is unable to view history and human behavior as naniral or
unchanged. and so e v e y resource. including the biblical words. is aimed at proving the
devolution of the world.
Jeffrey 's marshailing of facts to fi11 out his plot line is astounding. Alongside news
stories from most of the major American newspapers and from television. his sources also
include a vast number of sources that are either u ~ a r n e dor not documented fu11y.~His lack

of proper reference citation Iends itself to the mystery already present in the subject matter.
There is also a dearth of actual linking facts to support Jeffrey's argument. Jeffrey constructs
his entire argument regarding Russian deception and the increase in military weaponrj . which

is central to the plot, on the basis of several statements which are either sixty years out of date
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The nurnber of notes for his books are telling. One might expect the amount of information
Jefiey deals with would add up to an equally large nurnber of notes in which sources would be
documented. But the opposite is m e . His book, Final Waming. for example. has almost five
hundred pages but only 105 notes for the entire book. Prince of Darkness. another one of
Jeffrey's books, has 353 pages and no notes at all. Frequently he makes references that art:
undocumented. One of many examples, found in Finai Waniing, quores the Archbishop of
Canterbury as allegedly being against evangelizing (247). These undocumented statements. not
allowing the reader to fmd out the context for Dr. Carey's words. work towards Jeffrey 's
argument that the Church of England and the Roman Catholic church are spiritually banknipt
(248). In another exarnple from the sarne book Jeffrey contends that govenunent is attacking the
pnvate property of innocent Americans. Not only are there several government agencies that can
confiscate property, but he maintains that they impound people's property for personal gain even
if they know the property belongs to a person guilty of no crime (314). He does not document a
source for this material, although he provides other supponing material from an end-times
newsletter, the McAlvany Intelligence Advisor.

or are taken out of context.lm Few of these statements address directly the information that
Jeffiey is purporting to be me. Yet the holes in source material and actual documentation are
not as detrimental ro Jeffrey's story as it might seem. The quantity of research in collected
incidents and events happening al1 over the world overshadow the quality of Jeffrey's research.
Jeffrey's research points to his underlying belief in the unity of history. His argument may
seem disconnected to the reader who does not share Jeffrey's view of history. However those
who share his view would understand the spiritual comectedness behind al1 of the events
Jeffrey's lists which ultimately point to the tragic characrer of history and of human existence.

The responsibility for al1 of this information is weighty and one can see that Jeffrey
takes on a defensive tone. All the books read with this guardedness in the background: Jeffrey
is having to prove sornething in the face of disbelief. In regards to the military strength of
Russia. Jeffrey writes:
at this point you may be shaking your head and wonderin:: if al1 that 1 have written is
m e . why in the world are America and other western govemments disarming'? The
evidence provided in b i s chapter is true and verifiable. l u '
There is legitimacy in his posture as the narrative he presents is packed with evil fisures
attempting world domination. world-wide conspiracies, mythical beinss intent on drsrroying
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Grant Jeffrey's view diat history is one continual meaningful movement towards the end.
allows him to connect Dimitri Manuilski's statement of Russian intent made in 1930 (Final
Warning, 166) with Mikail Gorbachev's cornments made about necessaq changes in his 1987
book Perestroika (Prince of Darkness, 174). One can see the same regard for history in Clarence
Larkin's charts, where the entirety of the world and its events, from beginning to end. are
encapsulated into one unified chart. Having spiritualized the movement of history, the
differentiating details set in various times and places do not really maner. These only serve to
prove that history is moving towards one consolidated goal. and thus can be used together
towards that argument.
--
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Grant Jefffey , Prince of Darkness. 185.
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hurnanity and divine figures unleashing judgment in response; Jeffrey appears to be aware of

its tenuous credibility. But Jeffrey's expectation of disbelief also stems from the literary
pattern of tragedy . In keeping with his pessimism regarding humanity and the present, he
expects rejection of his message.
This rhetorical feature of Jeffrey's work cannot be overlooked or under-emphasized
Although Jeffrey himself finds it sufficient to rely on the central authority of the Bible. his
defensive posture compels him to brace the authority of his nalrative with other means. Here

we see how his uagic view is also used to interpret the past. Jeffrey links his view of the Bible
and prophecy with the early church's. in order to authenticate his own position. He argues that
they believed as he does; their form of literalism and premillennialism were no different from
the forms that mandate his interpretation. Jeffrey writes about the literal method of
interpretation:
The first method is the literal or cornmon-sense method. This approach takes the verses
in their normal. common-sense meaning and assumes that the writer wrote his prophècy
to be understood as any other portion of writing. While the literal method
acknowledges that prophecy contains figures of speech and symbols. these symbols will
point to a literal reality. This method looks to the Bible to interpret its own symbols
and avoids speculation. The New Testament interprets the OId Testament prophecirs in
the same normal, common-sense manner. Jesus Christ and the Apostles who wrote the
New Testament interpret the Old Testament prophecies in a literal and cornmon-sensr
manner .'OL
This anempt at fortification leads Jeffrey to difficulty in that he is obligated to explain why a
good portion of the history of Christian belief does not register his panicular virws. He. likè
other dispensationalists, is aware that explanation for the gap between the early church and
now can at best be seen as a break in tradition and at worst the signal pointing to a creation of

lm

Grant Jeffrey , Apocalypse, 9.

a new interpretational structure by di~~ensationalists.'~~
Jeffrey. having made the link between

his method and that of the apostolic church. is obligated to go with the former explanation.
unlike contemporas, dispensationalist academics who admit their relatively recent inceprion
without fear of appearing illegitirnate." Jeffrey. unable to critically examine this fear of
recency. has to suengthen his links to the early church and explain the gap between then and
now. Jeffrey. exercising a new twist on an old bias. States that Catholicism is to blame for the
lapse. He writes:
It may seem incredible to you that it took so long for the legitirnate teachings of the end
times to take hold in the heans of God's people. However. remembrr that throughout
the history of the Middle Ages most Christians did not even have the Bible in their own
hands or in their own language to read what God had revealed in the Scriptures. For
almost eight hundred years. only the priests were allowed legal access to the Bible and
many of them could not read. For instance. until 1870. it was illegal for a Catholic in
Italy to have his own Bible. In light of these factors. it is understandable why there
was little detailed teaching about the Rapture until 1825. '*

Using this familiar Protestant rhetoric wherein the Roman Catholic Church is the designated
malefactor. Jeffrey is free to make the link between himself and the apostolic church as wrll as
account for the gap. Thus the tragic source of the fallenness of the church estends into the
past.

One irnrnediately notices, however. a counterpan to this tragic narration.

11 cornes

in
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Charles Ryrie responds to this criticism in Dispensationalism Today. 65ff. He attemprs to
find precedent in early Christian wrinen tradition. but admits that the Church Fathrrs werr not.
nor was anyone else in the first 1600 years of Church history. dispensationalists in the modem
sense of the word.
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Craig A. Blaising, for example, has no difficulty recounting dispensationalist history and
defending it on the basis of ever better methods of understanding the Bible. See his article
"Dispensationalism: The Search for Definition, " in Dispensationalism, Israel and the Church
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 1992). 13-36.
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the f o m of the optimism within which Jeffrey ponrays himself as a narrator. counterbalancing
the negative effects of the tragedy of history. To convince the reader of his credentials Jeffrey
writes of his lineage:
The snidy of Bible prophecy has been my passion for many years. When 1 was
fourteen my father took me to a prophecy conference in Ottawa. Canada. My parents
love the Lord and the Word of God. My mother and father gave me a precious
spiritual Iegacy. their love of prophecy. 1 began to purchase specialized commentaries
and old books on prophecy, history and archeology. After almost thiny years of study
and the accumulation of some five thousand volumes from around the worfd 1 still have
the same passion for prophecy irnparted to me so long ago. Several years ago I was
given the opportunity to share my love of prophecy with a group of Bible collese
snidents. I fell in love with teaching '%
Jeffrey here assures the reader that not only did he absorb his parent's pursuit. but prophecy
has been his own lifelong study. Nor only has he collected a large library on the topic. but h r
has taught on the subject (at an umarned school) bolstering his referencrs funher. His position
as a scholar of the Bible is addressed further:
1 have spent tens of thousands of hours over the last thiny years in a detailed study of
the prophecies of the Bible and their precise fulfillment as proved by ancient historical
records and archeology. My conclusion. which is shared by rhousands of respecred
Bible scholars over the centuries. is that the Bible's prophecies are to be interprered in a
literal sense. 1O7

Not only has he logged a good number of hours of biblical study. but he aligns himself with
other acadernicians ( u ~ a m e d ) .His credentials also include specialized knowledge attained
during one of his Israel trips:

I was finally privileged to examine in detail these remarkable tablets. My friend had
worked daily with these scholars for a year on another project. but they had never
1os

Grant Jeffrey , Heaven. 50-1.
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Grant Jeffrey, Prince of Darkness, 9.
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shown him their incredible. archeological discovery which they had been secretly
studying for years.
These statements might appear to the reader as boasting. but in fact they rie into the defensive
posture that Jeffrey has taken. He establishes himself in comrnents scattered throughout his
works as a legitimate narrator who will not only pacify the doubts. but. who. in the end. will
bring a small ray of hope to the tragic narration he has to tell.
To conclude this section on form. Jeffrey's books at first glance can be described in
t e m s of the density of facts. On the surface they can only be described as a collection of facts
gathered in their perceived relation to a vast number of quored biblical passages. Yet at closrr
inspection one cm see thar these facts are ripidly organized around a theological strucrure and
the narrative panern of uagedy. Evangelicalism and Dispensationalism give Jeffrey's works
their Bible focus and concern as well as the literal way by which he reads the texts and the
world around him. Al1 of this works within the pessimistic story line. inherited from the crisis
mindset of apocalypticism. that dictatrs the direction of the theology and the colleciion of facts.
Yet despite having a methodological groundwork to provide basis for his plot. one can sec that
Jeffrey is self conscious and the books are peppered with his attempts to establish authority
with the reader for himself as narrator and for the story he has to tell. The incredible nature of

his unfolding plot makes it necessary for Jeffrey to reconnect himself with that part of
Christianity free from tragedy - die early church. He reinforces his role as the "trustw~orthy"
narrator in the midst of chaos offerinp. through his interpreration of the Scripnire and
correlation with current events. the one glimmer of hope in the midst of his tragic narrative -

1O8

Grant Jefffey. Heaven, 143.
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the conviction of his words. There is an almost gnostic framework to Jeffrey 's approach. His
words bring light to revelation. These words, unaccepted by "Iiberals" and "academics" and
disbelieved because of their implausible nature. disclose the true meaning of the Bible and the
events transpiring in the present world.

b. Content: Unfolding Drarna
i. Basic Plotline

Armed with his literal comrnon-sense methodology Jeffrey fills out a schema for the
years leading up to the end of die world. focussing on the Bible's prophetic literanire.
panicularly that found in Revelation. Daniel and Ezekiel. Like other apocalyptic writers.
Jeffrey fleshes out his dispensationalist understanding of the Bible with a myriad of details
culled from current events. Although the apocalyptic strucnire is based on the ancient hibiical
text. the basic apocalyptic message is contemporary with its blend of revised Cold War brlirfs.
anxiety over the rise of Islamic militancy. conspiracy rheorirs and a fear of technolo_o>and
innovat ion. Warnings against non-political issues such as the New Age. environmental isni
issues. ecumenism. and secular hurnanism also figure in. These are fairly standard topics
among American apocalyptic writers. who have inherited hndamentalisrn's conservativr social
and political impulses.
Jeffrey's main argument can be organized under four distinct sections or strps.
Although they do not occur in this order in his books. this organization is introduced on the
basis of the function of Jeffrey's material. The first two are foundational: the apocalyptic
biblical paradigm and the evidence from contemporary experience that the world is slowly
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moving towards this disaster. Jeffrey collects al1 the transpired events pointing to infringement
on the lives of Christians in America, the reorganization of political entities. and the rebuilding
of the nation of Israel. Although many of these facts appear unrelated ro the outside reader.
Jeffrey views h e m as a significant aggregated entity. Interpreting the Bible as well as
contemporary society in the framework of altered dispensational premille~ialism.Jeffrey is
convinced that present events confirm that the Bible's apocalyptic message is slowly coming 10
fruition. The presentation of this mixture of biblical quotations and curreni events for Jeffrq
exists not only to comrnunicate the coming end of the world. but to presenr a case for the next
part of his argument. Based on the foundational facts, Jeffrey sketches out the third stage of
the coming end times. The events. none of which have occurred. lead up to the impending
apocalypse and are the culmination of the contemporary political. social. and rconomic
situation. The founh and final stage is the cosmic conclusion to the very earthly events of the
previous stage. This last section. a series of divine events no longer based on human
machinations, fonns the conciusion to Jeffrey ' s message.
The entire structure rests upon this first foundational section - the biblical apocalyptic
paradigm. In what ends up being a circular argument. the interpretation of the biblical
literanire provides meaning to Jeffrey's collection of facts and these events. in mm. verify the
interpretative stmcture. Thus this two part foundation holds a great deal of weight for
Jeffrey ' s argument.
The overarching story. for Jeffrey , is gleaned frorn only a few biblical sources: Daniel

2-38-44 (Nebuchadneuar's Dream). 7-8 (Four Kingdoms), 9.24-27 (Seventy Weeks). 1 Thrss
4. 15-17 (The Rapture). and Revelation 6- 19 (The Tribulation: BeastlAntichrist .

DragonfSatan. Armageddon and Judgement). Daniel 9 provides the timeline, Daniel 2 and
Revelation provide the characters, 1 Thess (in addition to a few other supponing verses)
supplies what will happen to believing Chnstians. and Revelation fills in the details of what
will happen as eanh draws to a c ~ o s e . 'The
~ rest of the biblical text is used to fil! in the
schema derived from these passages. These few passages dictate how the rest of the Bible is
read and used. The Hebrew Bible prophetic literanire. for instance. is plugged into the topic
of the funire of Israel. Thus. once the pattern is in place. the entire Bible feeds into the
structure. Herr the apocalyptic paradigm has replaced the more nuanced dispensationalist
framework.
Once the biblical apocalyptic paradigm is in place. the second stage of corresponding
current events is organized. These collected facts faIl into three categories: changes in politics.
social sphere. and in the Jewish nation of Israel. In regards to politics. J e f f r q has collectcd all
the data on political events havins to do with reorganizing national limitations or houndariss or
allegiances in the anticipation of the one world government he anticipares. :!O His intrrest lies
in political organizational unity. whether based on trade like GATT (Genera! Agreement on
Trade and Tariff). NAFTA (North American Free Trade Agreement). WTO (World Tradr

'"

Jeffrey spends a portion in each of his books reviewing these biblical passages to provide
the interpretation for the contemporary events section. See Grant Jeffrey. Apocalypse. 20-35.
Final Warnine. 42- 105, Prince of Darkness. 13-39.
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The idea of the one world govemmenr is taken from Revelation 13.7-8: "Also it [the k a s r
was allowed to make war on the saints and to conquer them. It was given authority over r v e q
tribe and people and language and nation and al1 the inhabitants of the eanh will worship ir.
everyone whose name has not been written from the foundation of the world in the book of life of
the Lamb that was slaughtered." The rest of the chapter is also important for popular
apocalypticisü as it speaks of the beast and the dragon who enslave the p~pulationof the u-orld
by marking them with the number 666.

Organization) and APEC (Asia-Pacific Economic Community). or whether based on national
cooperation efforts like die United ~ a t i o n s' . He finds the European Union (EU) especially

w o d watching because everything from the number of countries involved to the attempt at
creating a unified currency seem to f i t his biblical mode1 of where and how the one world
government will take shape."' He lists not only trade and political agencies atternpting union.
but "think-tank"proups such as the Trilateral Commission. the Bilderburg Group and the Club

of Rome which promote a world govenunent solution for certain world political. militaru. and
economic problems.1'3 As proof that a large scale conspiracy is taking place. Jeffrey also
includes information on political and economic inconsistencies as these. in his opinion. show
that things appear not as they really are. For example. the lack of UN intervention in the
Somalian, Rwandan, and Haitian crises suggests to Jeffrey that the U N is masquerading as an
organization promoting international stability ( i . e . the U N is really interested in instabilitj). '
Besides the UN. Russia is a prime focus for Jeffrey. Largely as a residur of Cold War
sentiment, Russia is viewed as the age-old oppressor. Even the current rapprochement
between Russia and the West is viewed with suspicion. For instance. Jeffre) suggrsrs rhat rht.
coup in Russia against former President Gorbachev was really phony . intimatins that rhis
Here the bibiical pattern of "deceprion" functions as the
indicates Russia is not to be t r u ~ t e d . " ~
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Grant Jeffrey . Final Warning. 1 16. 120-3. 133: Prince of Darkness. 63. 67-9. 7 1-4.
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Grant Jeffrey, Messiah. 40ff, 71-81 ..
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Grant Jeffrey , Prince of Darhess, 67. 69. 80.
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Grant Jeffrey Final Waming. 148.
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Grant Jeffrey Final Waniing, 176 ff.
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modus operaniii - the Antichrist figure is raised to a hermeneuticai level - and al1 events

surrounding the end-time are perceived as deceptive in nature. No positive elements can be
trusteci: nothing can undercut the tragedy unfoiding.
Consolidating al1 of these facts and more. without any context othrr than the reiigious
spin he provides. Jeffrey creates a picnire wherein a calculared effort by certain elitr groups is
establishing a governing body capable of ruiing the entire world. The biblical pattern of
apocalyptic can be used only incidentally and with a degree of manipulation to support this
position. But it is powerful rhetoric regardless, panicularly considering the creation and
maintenance of a c r i ~ i smentality. Jeffrey highlights the crisis in order to show people what is

realIy going on. The point of his message is that ignoring the concealed but nonerheless
imminent crisis purs one in peril. and therefore one needs to be vigilant and skeptical as evenr3
in the present are not as they seem. Popular apocalyptic spiriniality establishes perceprual
patterns wherein events are viewed as deceptive and alarming.
Jeffrey continues his bleak forecast by listing al1 the ills that plague contcrnporar)
society. Interestingly enough. unlike his listing of political plots. the societal ills seem limited
to an American context. And yet their mention. despire their limited nature. also serves to

confirm Jeffrey 's established framework. He provides statistics about the alarming murder
rate, AIDS, homosexuality, government meddling in child raising methods (discipline). media
misrepresentation of Christian influence. media corrupt ing morals and an increasr in
litigiousness against Christian organizations. LI6 This, combined with signs that personal
freedoms are being curtailed, signals to Jeffrey that something is afoot. The Clinton

' l6
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Grant Jeffrey Final Warning 258-280.

suggestion of universal health care and the resulting tracking system of iu users. gun control.

.

roadside sobriety tests. surveillance technology . police confiscation of propeny attempts to
keep records on the identity of al1 American citizens. electric patient-identification devices and

bank cards are. in Jeffrey 's opinion, slow restrictions of persona1 freedom leading up to the
anti-christ's reign of terror and complete subjugation of the people.'" It is important to note the
theme of "deception." Everything in Our experience seems to disconfirm the biblical
apocalyptic pattern. But reality belies appearance in the crisis mentality . therefore Jeffrey
needs to re-create and re-generate the pattern by showing us the crisis we are blind to. This is
where the Christian popular apoczlypticists have commonality with the militia groups and
secuiar apocalyptic writers. ' l 8
Giving al1 of these facts meaning is his underlying assumption that the world is a worsr
place to live in now than it ever has been in the pas. This is a repetition of the fundamentalisr
lament: "we used to live in a Christian solden age and now look whar has happtrned." In this
vein. Jeffrey writes:
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Gram Jeffrey. The Final W a ~ n p 298-317.
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This suspicious mindset appears similar ro that found in Amrrican rrligious militia proups

where govenunent is viewed as the enemy of the people and conspiracy theories abound. The
govemental blunders at Ruby Ridge and Waco are recounted by rnembers of thesr groups as
justification for their crisis mentaiity. Philip Lamy in his article "Secularizing the Millemium:
Survivalists, Militias and the New World Order," (Millennium. Messiahs and Mayhem:
Contemporary ApocaIyptic Movements, eds. Thomas Robbins and Susan J. Palmer. [New York:
Routledge, lW7], 93- 1 17) highlights the apocalyptic ethos of the rnilitia groups. See Michael
Barkun's article which deals with the religious "Aryan" ideology sometimes seen in the rnilitia
groups as well as other organizations: "Millenarians and Violence: The Case of the Christian
Identity Movement," in Millennium. Messiahs and Mayhem: Contemporary Apocalyptic
Movements, 247-260. There seerns to be an undercurrent of paranoia in American culture
generating these groups that share similar apocalyptic rhetoric. syrnbols and paradigms rach for
their own purposes.

The ancient prophets warned thar the generation preceding the coming of the Messiah
would witness the complete moral breakdown of society. We may very well be
witnessing that breakdown today. For the last two millennia, western culture has
reflected an almost universal acceptance of the fundamental values revealed in God's
written revelation to mankind, the Bible. Even those who have rejected a personal faith
in Jesus Christ still generally accepted the moral foundations based on the Ten
Commandments and the teachings of Christ. However. al1 around us are signs that we
live in a generation that has lost its moral anchor and spirinial compass. rejecting both
Christian values and the guiding authority of the Word of God. In our present era
alone. over 100 million people have died through devastating famine. plague.
concentration camps. and worid wars due to the evil acts of wicked leaders. l lLJ
His argument that society is degenerating is convincing on the surface especially set in the
context of his larser framework of interpretation. He connects thesr national manifestations of
societal deterioration with end-times dues surfacing on the international level.
The greatest proof thar Jeffrey offers for his scenario outshines his inventory of polirical
machinations and societal ills: lsrael and its acquisition of the ancient land of Palestine. This is
really the comerstone in the establishment of a foundation for the rest of his argument. The
1948 creation of the nation of Israel is his direct link back to the biblicaI text and therefore is

his stron_gestfeature in demonstrating the end-times scenario. Jeffrey makés this connecrion
between these contemporary events involving Israel and what is written in the biblical trxt
Israel's history can be roughly divided into four sections: 1 ) God promised Abraham
that he would become a "great nation" in a promised land: 2 ) Solomon finally ruled
over al1 the land God promised; the Jews lost the land: 3) Exiled Jews rrnirneci to
rebuild their nation. only to lose it again; 4) The rebirth of lsrael in the twrntirth
century. 1'0
Jeffrey, with an adaptation of the dispensationalist concem for the hilfillrnent of the Hehrrri
Bible promises to Israel. holds that the divine assurances to Israel for land and nation still
Il9
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Grant Jeffrey Messiah. 1 1 3.

remain and are waiting to be fulfilled:
The Bible declares that Israel's covenant with God is unbroken. Israel is still the kev to
the unfolding propheiic events leading to the second coming of Christ.'"

In another of his books. Jeffrey makes the connection not only to the biblical promise. but also
to the calculaiions based on his own interpretation of prophecy :

On May 13th. 1948. an event transpired which shocked foreign governments around the
world. The Jews proclairned the Independence of the reborn state of Israel and the nrxt
day six Arab a m i e s simultaneously invaded the tiny country to t q and destroy i t at its
birth. As an old Jewish Rabbi blew on the traditionai "shofar." or r a d s horn. the
Jewish nation celebrated the end of their tragic worldwide dispersion and captivity at
the exact time prophesied thousands of years earlier by the prophet Ezekiel.'"
Not only is the retum miraculous to Jeffrey in that it fulfills one more biblical end-time
condition, but it is made al1 the more miraculous in that the remm. in Jeffrey's opinion. is
fùlfilled to the exact year and day prophesied by Ezekisl.'" For Jeffrey. thereforc. the crearion
of a nation for lsrael functions not only as the most prnminent sign that the Bible is correct. hui
it affirms his mathematicaIIy literal interpretation of the biblical text as uell. The formation of
Israel thus provides the ultimate proof that the promises are being fulfilled in our tims. And if

'"
'"
'"

Grant Jeffrey . Prince of Darkness. 131 .
Grant Jeffrey , Armageddon. 4 1.

Jeffrey calculates, on the basis of the Ezekiel passage. diat 390 day s is the figure attrihuted
to the ending of Israel's captivity. He convens these days into biblical years based on die
formula that a divine day is a human year. To this figure of 390 years he adds 40 mors years.
He subtracts 70 years. which is the number of years of the Babylonian captivity. from the
resulùng sum of 430 years. He multiplies the remaining 360 years by a tigurc of 7. as a bihlical
passage in Leviticus 26.18 stares that if Israel was not repentant its punishment would br
multiplied times 7. Jefiey 's calculations lead him to the surn of 2,520 biblical years (2.483.8
calendar years) which he believes is the exact amount of elapsed time from the prophecy to when
Israel again becarne a nation in 1948. Whereas the European Union and AlDS are not directly
mentioned in the text. the promise to Israel of land is explicit and in Jeffrey's opinion it has hem
fûlfilled exactly .

this promise is so clearly fùlfilled. then the rest of the biblical apocalyptic pattern must not be

far behind. Although less an issue of crisis for the Western reader, Jeffrey's sole point is to
reinforce that we are in the tirne of crisis.
Jeffrey's treatment of the Arab peoples is informative here for how he generally uses
his material. Jeffrey dismisses daims that Arabs and Palestinians were driven out. mistreared.
or in any way had prior daim to the land?

His opinion is that the nurnber of actual

Palestinian refugees displaced by die event was inflated by the Palestinians working for the

UN, that Arabs are nomads and therefore have no historical connection to the land. that Jeus
were always in the majority in the land of Palestine even before 1918. and that the P L 0 are the
aggressors and therefore deserve some of the harsh treatment rneted out to them by the Israeli
government.1'5 He goes as far as to suggest making Jordan or othrr Arab-held territories the
designated Palestinian state. 1'6 Jeffrey is obligated to ignore the Palestinian difficulties becausr
the Israeli possession of the biblically promised land overshadows the Palestinians predicameni

and nullifies the validiry of their claims. Thus. on the one hand. Jeffrey feds inclined to
combat the view that Israel somehow unjustly holds her land (an issue earlier writers like
Lindsey could avoid). He is concemed that there not be any moral objection to his description
of the unfolding drama. At the same time. what really matters for Jeffrey. is a cerrain end-

'" Grant Jeffrey, Messiah. 123ff.
'" Grant Jeffrey , Messiah. 125-6, 128, 130. The presentation of the Israeli-Arah rnaterial fils
into the good-evil paradigm whereby Israel is the protagonist and die Palesrinians are the
antagonists in the plot. Jeffrey not only dismisses the Palestinian claim to the land bscause of the
good-evil pattern, but because the information regarding their plight is tainied. Again the crisis
mentality where things are not as they seem crops up: UN involvement in the tabulation of
statistics discredits the information.

tirne apocalyptic typology - good vs. evil. Israel is God's chosen nation and therefore
represents the perdurance of his goodness in the world. The Arabs. on the other hand. in their
objection to Israel's occupation are viewed in terms of the pan they play in his end-times
schema: Palestinians and the rest of the Middle East are the appointed contenders who will vie
for the land in the last battle. Their resistance to Israel in the present is only seen as an
indication of the things to corne. Jeffrey depicts the "good" characters and the "bad"
characters of his drama in terms of the roles they play in biblical apocalyptic spirituality .
Jeffrey's content has numerous other antagonists besides the Palestinians. Another
example, functioning not out of questions raised out by dispensationalism but rather out of the
historic tension between Protestantantism and Roman Cat ho1icism. is the antagonism towards
Catholics. Although not going as far as to desisnate the pope as Antichrisr as did Luther.
Roman Catholicism is still cast in a negative lisht in terrns of the pan it will play in the endtime drama.'" The extremist understanding of their placement is reflccted in numerous
statements found throughout Jeffrey 's books. For example, Jeffrey writes:

...incidents of satanic ceremonies and pagan initiation in the Vatican - rituals thai
defiled the holy name of Iesus Christ. European newspapers have reported numerous
cases of satanic pedophilia involving priests, nuns. and bishops in Turin. Italy and
various cities in America. These evil rituals involve the sexual defilement of innocent
children by satanic priests who openly worship satan''"
Jeffrey links the Roman Catholic antagonist with another stock motif. the New World Order
-

-

-

Grant Jeffrey , Messiah, 132; Prince of Darkness. 143.

'" The late Medieval era gave rise to the use of apocalyptic language to describe political
dissension. The religious battle of the Reformation oniy saw in increase in this usage. For more
see Bernard McGim, " Counterfeit Holiness : The Papal Antichrist, " in Antichrist (Harper
SanFrancisco, 1994), 143-172; Robert Fuller, Namine the Antichrist, 36-39.

"'Grant JefTkey. Final Waminp. 242.

tradition. He writes:
Their goal is to obtain the spinnial leadership of the New World Order. John Paul
actively rejects Marxism and Capitalism as models for the New World Order. His goal
is to create a new spintual-political mode1 for Europe and Russia based on a Catholicsocialism.. .the Bible declares Rome and the Roman Catholic Church will be taken over
by Satan during the last days leading up to the retum of Christ.
While apocalypticists like Lindsey do not mention Roman Catholicism at all. and Jack van

Impe has shifted radically to a pro-Cafholic position, others still retain a rabidly anri-Catholic
sentiment.

Jeffrey mediates the various attitudes: although ultimately he has the Pope

aligning himself with the Antichrist. But Jeffrey is not even always consistent. which perhaps
reflects the contemporary rapprochement between evangelicals and Catholics. He wavers in
his position as he refers to visions and cites Catholic sources. but ultimately damns them b!,
placing them in a negative role."'

'"

Russia. China. the EU. the World Council of Churches and

Grant Jeffrey , Apocalypse. 172. 175.

The website (www.balaams-ass .corn) of one popular apocalypticist . vehemently amiCatholic, maligns Van lmpe for his shift in perspective. The writer States that "Pope John Paul
II, or his suategists, read the book They Cal1 Him the Walking Bible. and the) figured hou to
get to Van Impe. First, Promise him money. Second. Exalt him and feed him security. The Old
Mother Whore has been very good at this for 1500 years. To achjeve this. the followin_ostratrp!
was followed. First, Paul Appalling Crouch [reference to Paul Crouch founder of Trinity
Broadcasting Network] wooed Van Impe to TBN, where there is a standing rule that NOTHISG
negative can be said against the Roman Catholic Whore. Second. somehow. the Pope then
wooed Van Impe into the fold as a good and faithful servant of His Hellishness. The rrsulr -Van Impe has become the most effective embassador of the Pope to the Evangelical and
Fundamental community . "
1 30

Jeffiey quotes Malachi Martin frequently as an authority (Apocalypse. 172: Final
Waniinp, 229ff,; Prince of Darkness, 184). Malachi Manin, a former Jesuit. writes books
containing conspiracy theories regarding the Vatican. Although Manin himself is not against the
papacy, Jeffrey uses Martin's material as if it discredits the Pope. Jeffrey also refers to the
Fatima visions and St. Malachi predictions in order to hirther discount Roman Catholicism.
Although stating that he does not believe that these visions are from God (Final Warning. 130.
232), Jeffrey continues on to quote from h e m as if diey were reliable sources.
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several other oqanizations are placed in the similar roles. As with the moral type-casting of

Roman Catholicism, tradi tional political or relig ious foes are translated into a negat ive role
placement in the end-time drama.

The foundation of Jeffrey's argument. set on a compilation of political and social events
that have transpired over the last century are the basis for his third stage where he details the
direction these events are about to take. He believes that al1 of the above is moving towards
the impending catastrophic climax of history. which. according to Jeffrey. is written about in
biblical literature. The bulk of the upcoming events are hinted at and revealed in nuce in the
events of the present: governments and agencies are conspiring together for a one world
governrnent, rechnology is being built with the intent to subjugatr the world's population.
moral degeneration signals a level of chaos that only the divine hand can set right. and the
persecution of Israel as a narion by Arab-neighbors is a portent of a Sreaier battlr to corne.
Following the biblical apocalyptic pattern. and using his anaiysis of the contemporary rvenrs as
a guide. Jeffrey constructs a picture where a one world government is forgsd from the rfforir
of al1 the agencies now working towards political or economic unity. This future govrrnmsnt
is the revival of the Roman Empire. which. in Jeffrey 's opinion. is a fulfillrnent of Daniel's
p p h e c y . " ' And although not al1 the asencies Jeffrey mentions were directly connrctrd wiih
the EU. ir is the EU which Jeffrey assens will be the source of most of the coming stmggles.
According to the sketch that Jeffrey lays out, the economic. political and military powèr thar
the group of European nations will wield after their union will make it an unchallrngeablr.

"'Grant Jeffrey . Prince of Darkness.

- -

1 1 3.

force.')' This will be true especially after the collapse of the United States as a political power.
something that Jeffrey anticipates especially with leaders like Clinton who. in his view. are
leading the country to economic and military weakness. forcing a worldwide restrucniring of
various political and economic systems. This void will not only create an environment where
the Antichrist. the ultimate figure of evil. will be able to gain power ovrr rhr EU. but

ii

will

allow Russia to resume its role as a military force. Jeffrey contends that while the United
States has naively. in his opinion. reduced its miiitary machineq. Russia has only continued or
increased its production of military weapons .IY According to Jeffrey ' s timel ine. when the
United States declines in power due to the kind of leadership such as is in power at the
moment. Russia will be able to rise up and align itself with the Arabs. a t t a c h e Israel. Jeffrr'
identifies Russia as a participant in this battle based on the passages found in Ezrkiel 38-39 and
Revelation 20.8 which mention the nations of "Gog and Magog. " '" It is after this harrle. ai
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Grant Jeffrey. Prince of Darkness. 121. Jeffrey coalesces the visions found in Daniel 2 and
7, where the founh beast with ten horns in chapter seven is seen as the clay portion of the image
in chapter two made of gold. silver. bronze, iron and clay (Final Waminp. 74). Jeffrey belirvrs
that Daniel 2 and 7 predict the revival of the Roman Empire understood bq Jrffrey to be the
European Union. Jeffrey connects the ten horns on the fourth beast to the ten nations he believt.5
will make up the European Union, which in mm,obligates him to explain how the 15 narions
which now make up the union cm be understood in light of the biblical figure (Final Wamine.
85). Jeffrey is forced to anificially make interpretations fit by juggling numbers and combining
various biblical passages in order to maintain the biblical comection for his trazic plot-linr.
131
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Grant Jeffrey. Prince of Darkness. 168ff.

Jeffrey connects "Gog and Magog" with Russia using outdated material and it is in
instances like this where his choice of source material is crucial to the outcome of his ar,aument.
Although acquainted with modem scholarship on the matter. he dismisses it in favor of the oldrr
sources (supporting his position) by claiming that contemporary scholarship interprets the
passages allegorically (Final Waming. 185). The inability of his apocalyptic framework to
understand the biblical literature in its context forces him to stretch connections between the bible
and the contemporary evenü. Whereas modern biblical scholarship contends that "Gog and

some point, where the Antichrist anses and makes a peace treaty with Israel. Israel . a nation
so beleaguered by attack. agrees without hesitation to join ranks with the Antichrist. The
morally questionable characters of the second stage now take on their full diabolical roles.
This third stage is a difficult and complicared section to hilly understand. as unlike the
foundationai pan of his argument. this section is an abstract extrapolation from the
contemporary events and interpretation of prophecy. It is in this section where many of the
details change from book to book. Jeffrey himself is evidently uncenain on the order of the
details or how to correlate h e m exactly with the biblical apocalyptic pattern. Even the minor
characters in the drama have uncertain roles in this third stage. Roman Catholicisrn. for
instance. although characterized as an antagonist, is not clearly defined as ro what exact part it
will play in the end-tirne conclusion. Despite its changing namre. this third section functions
as a guide to the reader pointing out where the drama of current events is heading.
The founh section. on the other hand. does not shift. The conclusion to Jeffrey's endtimes outline remains the same regardless of the third section's changes in details: rapture.
tribulation. armageddon/apocalypse and Christ's second coming. After the saints are raprured
to take their place in heaven. seven years of unspeakablr difficulties commence with rhe
appearance of fantastic beings that loose various plagues on humanity . ' I h The first threr and a
Magog" are symbolic names refemng to al1 of Israel's enemies. Jeffrey is obligatrd by his view
of the direct comection between biblical prophecy and contemporary events to "place a face to
the name." "Gog" is linked to another passage in Dan 1 1.40 refemng to the "king of the nonh. "
The antagonist in the drama which fits a nation north of Israel is Russia.
136

Jefiey interpreü the cryptic narration in Revelation as refemng to literal events and
beings. This leads to difficulty as the bizarre symbols in the book clash when read literally. So.
for example, Jeffrey's vision of the end of tirne has both the darkening of the Sun (Rev. 6.12- 13.
8.12) as well as it burning so brightly that it scorches al1 of humanity (Rev. 16.8).

189
half years of the tribulation. in Jeffrey 's scenario. are marked not only by the false peace

offered by the Antichrist to the world, but by war. famine and plague al1 brought in by the four
horsemen of the apocalypse. To this terriQing scenario Jeffrey adds a seven angel assembly
which unleashes hail. fire. poisoning of water sources. darkening of natural light frorn the Sun.

moon and stars. and a 200 million man army from China coming to Israel as a killing force.
The cosmic move towards the end also includes another seven angels pouring out from heaven
judgements of sores, transformations of natural water sources to blood. the increase of the
sun's heat (ostensibly from the decreasing of the ozone layer). and the complete evaporarion of

the river ~ u ~ h r a t e s . " 'This first three and a half year segment of the tribulation ends with
Satan being expelled from heaven. He then proceeds to posress the body of the Antichrisc and
for the next three and a half years wreaks havoc on the earth. detiling the temple. directing the
dernonic Baby lonian religious sy stem. and persecuring the earth' s inhabitanrs. .4nd al1 who d o
not take his number 666 will be beheaded by the Antichrist's one world governrnent police
The horror on eanh will be brought to an end at the greal battlr of Armageddon when

force."'

Christ returns to throw Saran and his minions into the pit of hell as wrll as to judge the
nations. The drama ends with the eanh, decimated by the chemical. biological and nuclear
weapons used during the last great war, being created anew for the faithtul to live on for
eternity .

This final segment of the draina, although not a focal point in rems of spaçr dctdiciited
to its discussion. is the culmination to Jeffrey's narrative. It provides closure for al1 the

.
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Grant Jeffrey Apocalypse. 188.
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Gram Jeffrey , Apocalypse, 123.

various characters and their respective plot-lines: the conclusion for Christians. Jews.
unbelievers and ultimate evil are presented. Christians get "the best deal" as they are raptured
before the tribulation to take their place in heaven beside Christ. The sipnificance of the
rapture for Christians is not lost on Jeffrey as he States that "the Rapture is one of the most
important doctrines in the ~ible.""' Although he does not want to connect this to the doctrine
of salvation or label the rapture as a reward. the promise of the rapture is the motivation for
people to remain faithful and evangelize others. Jeffrey writes: " We must live and witness as
though Jesus could renim at any moment."'" The Jews. on the other hand. are destined to livr
through the temble events of the tribulation in order to be purified and thereby brought back to

~ 0 d . I ~This
' second plot-line. not as pleasant as the one offered to the faithful Christians.
suggests a faint anti-Jewish sentiment presented in the guise of divine promise and
fulfi~lrnent.'~~
The worst fate. however. is suffered by unbelievers: Jeffrey writes that "the
1 39

Grant Jeffrey . Apocalypse. 80.
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Grant leffrey , Apocalypse. 107.
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Grant Jeffrey , Apocalypse, 146.

The Jews seem to suffer and fail more than anyone else in Jeffrey's material. The rolr Jrws
play is difficult to reconcile with their placement as the special people of God. Jews lost their
divine focus when they rejected Christ at his first corning. Although their stams as an alirnarsd
people ends when the land is given back to them in 1948. they are still destined for more
punishment. Tneir acceptance of the Antichrist when he offers his faise peace is only
confirmation that purification is necessary. They suffer through the tribulation and then becomr
the focal point as the nations converge in Israel to annihilate the Jews. It is difficult not to read
an anti-Jewish sentiment at this point. Although the gentiles are held responsible for their
individual actions. the Jews are singled out as people having to suffer for their sranis as God's
chosen. The Jewish people are being used, their return to Israel is really only the begiming of
the end of Judaism. Jeffrey's one-dimensional view of Jews is augmentrd with popular
stereotypes like the one found in Signature of God where Jeffrey assens: "the Jewish people are
known for their brilliance." Yaakov Ariel (On Behalf of Israel [Brooklyn: Carlson Publishing
Inc., 19911) expresses a similar view when he writes about an incident with Jimmy Swagge-en who
'4l

wrath of God will be poured out on the unrepentant simers during the Tribulation period. " '"'

Not only do they suffer punishment in the tribulation. but will be cast into hellfire together
with the Antichrist and his false prophet if they neglected to accept Christ during the seven
years of cosmic bmtality - This fourth stage is entirely spiritual in its cosmic conclusion to the
preceding world events detailed in the third segment. God punishes not only humanity but the
eaith itself in order to renew history and establish his millemial kingdom.
The biblical apocalyptic pattern. in detailing a context for understanding current events.

is foundational because it both verifies the unfolding plan of God and creates the crisis needed
to convince the reader. The repetitive nature of the facts only fürther corroborate Jrffrey ' s
apocalyptic message that humanity is in trouble where only obedience and salvation can alter

.

the consequences for the individual. Jeffrey having set up bibl ical inspiration as a provable

.

entity in his methodolo_ey sets out a paradigm where contemporary events cenify the Bible's
veracity. inspiration and revelatory stanis. The four segments to his arzument al1 work
towards proving biblical interpretation as well as establishing the accuracy of Jeffrey 's
apocalyptic paradigm. And Jeffrey is forced. because of the link he has made betu-ern biblical
status and contemporary events. to portray contemporary events as biblically meaninghil.
American political, economic and social concems become comected to nor oniy the

is also a premillennialist like Jeffrey. He writes "In one of his TV broadcast sermons in Ocrober
1984 he showed picnires from Auschwitz and other Nazi death camps in order to illustrare the
awful fate that awaits those who do not accept Jesus as their Savior. In doing so he demonstraied
a premillennialist outlook that asserts that although the Jews are God's chosen nation. they would
not be saved physically and spiritually until they accept the messiahship of Jesus. Ser also
Timothy P. Weber, "Finding Someone to Blarne: Fundamentalism and Anti-Semitic Conspiracy
Theories in the I930'slWFides et Historia 24.2 (Surnmer 1992). 40-55 and
143
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Grant Jeffrey Apocalypse, 107.
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Bible's inspired status. but to an apocalyptic understanding which in tum provides the events
with a deeper meaning. The tragic narrative framework which Jeffrey provides for the detailed
events answers the audience's questions of what time and history means: Jeffrey assens that
everything can be understood as God's divine hand bringing evil to a close. In this respect. hç
offers comfort in corralling all of the horrors about to transpire as under the control of Cod.

ii. Stabilization of the Genre
The conremporary châracter of his narrative resonates with the reader therèby

stabilizing Jeffrey 's popular apocalyptic argument. As well. and mentioned earlier. Jeffrey
concems himself with his own authority to strengthen the power of the narrative. As though
suspecting that the reader may have doubts. Jeffrey makes much of his own abilities as w r l l as
the links between his beliefs and traditional Christian sources. '" Jeffrey reinforces the
authenticity of his tragic ponrayal of history by bolstrring his status as narrator. Most
importantly. though. Jeffrey relies on what appears to be stock content that fortifies the impact
his content has with the reader.
One notices recurring constants in Jeffrey 's works . Thesr repetitious details also
appear in other works of apocalyptic spirituality both in the recent past and in historic
apocalypticism and therefore can be understood as either stock content or symbols. This stock
content seems to function like oral tradition or urban folklore, where not only is there
14 4

Despite the awareness Jeffrey exhibits towards certain weaknesses of his narration and the
necessity to bolster it with rhetoric regarding his own authority , he remains quite naive about his
own competence. Jeffrey avoids critical examination of his own Enliphtenrnent intellectual
heritage and the ofi-stated methodological position based on "cornmon sense" is never delved into
as something which rnight differ from an early church perspective.

repetition and transference of certain pieces of information through time. but these collected
motifs. although remaining intact. shifi presentation in the transference as dictated by the
writer's/reader's context. Jan Harold Brunvand, in his study of urban legends. writes that:
al1 true folklore ultimately depends upon the continued oral dissemination. usually
within fairly homogenous "folk groups." and upon the retention through time of
interna1 patterns and motifs that become traditional in the oral exchanges. The
corollary of this rule of stability in oral tradition is that al1 items of folklore. while
retaiaing a fixed central core. are constantly changing as they are transmitted. so as ro
create countless "variants" differing in length. detail. style and performance
technique. las
Although Bmnvand concerns himsel f with information that is transmit [rd oral ly . the stoc k
content in popular apocalyptic spirituality functions similarly as it remains fixed êven when
used by authors writing centuries apart from each other. The comection between Carholicism
and the Antichrist agenda referred to in Jeffrey's works also appears in references as far back

as the Reformation. A Protestant concern with the explanation of Catholicism is evidrnt in this
continuhg theme in apocalyptic spirituality. Another motif in Jeffrey's works which has
endured a long historical transmission is the concept of the Illuminati. First referred to in
Catholic literature in the fifieenth cenniry. it has appeared man. times since in Protestant
literature. Although the referent shifted over time. the motif of a dangerous mystical societl,
remained constant appearing in Jeffrey 's narrative as an occult group panicipating in one world
governrnent

initiative^."^ The shifring nature of stock content is evidenced even more clearly in

the last one hundred years of popular apocalyptic spirituality . Here we see social. c u i ~ r a and
i

14s

Jan Harold Brunvand, The Vanishin.~.Hitchhiker: American Urban Legends and Their
Meaninns (New York: W. W. Nonon & Company. 198 1), 3.
146

Grant Jeffrey , Prince of Darimess, 86.
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political information gathered from particular events but transmined via this collection of stock
motifs. These cultural and societal ideas being expressed by a particular motif remain in the
narrative even when the situation being referred to has disappeared. Russia. for instance. has
k e n identified as an antagonist in the apocalyptic scheme since the Bolshevik Revolution. Hal
Lindsey continued using the morif from a Cold War perspecrive. 147 And Jeffre); continues to
employ the concept of a threatening Russia well after the Cold War's end indicating that Russia
remains unchanged as a negative motif in popular apocalyptic. The enduring motifs in popular
apocalyptic rnay shift in presentation or context. but the! continue to manifest themselves in
the vanous narrative settings.

Their longevity testifies to their truth telling for the reader. Stock content resonatcls
with the reader by referring to the underlying concems about cultural. societal. polirical and
historical situations. Contemporary apocalyptic spiriniality has an entire set of stock motifs
which can be understood through the lens of American concsrns. The continued mention of
Russia indicates that despite the Cold War having ended. certain American tensions over the
siniation obviously have not dissipated. For instance. the accompanyine disarmament treatie,
threatens to weaken American military strength. One can see similar concerns rqarding the

weakening of America as a singular world power in the presentation of organizarions
encouraging unity in trade, political goals. etc. Most interesting is the nrgaritVe
charactenzation of other nationalities. Jeffrey sharrs this with Hal Lindsry for instance.
Russians, Chinese, Europeans and Arabs are al1 ponrayed as anragonists. Perhaps this
portraya1 resonates with an underlying xenophobia present in American society . American

'"

Hal Lindsey. The Late Great Planet Eanh, 55.
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religious concems regarding church orthodoxy growing out of the fundamentalist rnodemist
crisis can be seen in the recurring invectives against the ecumenical movement. In a
contemporaq age where oral culture has basically disappeared. popular apocalyptic comprises

a narrative version of this form. Popular apocalyptic interprets concerns by encapsulatine
them in an apocalyptic pattern which is transrnitted down through the years. The genre is
stabilized through this use of stock content not only because it forms a tradition on which

tu

.

rely but the content's flexibility along with its constancy is able to maintain a relevancy to
reader concerns.

c. Function: How the Narration Works
One might think that a tragedy such as the one spun by Jeffrey rnight not be well
accepted considering some of irs unusual content matter. Apocalyptic spiritualiry held by
Jeffrey and others is certainly dismissed as ludicrous by some. Judzing by the numhrr of
people who read and accept the message of apocalyptic spiriniality . however. one is requirs J to
take this phenornenon seriously. Not only does the apocalyptic frarnrwork provide meanins in
a North American context, but the existence of apocalyptic spirituality throughour the centuries
suggests that it provides meaning on a very human level.
Evangelicalism's history in North America provides a welcome conrexr for the
integration of popular apocalyptic spirituality . Jeffrey makes the most of the Arnerican
democratic environment where retigious expression is divorced from hierarchical and
traditional sources. Jeffrey merely has to establish himself as a qualified spokesperson in
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order to present his view of Christianity 's importance. 148 And thus. gaining the reader's regard

is a large pan of Jeffrey's rhetorical aim. Integrated into his argument is the establishment of
bis own authority not only as a reader of the age ool texts and of modem events. but as a
teacher. Jeffrey validates his theological connections by affirming the evangelical emphasis on
the inspiration and infallibility of the Bible as well as connecring himself to ancient Christian

tradition. These connections are made on a surface level as opposed to ensaging these sources

on a deeper theological level; yet, this is sufficient as Jeffrey needs only to gain a modicum of
the reader's trust in order to provide an effective argument. Once his qualifications are in
place. he then makes his appeal to the reader. Instead of a cornplicated theological treatise.
Jeffrey offers the reader a Bible that can be read easily and correlated directly to the reader's
experience. Jeffrey proceeds to brins the Bible back to life as a contemporary and easily
followed "road map. "

The persona1 style of Jeffrey's discourse creates an invitine cornmunicarive act. He
writes sirnply. using inclusive plural pronouns to involve the reader direct]? in his concrrns.
Jeffrey also has a panicular audience in mind when he offers this simple and reliable meihod.

His appeal targets a searching individual and not academics or liberals. who are comfortahlc.
with relativity and unanswerable questions. Jeffrey offers solutions to the person who necds
problems solved; his rhetoric focusses on facrs. answers. and knowable quantitirs. And
Jeffrey addresses this reader often throughout his narrative, confronting the realit? of thttir
doubts. This functions as a form of "inoculation" wherein skepticism is recognized. thereb!

'41
See Richard Quebedeaux's By What Authority: The Rise of Personality Cults in American
Christianity (San Francisco: Harper & Row, Publishers. 1982).

strengthening his own opposite position. Jeffrey's narrative reassures the reader in the
acknowledgment of doubt and in the quelling of it.
JefYrey 's narrative is highly effective in a socieiy that denigrates elitism. impracticalitv.

and impersonalism: his argument is simple. plain. relevant and personal. Jeffrey 's
hemeneutical methodology centers around populist concerns where each individual is
encouraged "to determine for [themselves] whether the Bible is tnily the Word of God or
not."'"

Jeffrey does not concem himself or the reader with discussions of hermeneutical

"horizons" or reader-response theories. Rather. the hean of Jeffrey's apocalyptic mer ho do log^
revolves around simplicity. security and reliabiiity: the Bible can be understood by anyone who
studies it; it provides al1 the answers to questions about contrmporary life - and it is never
wrong. Although constructing what is at times a complicated and convoluted explanation of
how and why events are about to occur. there is an expectation that every reader can discern
scriptural content and its inspired stams. In regards to prophetic literature. for insrancr.
Jeffrey is willing to admit that it might br difficult to interpret. but hastens to add that any
dedicated student of the Bible is capable of understanding. He writes:
hophecy was not intended to be so difficult to interpret that only specialists could
understand it. The prophecies authenticate the truthfulness and inspiration of the Word
of ~ o d"O.

He sets forth a method that can be used by any dedicated individual. Anyone who studies the
Bible, according to Jeffrey. can understand its essence. He models this essential aspect of
cornmitment in his statement that he has "spent tens of thousands of hours over the las1 thirt!.
-

-
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Grant Jeffiey , The Signature of God. 7.
Grant Jeffrey , Apocalypse, 1 1 .

years in a detailed study of the prophecies of the Bible and their precise fulfillment as proved
by ancient historical records and archeology.
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The results of this detailed snidy. according

to Jeffrey. will provide insight into the present world. Jeffrey writes: "as we approach the

final crisis of this age. it is vital chat we sîudy this portion of God's 'love letter' to His belowd
Church to understand the times we live in and His instructions to us in light of His Second
Coming. "'" The hemeneutical method of hiblical perspicuity and relevancy is completed with
Jeffrey 's assertion that the reader is guaranteed an inerrant response :
God did not give opinions to the biblical writers. He gave them inspired 'revelations'
conceming His truth. Christianity is not based on opinions or philosophy. Our faith
and spiritual life are founded on the unshakable revelation of the Almighty God who
cannot lie. '"
Apocalyptic spirituality. as presented by Jeffrey. offers a hermeneutical rnerhod uhere the
only tools needed are the individual's determination to read Scripturr and a need for ansaws
contemporary problems .
Jeffrey's methodologicalIy encoded simplification of the Biblical mrssa,oe serves a
democratizing purpose. The power to determine complicated biblical genres without an! prior
biblical knowledge is given to every reader with the promise of enlightenmrnr as the
motivation. Jeffrey would concur with Hal Lindsey who wrote that "we believe thar a prrson

can be piven a secure and yet exciting view of his destiny by making an honrst investigation of
the tested truths of Bible prophecy.
151
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to read and understand prophecy. This democratizing feature is not only evident among
popular apocalypticists. but it is an ourgrowth of historic North American evangelical
concerns . Je ffrey engages in a populist-driven denigration of experts and specialists that onl),
further emphasizes this democratic feanire. As with the historic evangelical revivais. Jeffrr!
empowers the individual to interact with faith issues for thrmselves without the mediarion of
scholars or other religious leaders.
The narrative hnctions effectively not only as a resuit of the simplified method and the
warmth of personal address. Even more important than its democratic method is its function:
Jeffrey's apocalyptic spirituality provides rneaning in a world that is fast spinning out of
control. North Americans live in a world where technological and scientific advances seem
be out of control. where world-wide political instability threatens security . and whers social

changes make life almost unrecognizable to those who hold traditional values. Jeffrey's
presentation of various. seemingly random. facts reflects the disjointed way in which many
people see their world. In his narrative. poll information from Brussels rrgarding the
establishment of the EU appears alongside information about computer chips implantcd in
animals by the Toronto Humane Society and Gorbachev's appearance on the Larry King
show."' But he offers a context by which to understand al1 of this confusion and perceiwd

danger; Jeffrey is able to make sense of al1 of the confusion by placing the tragic frarnework
around his collection of seemingly random bits of information. knitting [hem inro a çohrsiw
entity. Other than the overarching structure Jeffrey places them in. rhere is nothing about
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these pieces of information that would link them either to his structure or to each other.
Animal implants and television appearances by former world leaders are woven into a
theological narrative wherein the individual can understand self and world. Ali information is
pertinent for Jeffrey as it al1 fits into the confirmation that the world is heading for terrible

times as God is finally bringing history to a conclusion. Out of the chaos Jeffrey provides a
divine sense of order.

On a deeper level. Jeffrey's argument is addressing the age old question of iheodicy. :

ih

Jeffrey's apocalyptic paradigm offers an explanation of how evil can exist when God is
apparenrly in control. The presence of terrible human corruption where torture. abuse and
mass slaughter can take place are not signs for Jeffrey that God does not exist. but rather the
opposite. Jeffrey 's dispensational framework makes sense of the present evil ohserved and
experienced by the readrr. where evil is the result of a world slowly coming to a close as
directed by God. This cosmic judgernent of history extends to the individual. Jeffrry's
theodicy is reduced to a practicai persona1 prescriptive uhere in light of God's future
obliteration of evil the individual is expected to make a choice. God deals fairly wirh thosci who
follow him. but al1 those who reject God will be judged and punished alon_osidrthe evil-doers.
Evil exists as a reminder of the fallemess of history as well as a cue thai rhrrr will won h ç a
universal cleansing by the divine and al1 powerful hand of God.
Jeffrey's apocalyptic spirituality also advances a cosmology. providins the readcr with
a way to understand time and the worid. Regarding the cosmology offered by apocalyptic

Is6 Stephen O'Leary asserts that this is the concem of al1 apocalyptic spiriniality. Arwina the
Apocalypse, 34ff.

spirituality Stephen O' Leary writes :
As narrative. cosmology establishes a group ethos through a vision of shared origin and
destiny that implicitly represents a culture's beliefs. attitudes and values. In its
argumentative form. cosmology offers propositions both descriptive and normative.
intended to depict and explain the universe as ir is and to orient human beings towards
right action.'51
Jeffrey's dispensationally inherited system offers a way for the reader to orient self in a world
that seems to have had no begiming and no end. This is why prophecy is so important for
Jeffrey 's system. Prophetic literature addresses an ending point. if only by divine punishment .
Reading prophetic literature apocalyptically allows Jeffrey to interpret this end and judgement
cosmically . Jeffrey also uses "end" in relation to the cosmic "beginnino_"of the world. placing
finite boundaries on existence. The dispensationalist scheme wherein various segments of

history end in punishment allows funher placement. Jeffrey's listing of evils and conspiracies
as increasing phenomena hinctions as a measurement of tirne left before the end. His narrative
provides a structure for the reader by which to place the self in relationship to a brginning and

a fast approaching end in order not only to understand world cvents. but to discrrn the reader's
own place in history. This cosrnology. like the theodicy. is prescriptive. It directs the reaclcir

to make a choice based on the known conclusion in order to escape the fina1 catastrophe
brought on the world by divine judgement.
Jeffrey's rhetoric has appeal also because it offers a popular episternology. This is in
keeping with Frederick Kreuziger who writes:
apocalypse is the audacious attempt to conceive of the entire universe as being humanl?
significant when viewed in terms of how it ends.. .apocalypse means much more than
visions of the end and tales of doomsday. Its meaning curs across the spectrurn of Iifr.
157
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both personal and social. Is8

Alluded to in the above paragraphs. Jeffrey's apocalyptic paradigm allows the reader to
understand the self. The meaning Jeffrey imputes into present world events allows the reader
to see self situared at a time when history is coming to a close. With history no longer
meaningless. but rather given a directional focus. the individual's relarionship to transpiring
events becomes clear. Jeffrey's popular cosmology places the reader at a distinct point in the
world's history. And having presented a theodicy, Jeffrey now offers the reader the
opportunity for persona1 orientation towards God and evil. Understanding events. history .
time. and God allows the reader to understand self and the purpose of life.
Jeffrey also makes sense of more specific concems arising out of a distinctly Amrrican
angst. Apocalyptic spirituality always carries with it a crisis rnentality where a tragic
framework is used to interpret people's anxiety regarding their contemporary situations.
Apocalypticism highlights the fears. simplifies the cornplrxitirs and orients the reader to a
defensive position. Jeffrey 's system carrirs with it this same crisis mindsrt . American
society, however. harbors an already existing anxiety about itself and its relationship to the résr
of the world. Questions existing from the inception of United States regardin: national
definition and ideals. inhabitants, and outsiders f o m this underlying stress in American life.
This angst is reflected in the popular media and literanire. The genre of science fiction. for
example, functions like a secular apocalyptic where fears about technology. science and
outsiders are confronted and extrapolated upon. The popularity of apocalyptic movies such as
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Frederick A. Kreuziger. The Religion of Science Fiction (Bowling Green. OH: Bowling
Green State University Popular Press. l986), 1-2.
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Watenvorld and Independence Day are an extension of the disaster flicks of the 1950's which

as a corpus reflect an underlying uneasiness about technology and attack from outsiders.
Jeffrey's American-directed rhetoric taps into this existing angst. He plays out his drama with

an American audience in mind. His narrative is so focussed on American issues that
Canadians. who are quite closely related to the United States in tems of societal and political
concerns. would nevertheless find much of it irrelevant . Jeffrey addresses the laments of
Amencan society where change in family stmctures. gender roles, and race relations have
destroyed a panicularly American vision of how life should be. Jeffrey answers the question
of "why isn't America working out the way it should?" by placing the percrived drcline of
traditional values in a uagic framework. Jeffrey provides a significance to this question by
indicating that the disintegration of the American vision is a precursor of thin,as

10

corne.

Other insecurities are played upon in Jeffrey's material. The Arnerican fear of outsiders is
given real substance by castine other nationalities in the anragonist roles of the end-timrs
drarna. The defining American concern for freedom is played upon in al1 the various
conspiracy theories, rnany of which involve the United States governmenr. The existing fear
of a powerful federal govemment is reinforced by including mention of gun control legislation
and the institution of universal health care. While Jeffrey provides a contexmal understanding
of the disintegration of American life. he also appeals back to the national vision of the Unitrd
States for reassurance. The fact that the country had Christian origins means. for Jeffrry. thai
it will not suffer in the same way as other nations will during the t r i b u l a t i ~ n . 'The
~ ~ specific

message in Jeffrey 's books, rlthough he understands it to have universal appeal. is essentially

Is9

Grant Jefftey , Prince of Darkness, 161-3.

about providing meaning to uniquely American fears and hopes.

D. Conclusion
Apocalyptic spirituality is both the producr and the reduction of several related
theological traditions. The convoluted logic resulting from the amalgamarion ignores essential
emphases of evangelicalism and dispensationalism. Evan_gelicaIism'sconcern for the Bible.
uanslated into Jeffrey 's system. no longer carries the qualitative emphasis of careful studj. and
farniliarity with church doctrine. Rather Jeffrey picks up on popular evangelicalism's
quantitative concerns where making the Bible available to the masses becomes the foremost
concern. Which is not to Say that Jeffrey is innovative in this regard. rather he is picking up
on the North American populist evangelical history . One can see the dominance of traits
developed throughout evangelicalism's existence in Nonh Arnerica: the importance of the
individual and the incorporation of nationalism observed in Jeffrey 's works were hoth
developed through evangelicalism's intersection with revivalism. revolurion and civil war.
Similarly. dispensationalism's interest in prophecy is reworked into an easy to grasp format.
leffrey's popular strain of dispensationalisrn misses the hean of classic dispensationalism
concemed with biblical integrity and highlighting every distinct ernphasis of scriprure. Je f f r q
recognizes the importance of prophecy and the inclusion of Israel in biblical inrerpretat ion.
without including the larger dispensationalist methodological interests . Y et. inspi te of ha\ ing
lost many of the distinctions, Jeffrey stands squarely in the evangelical and dispensationalist
theological traditions. One can trace evangelical and dispensationalist history by Jeffrey 's
material. Evident is the nineteenth century evangelical rationalist and comrnon sense approach
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to biblical interpretation. the importance of the individual and the Arnerican nation in Gad's

plan for humanity. the fundamentalist suspicion of liberalisrn and the expectation that the tme
church will be a smail community expected to sustain oppression from outside forces.
The fundamentalist paranoia moved naturally into apocalypticism. Apocalyptic
spirituality. evident throughout Christian history. is defined by a crisis-minded community
milieu assembled around crisis-created biblical literanirr . The use of apocalypt ic through the

ages has allowed people an interpretive stmcture by which to explain their surrounding
context. The flexibility of the genre with its mythological language and veiled references was
readily applied to various historical contexts. Its division of the world into good and cvil
easily explicated the meaning of events and institutions. From fùndamentalism onwards.
American evangelicalisrn assimilated this apocalyptic mindset. The loss of the nineteenth
cenniry evangelical golden age provided the basis for the antagonism and suspicion of the
surrounding culture. The residue of the Puritan theodicy ideal comecting national and
spirinial destiny in conjunction with the loss of the evangelical authoriry within societ! during
the "Great Reversal" created a negative vision of how God and society were connectsd.
Jeffrey and other apocaly ptic writers have appropriatrd the nçgative fundamenta list
understanding and interpretation of the Arnerican situation in which thry livr. Their
incorporation of the fundamentalist sentiment into a larger cosmic drama has revitalized North
American evangelicalisrn by providing a highly directional and literal quality to faith
necessitating individual reform and restitution of political and economic structures in the face
of imminent historical collapse.
Although popular apocalyptic spirituality answers essential existemial questions. its
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existence within the dominant foxm of Nonh American Christianity actually functions as a
detriment to the larger society. Apocalyptic spirituality with its defensive posture and negative
views of society creates a tragic meaning for particular events. The perceived crisis and
expectation of the nearing end of history contours people's actions so that the crisis
interpretation not only explains crisis, but creates crisis by shaping a particular milieu. During
the Gulf War. for example. the attitude of excitement taken by Norrh American Chrisrians who
considered the war as a possible part of fulfilling prophecy. ignored the fact that thousands of
Iraqis were being killed.lm Similarly Jeffrey's lack of concem for the plight of Palestinians in
Israel stems from his adoption of this mindset considerably limiting his perspective on hlinian
rights and political events. Not only does it shape artitude. but the apocalyptiç paradism also
fûnctions as a cataiyst for people's action. An extreme example is the Randy Weaver incidenc
in Ruby Ridge, Idaho. Weaver amassed a large arsenal of weaponr) on the basis of
apocalyptically based conspiracy theories and believed he would have to dsfsnd himsslf
against a corrupt federal government.161 When federal agents came ro arrest him for illegal
possession of weapons a gunfizht ensued and rhree people were killed. The apocalyptic
paradigm shapes acrion not only in an American context. but in nations outside of the LYS.
For example, a recent newspaper article focussed on the aid Israeii Zionist settlêrs have and
continue to receive from North American evangelicals, even while the support for Zionist
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Michael R. Cosby, "The Danger of Armageddon Theology." Covenani Quanerly 5 l
(August 1993).44.
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Michael Barkin, "Millenarians and Violence," in Miliemiurn. Messiahs and Mayhem. 249:
Philip Lamy, "Secularizing the Millennium, " in M i i l e ~ i u m .Messiahs. and Mayhem. 91. 101.

causes from North American Jews dwindles.'61

One evangelical quoted in the article states his

belief that: "the Bible says in the last days the Jews will be restored to the nation of Israel"
indicating the link between his intention to strengthen the state of Israel in the anticipation of
the second coming of Christ.'63 The author of the column also quoted a pastor of a Maryland
Four Square Gospel Churcn as saying:

In 1948. when Israel became a nation. that was the real key point to Our biblical
prophecy. We believe the OId Testament prophecies are as current as tomorrow's
newspapers. IM
Israel and biblical prophecy are combined in the minds of these evangelicals and this forms an
impenis for uemendous evangelical political action. The desire to hasten God's coming
Kingdom promised in the Bible gives reason

to

the financial. political and spiritual support

being given to the Israeli settlers. This evangelical suppon for Zionist political causes. ovrr
against Palestinian political and social concems. is pronounced enough to be recognizrd as
valuable by Israeli poliricians who carer to this seemin_olyunlikely support base in Nonh
Arnerica. 165 The popularity of apocalyptic spirituality in Nonh America has created a
powerbase from which to act both economically as in the above case. as wrll as politicall>
according to an apocalyptic worldview. Not only does apocalyptic spiriniality colour

'" AM LoLordo. "Evangelical Christians Come to Jews' Aid." Atlanta Journal-Constirution 8
August 1997, p. A .8: Thomas L. Friedman in From Beirur to Jerusalem (New York: Farrar
Straus Giroux, 1989) highlights the decreasing suppon for Zionist causes among nonconservative Jews in North America (447).
3eiI
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Thomas L. Friedman wrote how Menachem Begin in 1989 befriended the likes of J e m
Falwell and Pat Robertson as well as other fundamentalists for their suppon of the Jewish state
(From Beimt to Jerusalem. 486).
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political. economic and social perspectives and therefore action. but it limits the positive
evangelica1 impact on society .

Cnsis is expected and the only cure for societal and political

ills can cake place with the return of Christ.

EPILOGUE
Nonh American evangelicalism has been an experiment in democratic religion.
Evangelicalism's history of making the Christian message real to the individual has resultcd in
a unique and ofien popular religious expression. The pietism of the revivals generated a focus
on conversion and took emphasis away from doctrinal and ecclesiastical authority. The
Revolution and Civil War. conflicts both framed by a Puritan notion of a sacred society.
s m p e d a national identity onto evangelicalism. Identity and individuality were funher
inculcated during the nineteenth-century when evangelicals busied diemselves with societal
concerns. Further development appeared with the inability to incorporate the new ideological
movements from Europe. higher criticism and evolution. within an evangelical consensus. The
fragmentation that developed added funher individual ization as wel 1 as a negat ive and
suspicious character. Each further development within evangelicalism prornpted Irss formal
and more private way s of being religious. Nonh American evangelicalism brcame
characterized by. among other things, its simple and popular approach to doing relipion.
The development of apocalyptic spirituality is one example of evangelical popularism.

Not only did it develop out of evangelicalism. but it holds specifically Nonh American
evangelical concerns. The Bible. the supernatural and the individual are fused rogether in suçh

a way as to provide a message that combines personal spirituality. American nationalism. and
societal anxiety. Developed ûut of a context of evangelical despair. popular apocalypticisrn is
a popular appropriation of the Christian message that altowed believers to gain control of
history. And like many other popular expressions of evangelicalism in Nonh Arnerica. it
catered to the specific concerns of the ordinary people. This popularism evident with Nonh
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American evangelicalism. has allowed it a great deal of flexibility and dierefore success.

The popular and democratic nature of evangelicalism. although flourishing in the North
American context, also works to evangelicalism's detriment. Apocalyptic spiriniality
demonstrates this as well. Although it attempts to uphold evangelical ideals. its simple
appropriation of theology and hermeneutics unintentionally attacks evangrlicalism's biblical
foundation. The alliance of apocalypticism. evangelicalism. and dispensationalism along the
popular strand endangers the evangeiical understanding of sola rcriptura. Not only does
popular religion narrow the understanding of Scripture. but it. as seen in apucalypric
spiriniality with its focus on the contemporary situation. imputes meaning into the Bible.
Apocalyptic spirituality. dictated by a literal and common sense method of interpretation.
confines God's revelation in Scripture to tangible and contemporary realities. In Jeffrey 's
system. general revelation is given the capacity of special revelation. This substitution has
impact on biblical apologetics. for example. which focusses on events transpiriq in the
modem world in order to affinn the Bible's veracity. Biblical doctrine. church tradition and

even spiritual experience are eclipsed by the importance of conremporary events. Jeffrey in
his naive perspective of meaning. his contemporary framr of reference. and his resrricted
understanding of the biblical world and its literanire offers a framework of interpretation
contrary to that fought for by the Reformers. However. instead of Church tradition dicraring
meaning, popular apocalyptic spirituality is shaped by contemporary political and social èvrnts.
Jeffrey has eroded the central position of the text as a result of the focus on the contemporary

"horizon of interpretation." His position. like that of other popular apocalypticists. ends up
attacking not oniy his evangelical heritage, but the very foundation he is trying to uphold.

Popularism in its prevalence has the ability not only to erode certain emphases but
could affect the continued existence and efficacy of evangelicalism. The predominance of
apocalyptic spirituality within evsn_gelicalism has the ability to dictate populist concems.
Popular apocalyptic. firmly rooted in the fundamentalist anti-intellectualism and its gencral
distrust of the structures of authority. assumes that it embodies the reformation ideal of the
"priesthood of al1 believers." Unlike Luther. who never envisioned a comrnunity without
boundaries of authority (Luther's conception was that every believer is given the opportunity
and the responsibility to exercise a redemptive ministry unto the neighbor not that eveqperson

was literally their own "priest"). popular apocalyptic is a movement which extols the vinut. of
every person's ability to interpret the Bible without encouracjng the accumulation of orhrr
kinds of knowled_ge to broaden the perspective. North American evangelicalism. at one rime a
movement concerned with maintaining the highesr standards of orthodoxy. has become a
movemenr t y r a ~ i z e dby pop-psychology . materialism. nationalism and the individuai. Carl
Sagan. writing about a conversation he had on one of his travels. stated that pseudoscience
predominated over real science in the discussion. Unproven but popular ideas such as the
existence of extraterrestrials and the power of crystals sremrd ro hold more sway for his
conversation panner than did proven medical and geological discoveries. Sagan. writine about

the man. stated that:
he iwnted to know about science. It's just that a11 the science had gotten filtrred out
before it reached him. Our cultural motifs. our educational system. Our
communications media had failed this man. What the society permitted to trickle
through was mainly pretence and confusion.'
1

Carl Sagan, The Demon-Haunted World: Science as a Candle in the Dark (New York:
Ballantine Books, 1996), 4.
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Although this statement pertains to the relationship between science and popular culture. a

similar statement could be made about protestant Christianity's manifestation in apocalyptic
spirituality. Authors such as Hal Lindsey. John Walvoord. Grant Jeffrey and others wanr to

.

communicate the "good news " of Christianity but traditional protestant Christianity has been
sifted rhrough the mesh of their concems. thus shaping the "good news" into a North American
eschatologically focussed phenornenon.

In eclipsing the traditional meaning of the Bible. the

popular apocalyptic movement highlights excitine and dramatic events over and above what
mipht be considered the mundane nature of traditional belief and practice. The cornmon-sense
presentation of "the Bible as it is. for People as they are." results in a readily accessible text.
However the democratic approach Iimits the complexity of the biblical message and the
richness of church tradition. As a result of its sometimes fantastic reformulations of the

.

essence of Christianity apocalypticism finds itself directed by the nationalistic and
individualistic concems of popularism thereby cutting off access to the essence of Christian
tradition's version of full biblical meaning and impact. This is the dilemma that evangelicalisni
fin& itself in. The vibrancy rhat has resulted from the Protestant emphasis on the prirsthood

of a11 bel ievers has created movements such as apocalyptic spiriniality that brins the bibliçal
text to bear on the events of the world we Iive in. However. popular movements such as these
also diminish crucial evangelical concems when they force the Bible to speak t~ their own
concems. Popular apocalyptic demonstrates that North American evangel icalisrn has bctconic.
marked by popularism where not only have the "keys of the kingdom" been given to evcryonr.
but the power of locksmith has been democratically supplied as well.
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